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158 Welcome, Apologies and Declarations of Interest  

a) Apologies as minute above.  
b) The following declarations of interest were reported at the meeting: 

i) David Dickson declared a non-pecuniary interest in item 7, as a member of York Central 
Enterprise Zone Programme Board  

ii) Cllr Andrew Waller declared a non-pecuniary interest in items 7, 13, 14 and 17, as a 
member of City of York Council and the Ward Member for the Lowfield Housing 
Development. Cllr Waller left the meeting prior to the commencement of item 17. 

iii) Councillor Phil Ireland declared a non-pecuniary interest in item 7 as a member of 
Harrogate Borough Council. 

iv) Councillor Andrew Lee declared a non-pecuniary interest in items 12 and 14 as a 
member of North Yorkshire County Council. Cllr Lee left the meeting prior to 
commencement of item 12. 

v) Councillor Stephen Watson declared a non-pecuniary interest in items 8 as a member of 
Hambleton District Council. 

 
159  Minutes of last meeting and matters arising  

i) Amendment to Chairman’s details (i.e. not LEP staff). 
  Otherwise agreed correct  
  

Matters arising:  
i) Thirsk Railway Station 
 Following deferral at the last meeting the project has continued to be promoted by Northern, 

and has now received a grant award of £1m from Department for Transport towards total 
project costs of approx. £3.5 - 4m. AL/SR will liaise with the project applicant to develop 
details and report to June meeting if further LFG/succession funds are made available. 

ii) Skipton Employment Land  
AL reported on project review meeting held on 21 February with Craven DC and YNYER LEP 
representatives including from LEP Performance Group (Collin Mellors). Confirmation has 
been provided for start date of works on 31 July, for four month delivery period. More detail to 
be reported at Performance Group meeting next Friday 6th March.  

 
160 Item 5 - Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
 AL referred to the report and Annex 1 Delivery Plan, highlighting that priority in 2020/21 will be on 

delivery of existing LGF projects and completion of programme. 
 Resolved:  Paper endorsed by this Board and agreed to be referred to LEP Board on 13 March 

2020. 
 
(A) Programme Overview  
161  Item 6 - Local Growth Fund Progress and Performance  
 AL referred to the report, the LGF Outturn (Funds that the LEP has paid to project sponsors) from 

each of the funders to date is £54,120,292 (MHCLG) and £40,113,747 (DfT) a total of £94,234,039. 
 
 Main slippage relates to Harrogate - York rail link, however this project is now progressing (see Item 

7) and work is scheduled for October 2020. 
 
 Noted current level of private sector investment reporting is approximately £300m but further 

analysis indicates this is actually higher with leverage ratio of approximately eight or nine times per 
£1 LGF.  More detailed monitoring reports will be brought to a future meeting. 

 
 Councillor RM highlighted some aspects of the Mobile Broadband Coverage Project had not fully 

utilised potential for supporting rural areas. 
 
 Councillor AL clarified the need to balance between coverage and user numbers which had 

influenced targeted improvements. 
 



 

 

 

 Chairman noted (para 3.1) the gap between spend and defrayal has narrowed from previous reports 
and will continue to converge up to end of programme. 

 
(B) Project Updates 
162  Item 7 - Harrogate - York Rail Project 
 (NB Declaration of interest – Councillor Phil Ireland, Harrogate BC; Councillor Andrew 

Waller, City of York Council) 
 AL reported verbally on progress since the December Infrastructure Board meeting. The statutory 

consultation period on final procedural stage ends 28 February with no responses and unlikely to be 
in next 24 hours.  Funding Agreements and contracts have been issued on that basis, pending the 
consultation expiry.  Noted that additional trains are to be timetabled from March 2021, rather than 
December 2020 originally. 

 
 DD expanded on the extensive work being carried out behind the scenes on the project to enable it 

to proceed as planned. 
 
 Councillor PI endorsed that and expressed appreciation of all the partners’ efforts to secure the 

project which will support future economic growth. 
 
163 Item 8 - Northallerton Central 
 (NB Declaration of interest – Councillor Stephen Watson, Hambleton DC) 

AL referred to the report which is seeking variation to retain the same level of funding but provide 
additional improvements/outcomes by re-investing the difference in existing approved funding. 
 
Resolved:  Approved the proposed variation to include additional items to the original agreed 

 funding agreement. The LGF offer remaining at £3,167,499. 
 
(C)  Developing a Pipeline 
164  Item 9 - Overview Feasibility Project Grant Requests 

IC referred to the report and highlighted the positive response and high level of over subscription.  
The funding is being offered to enable applicants to work up business case/detailed designs for 
projects which ideally can be taken forward through the succession arrangements to follow LGF 
programme. 
 
Resolved:  
i) Approve £678,000 total budget and indicative allocations to support the feasibility 

study applications as set out in paragraph 4.4 of the report and that following discussions 
with partners and stakeholders as set-out in paragraph 4.5, delegate authority to the Head of 
Infrastructure for progressing projects in the PLACE (towns) and PLACE (strategic corridors) 
category which will be finalised and circulated to the Board using written procedures; and 

ii) Refer to the Business Board for projects within the BUSINESS (Bioeconomy/energy) 
category;  

iii) Approve the following 3 project studies in the PLACE (connectivity) and PLACE 
(tourism) 

 categories: 

 North Yorkshire EV Charging Network - £30,000 

 Whitby to Staithes Coastal Cycle Link - £38,000 

 Dalby Forest Adderstone Development - £50,000 
iv) Approve additional funding of between £150,000-£200,000 to support the 3 flood 

resilience feasibility study proposals (received before the recent flood incidents) at: 
o Upper Dales - Wensleydale and Hawes area; 
o Swaledale – A61 assessment of potential for further landslip, and need for stabilisation;  
o Morton Bridge – feasibility of scheme to address inundation of the A648 link to A1.  

v) Approve the retention of LGF by East Riding of Yorkshire Council to support the 
feasibility study for Bridlington Harbour flood protection under the terms of the current 
Bridlington Harbour LGF funding agreement  

 
AL clarified more detailed report will be circulated to the Board by written procedures. 



 

 

 

 
 Councillor Musgrove highlighted recent challenges on A19 south and the need to continue to develop 

resilience/response mechanisms for longer term solutions/projects. 
 
165 Item 10 - Pipeline Projects  
 AL reported that response had also been good for potential pipeline projects, however business cases 

had been of varying quality. The EOIs for feasibility study funding had been prioritised, and therefore 
further work was needed to evaluate the pipeline project applications that had been received. 

   
 As there was no capacity for further allocation of funds within the current LGF programme, this did 

not impact on current delivery, but the outcome of the evaluation and prioritisation will be reported to 
a future meeting.     

 
(D) Investment Decisions  
166  Item 11 – Overview Paper  
 AL referred to the report and potential for several projects requiring further development (following 

appraisal) before decisions on funding could be made.  These would be prioritised if any new or 
additional funding is forthcoming. 

 
167 Item 12 – North Yorkshire & East Riding Road Improvement Programme  
 (NB Declaration of interest – Councillor Andrew Lee, NYCC) 
 JG referred to the report and updated on the request to extend the extent of the existing approved 

 business cases, “Rural Roads linking key urban centres in North Yorkshire” and “Rural A roads in 
East Riding”. This would help to enhance the planned highway maintenance programmes of each 
authority for 2020/21, and is scalable in both areas, with substantial local contributions from both 
highway authorities.  North Yorkshire has submitted a request for up to £2.02 million of funding 
(local contribution £15 million) and East Riding has submitted a request for up to £1.857 million of 
funding (local contribution of £7.2 million).  

 
 Resolved:  To approve as set out in the report and utilise additional funds if they come 

available during the final year of the LGF Programme. 
 
168 Item 13 - York Central 
 (NB Declaration of interest – Councillor Andrew Waller, City of York Council; David Dickson – 

York Central Project Board) 
 IS from Focus Consultants referred to the Project Appraisal Report (PAR) in the Board papers and 

confirmed the conclusion that, subject to addressing the recommendations of the PAR, the request 
for £1.53m be approved. 

 
 Ben Murphy from the York Central Project Team provided a current overview of the project, with 

reference to the report, and provided details of the scalable options that this would be used for: - 

 Demolition works. 

 Rail head construction. 

 Utilities/relocations. 

 Main scheme delivery. 
 All subject to consents within available programme timescales to March 2021. 
 
 Councillor Richard Musgrove queried the timescales for decision on HIF, conditions attached to the 

HIF, and associated risks, based on experience of Selby DC. 
 
 AL clarified that the Funding Agreement provides for claw-back of relevant grant in the event that 

specific elements cannot proceed.   
 
 Councillor Andrew Waller clarified position with City of York Local Plan, currently with the Planning 

Inspectorate.  It was agreed that the level of risk for the LEP is managed within the Funding 
Agreement. 

 



 

 

 

 Resolved: Provisional approval of the £1,530,000 funding required for the project, subject to 
City of York Council addressing the issues raised in paragraph 3.2 of the report. 

 
169  Item 14 - York Outer Ring Road 
 (NB Declaration of interest – Councillor Andrew Waller, City of York Council; Councillor 

Andrew Lee, NYCC) 
 SR referred to the paper which sets out timescales for submissions to DfT, but are beyond the current 

LGF programme (i.e. March 2021). 
 
 Resolved:  based on the Project Appraisal Report recommendation the project is NOT ready 

to approve and further development of the business case is required.  
 
 The Board agreed support in principle for the continued development of improvements to the 

York Outer Ring Road.  
 
170  Item 15 – York EV Charging Project   
 IS from Focus Consultants gave an overview of the Project Appraisal Report (PAR) and highlighted 

key issues which are:  

 level of funding/intervention rate, i.e. requesting 100%;  

 market analysis to identify market failure or other reason for intervention;  

 Lack of direct economic outputs. 
 

 The project team attended to provide additional details and clarification and confirmed that a further 
£400,000 of investment in Hyper-Hubs around the outer ring road is in progress, and that further 
authority is being sought for a contribution towards this project of £250,000 from City of York 
Council, including ongoing staff costs for future management and maintenance.   

 
 Councillor Richard Foster compared the proposal with a similar Craven District Council project 

which is being delivered with a private partner, and not requiring external grant assistance, therefore 
questioned the business case for the LGF requested.  

 
 The project team confirmed that at present there was no Defra funding for York’s proposed clean air 

zone, but that the City of York Council has to fund the project itself. 
 
 Resolved: Provisional approval of the £1,500,000 funding required for the project, subject 
 to the City of York Council addressing the issues raised in the appraisal linked to match 

funding, market analysis and outputs. 
 
171 Item 17 – Lowfield Housing Development  
 (NB Order of Business – The Chairman announced that Item 17 would be considered next) 
 
 IS from Focus Consultants gave an overview of the Project Appraisal Report (PAR) and highlighted 

key issues which were included in Section 2 of the Appraisal Summary Report. These related to:  

 Clarification on the partnership structure in respect of Yorspace Community Land Trust and 
Lowfield Green Housing Co-Operative. 

 The effect of that structure on procurement arrangements, satisfactory auditing and 
engagement of state aid. 

 The financial standing of each organisation. 

 Specific need for LEP investment. 

 Match funding from Homes England which has not yet been forthcoming. 

 Construction programme to deliver by appropriate deadlines. 

 Assurances from the financial weakness of partnership. 

 Revised costs must be produced to reconcile issues raised throughout application process. 

 How VAT will be dealt with. 

 Quantification of the schemes outputs were required. 
 



 

 

 

 The applicants provided assurances regarding the professional and technical experience of its key 
partners, and gave assurances as to the scheme’s affordable housing elements. 

 
 Members discussed the appraisal report and felt that most issues could be resolved satisfactorily 

between the LEP and the applicants. It was felt, however, that it would be premature to formally 
approve the application until Home England’s match funding could be guaranteed following this 
year’s budget. 

 
 Resolved: That the Programme Board be minded to support the application in principle, but 

that a formal decision on the application be deferred until the next meeting in March in order 
to give full consideration to the financial implications of the scheme.  

 
172  Item 16 - Langcliffe Quarry  
 (NB Councillors Steve Siddons and Stephen Arnold left the meeting prior to commencement 

of this item) 
 IS from Focus Consultants gave an overview of the Project Appraisal Report (PAR) and highlighted 

key issues which were included in Section 2 of the Appraisal Summary Report. These related to:  

 A potentially inadequate budget that needs VAT/contingency/FFE and professional fees 
confirming 

 A risky capital funding package entirely reliant on ERDF in October – if approved 

 Very significant challenges to delivery in LEP timescales – notably planning permission and 
ERDF funding but also addressing the archaeological and ecological issues presented. 

 Inconsistencies in income and expenditure profiles – absolute clarity is required on the gross / 
net lettable floorspace and the income assumptions that flow from this 

 A construction completed stated time of October 2021 – 7 months after the LEP deadline 

 No project specific State Aid advice 

 The need for Craven District Council to officially commit to underwrite the operational position 

 Revised projects outputs, particularly job creation, that offer ambition and better value for 
money 

 No GANNT Chart confirming development and construction is possible in the LGF timetable – 
as referenced above the application has these taking place outside the deadlines. 

 A lack of clarity on the delivery of the business support, which is at the heart of the project. 
 

 The applicant gave assurances as to the deliverability of the project within deadline and to the 
capacity of Craven District Council to underwrite the project until completion. 

 
 Resolved: That £1,645,708 be approved subject to Craven District Council confirming in detail 

what can be delivered by the end of December 2020 to fit into the LGF timeframe. 
 
173  Dates of future meetings:  
 18th June 2020  
 22nd October 2020  
 10th December 2020  
 
 All at National Railway Museum, York starting at 2pm.  
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Investment Decision by Written Procedures 
 

Board: Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 

Decision (Ref): York EV Hyperhubs (WP2020/IB-1) 

Members David Dickson (Chair) 

Councillors Stephen Arnold, Mark Crane, Richard Foster, Angie 
Dale, Phil Ireland, Andrew Lee, Stephen Siddons and Peter 
Wilkinson. 

Conflicts of 
Interest: 

Councillor Andrew Waller. 

Background: At its meeting on 27 February 2020 (Minute 170 refers), the 
Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board provisionally approved the 
£1,500,000 funding required for the project, subject to City of York 
Council addressing the issues raised in the appraisal report linked 
to match funding, market analysis and outputs. 

City of York Council provided a written response to the request 
and it was circulated by email to the Infrastructure Board under 
written procedures, seeking full approval, on 16 April 2020. The 
covering report is appended for information. 

Although the Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board have 
provisionally approved the scheme, a final decision is required on 
whether the additional information provided is to the Board’s 
satisfaction. 

Reason for 
Urgency: 

The next meeting of the Infrastructure and Joint is not scheduled 
until 18 June 2020 which would adversely affect the deliverability 
of the scheme. An extraordinary meeting was not possible due to 
COVID19 restrictions and a virtual meeting was not practicable at 
that time as a suitable platform was not yet available. 

Response: (a) David Dickson (Chair) and Councillors Stephen Arnold, Mark 
Crane, Angie Dale, Phil Ireland, Stephen Siddons and Peter 
Wilkinson support the recommendation to approve the 
application. 
 

(b) Cllr Foster wished to defer the matter to the next board 
meeting for the following reasons: 

 There are many other ways of delivering this and still 
not sure York have explored these they seem dead set 
on going down this route. I understand the desire to 
want to be in control and the frustration at the speed of 
roll out from the private sector. 
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 My concerns are Is York meeting its political aspiration 
to remove combustion engines from the City centre 
early in line with the current growth fund or could we 
wait and potentially help out a private sector partner to 
deliver in the current timeframe? 

 

(c) Cllr Lee wished to reject the application for the following 
reasons: 

 I have read the report and I cannot support the funding 
request. There is no buy in from York Council with the 
LEP taking all the financial risks. If York are keen on 
this scheme they should stump up some of the cash 
and address some of the shortcomings of the scheme 
which are identified in the report. 

 The LEP should find better use for £1.5million, in 
particular addressing the inevitable economic downturn 
created by the current crisis. 

Decision: That: 

(a) The information supplied by City of York Council, linked to 
match funding, market analysis and outputs, as requested 
at the last Board Meeting on 27 February 2020 be noted; 
and 

(b) That full approval be granted for £1,350,000 towards the 
scheme. 

Background 
Papers: 

Appendix 1 - 200416 York EV Hyperhubs 

 

Name: David Dickson - Chair of Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board 

Date 29 May 2020 
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ITEM 6    
York & North Yorkshire 
Local Enterprise Partnership 
 

Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 
 
 
BOARD MEETING:   18 June 2020 
REPORT PRESENTED BY:  Liz Philpot 
TITLE OF PAPER:  Local Growth Fund – Progress and Performance 
 
1.0 Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 This report provides progress and performance regarding the current position at the 

end of the Quarter 4 (January to March) 2019/2020 of the York, North Yorkshire and 
East Riding Local Growth Fund, as per claims submitted in April and May. 
 

1.2 The report includes the current position and forecast as regards LGF outturn, spend, 
and outputs, highlighting any risks and mitigation measures in order to successfully 
deliver the programme by the end of March 2021. 

 
2.0 Local Growth Fund – Background 
 
2.1 In response to the LEPs Growth Deal submission in 2014 and subsequent Growth 

Deal 2 and 3 submissions in 2016 the Government awarded this LEP the following: 
 
A Local Growth Fund with a total value of £146m, of which £123.9m is directly 
managed by the LEP and a further £22m allocated but dealt with directly by the 
Department for Transport (DfT) and Homes England (HE). This report concentrates 
only on the Funds directly controlled by the LEP (£123.9m).  

 
2.2 The £123.9m is provided to the LEP (through its Accountable Body – NYCC) 

annually under what is known as a Section 31 payment. This comes in two payments 
per year, one from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG) and one from Department for Transport (DfT). 

 
2.3.1 The Programme started on 1 April 2015 and runs to 31 March 2021. 
 
3.0 Local Growth Fund – current position and performance 
 
3.1  In terms of income received to date, the £123.9m is received annually against an 

agreed profile. The current income received so far from MHCLG is £78,335,632 and 
DfT is £40,700,000. This income covers the period from 1 April 2015 to the end of 
March 2021, although the final third of the MGCLG annual allocation will be released 
in September, subject to review.  
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3.2  Under normal circumstances, the annual allocations are given in one payment, in 
advance of the year, and typically in May. The payment given is based on the 
forecast spend that is profiled in that particular year. As this is the final year of the 
programme, Government is only releasing two thirds of the annual allocation at this 
point in the year, with the remainder subject to a performance review. The exact 
timetable of this full review is not known, but an initial piece of work has to be 
completed for submission by 17 June, detailing how much of forecast project 
expenditure is actually contracted at this point, and how much is as yet still 
uncommitted (at the project level, i.e. it is relating to the project having entered into 
contracts to undertake the work rather than there being a signed Funding 
Agreement). At this point, subject to a successful review, the remaining third of the 
annual funds from MHCLG would be released. 

 
3.3  In terms of LGF Outturn (funds that the LEP has paid to project sponsors, based on 

either commitment or defrayed expenditure), the MHCLG funds contain the biggest 
risk elements for completion of spend. To date, of the £83,213,138 award that comes 
from MHCLG, £56,463,959 has been outturned to date. 2019-20 was a particularly 
disappointed year as over £13m was forecast to be outturned and less than £5m was 
achieved, primarily due to the delay in the Harrogate-York rail project. 

 
3.4  With regard to LGF Expenditure (LGF funds that have actually been spent by the 

project sponsor), the actual to date of the same MHCLG funds is £50,433,268, 
meaning the gap between Outturn and Expenditure stands at just over £6m. The 
gap, which stood at over £11m in November 2019, was previously an area of 
concern and so no funds are being paid out on committed expenditure in this latter 
part of the programme, only on evidence of defrayed expenditure. Again, as with 
outturn, 2019-20 underperformed with annual actual Expenditure being £15.7m 
against an annual forecast of £25.5m. Again, the delay of Harrogate-York rail project 
is the single most significant factor in this. 

 
3.5  Adding these figures to the DfT funding (less risk of underspend) to show the whole 

picture of progress towards the £123.9m, the LGF Outturn to date is a total of 
£97,163,959 and Expenditure to date is £91,133,268. 

 
3.6 The progress towards outputs is mixed, with housing and jobs currently 

underperforming against expected profiles, and skills outputs over-performing.  Much 
of this is about monitoring levels rather than actual achievement, and officers within 
the Infrastructure Team will work with project sponsors to ensure all relevant outputs 
to date are captured correctly. 

 

  

Houses  

Houses Completed 2,238 

Forecast 7,478 

Progress towards forecast 30% 

  

Jobs   

Jobs including 
Apprenticeships 

1,585 

Forecast 8,098 

Progress towards forecast 20% 
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3.7  In addition an impact and evaluation report was planned for the end of the 2019-20 
that would have identified other performance metrics. An interim analysis regarding 
the level of private investment leverage shows that LGF investments are enabling 
around £300m of private sector investment. The evaluation report has had to be put 
on hold as we tried to understand the impact of Covid 19 on all the projects in 
delivery and at risk, but this work will be re-addressed in the coming months. 

 
3.8 As was reported last year, timely and accurate claim submission remains an issue for 

some projects, which has led to some inaccurate and un-evidenced claims being 
excluded from the quarterly Data Return to Government. Officers within the LEP 
continue to work with individual project sponsors to offer support, whilst maintaining 
the contractual balance of the onus to provide evidence. 

 
3.9 For absolute clarity, the programme has always been expected to finish on 31 March 

2021, and expenditure has always been profiled to this end. The uncertainty of what 
will follow in programme terms, especially following the UK’s long exit from the EU, 
coupled with the lockdown and consequences of the global pandemic, Covid 19, led 
officers to hope that some relaxation of the programme end deadline would be 
shown. However, the opposite is in fact the case; high Government spending in 
providing some security during the pandemic has meant that all Government 
spending is being scrutinised and funds will not be given out without strong indication 
that they will be spent on works that are already contracted and deliverable. Whilst 
some freedoms and flexibilities exist to work within, the expectation is that all spend 
(LGF and other) will be complete by March 21. As per Funding Agreements, outputs 
will be monitored and collected for some time past this date. 

 
3.10 As mitigating actions to any poor performance, in addition to assisting projects with 

quarterly claims, Lead Officers within the LEP are keeping in touch on a regular basis 
to understand any changes within projects, and any impacts that this might have on 
the overall position. Monthly progress reports are being collated prior to the 
Performance Group meetings to give the latest update. Similarly, the Performance 
Group are holding monthly meetings and enforcing messages to projects, providing a 
level of scrutiny and pressure. This will continue throughout 2020-21.  

 
4 Project-specific updates – those in delivery 
 
4.1 LGFYNY07 Housing & Employment Growth in Northallerton – the road element of 

the project has been delivered. The bridge element of the project has been through 
an OJEU compliant tender process and a contractor selected. Contract for pre-
construction works has been let. Developers are ready to let the remainder of the 
£7.5m bridge contract but are seeking assurances of the security of the LGF funding 
before they do so. Delivery of the completed bridge scheduled for August 2021. Early 
discussions of this issue with BEIS suggest that they see this as exceptional 
circumstances and all LGF expenditure will comfortably take place before March 21. 
The development has delivered 212 completed dwellings to date with a further 56 in 
build. Note that this project has already outturned the £6m LGF contribution and has 
had total actual expenditure of over £4m claimed; the real figure will be higher but 
staff absences have exacerbated an already complicated multi-agency claim 
process. 

 
4.2 LGFYNY18 Let’s Grow Business Grants – The BE Group has allocated all available 

funds to business applicants, and is working with them to receive and process all 
claims within the 20-21 financial year. At the time of writing, the BE Group had been 
contacting all businesses to understand the impact of Covid 19 and early indications 
suggested that some businesses were struggling to stay afloat. At this point, it is too 
early to tell if any businesses will fail to deliver on their grants, or achieve the forecast 
numbers of jobs created in these unparalleled circumstances. 
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4.3 LGFYNY22 A1 / A59 Improvements to Junction 47 – this is contracted and is due to 

start on site in July 2020. 
 

4.4 LGFYNY30 Yorkshire Arboretum Tree Health Centre – Work on site had stopped due 

to Covid-19, they are looking to resume project mid-June. Ground works and 

foundations for the project are complete, structure and roof due to complete 

September, with internals and equipment due to complete by November 2020. 

 
4.5 LGFYNY33 A1079 Junction improvements – Shiptonthorpe Roundabout – Scheme is 

complete, but there are still some outstanding claims relating to final invoices and 
snagging. 
 

4.6 LGFYNY34 Harrogate-York Rail Improvements – Project progressing well and is still 

on programme to deliver. There has been some slight delay due to Covid, but 

nothing fundamental to the project. LNER objection was received but it is believed it 

will not cause significant issues 

 
4.6 LGFYNY35 Scarborough Housing & Employment (Junctions) – 2 out of 4 junctions 

complete (Manor Road / A171 Scalby Road and Stepney Road / Stepney Drive). 

Junction 3 – Scalby Road / Stepney Drive, work due to begin in June (Slight delay 

due to Covid and location near hospital) will be complete by March 2021.  

Junction 4 – Falsgrave Road / A171 Scalby Road – Significant issues with delivery of 

this junction, issue with BT utilities and need for diversion, looking at adding 

18months to the programme. Currently working through possible alternative options 

with NYCC.  

 
4.7 LGFYNY36 Skipton Housing & Employment Growth –  

o Component 1 – Significant risk 

o Project is under pressure from the Performance Group – due to start on site 

in September, and complete by February 2021, but number of milestones 

need to be met prior to project starting on site. 

o Component 2 – At Significant risk  

o Project still not received planning permission, therefore not started on site.  

o Component 3 – Minimal risk 

o Progressing well – majority complete. Canal and River trust initially 

furloughed staff however now back to work, so scheme can progress.  

o Component 4 – Moderate risk 

o Work on this progressing – due to select preferred bidder early June, and 

complete masterplan early 2021. 

 
4.8 LGFYNY40 Pickering Employment (Thornton Road) – this project has not yet signed 

its Funding Agreement as it believes it cannot commit if total expenditure is not 
allowed to slip into 21-22 (although it could spend its LGF expenditure this year). 
However, the developer remains very interested in undertaking the project, and this 
could be one of the first projects to be deliverable in any future infrastructure 
programmes. 
 

4.9 LGFYNY50 Scarborough Construction Skills Village – demolition of the former farm 
buildings was completed in April 2020. Work on the new build (final) phase has 
started and is due to complete by August 2020, ready the Skills Village to move to 
the new location in time for new learner’s intake in September. There is a critical path 
here as the current site occupied by the Skills Village is required for next phase of 
house building (part of Middle Deepdale). 
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4.10 LGFYNY52 Scarborough Housing and Employment (Plaxton Park) – following a 
three-week work suspension at start of Covid 19 restrictions, the project has 
progressed well during dry weather in April/May and is still expected to be completed 
before the agreed completion date in December 2020. 
 

4.11 LGFYNY53 Central Northallerton Highway and Footpath Improvements - The 
successful tenderer for the works was PBS who have been on site since March, with 
a brief pause to adopt working practices to be in line with Covid-19 guidance. Some 
minor issues on site, e.g. drainage being much deeper than anticipated, structures 
and utilities not found on GPRS, also caused some delays on the Zetland Street 
element of the scheme. Central Arcade now complete and further works approved 
under the project variation are in design. 
 

4.12  LGFYNY54 Northallerton Digital Hub – Refurbishment of the prison buildings is 
underway; contracts have been let to local firm Moody Brothers. They have adapted 
working practices to maintain social distancing well. As a consequence, no delays 
are presently envisaged to project delivery and the building should be handed over in 
late 2020 and begin operation in early 2021. 
 

4.12 LGFYNY55 Malton Norton Flood Protection Scheme – this project was already 
delayed, and this delay was exacerbated by Covid 19. There are two elements to the 
scheme: infrastructure  
works and property levelling works. Infrastructure works due to start onsite 27 July 

and complete by 27 November. Property levelling works were affected by social 

distancing as they required access into private properties. A change of approach has 

been taken, with surveys on properties due August 2020, applications reviewed in 

December, installation of measures to complete by February 2021.   

4.13 LGFYNY56 Tadcaster Flood Protection Scheme - Work progressing on this, which is 
primarily a desk-based exercise. It is due to complete in early 2021.  
 

4.14 LGFYNY57 Bridlington Town Centre Improvements - works have been re-
programmed based on current working constraints but revised completion due before 
Christmas 2020. 
 

4.15 LGFYNY58 Circular Economy Resource and Efficiency Scheme (CERES) 
(apparently rebranded as REBiz) – after a delayed start which was exacerbated by 
Covid 19, an officer was appointed by WYCA (project sponsor) on 18 May and has 
made contact with the YNY Growth Hub. This will culminate in advice and grants to 
individual businesses (in the areas not previously covered by Leeds City Region). 
Whilst the first grants were due to be approved in April, the project team are hopeful 
of still accelerating and achieving the forecast spend during the year, as businesses 
seek to recover from the pandemic and ‘Build Back Better’. The success or otherwise 
of this will only become apparent as the year progresses, as it is very much about the 
engagement of individual businesses and their ability to commit time and resources. 
On the plus side, the first applications from Hambleton area are currently being 
processed. 
 

4.16 LGFYNY59 Bridlington Housing Roundabout A165 - Following a delay in Section 106 
agreement due to some technical issues, this is now with lawyers and expected to be 
signed imminently. The works have been tendered and a contract for the construction 
will be awarded immediately upon completion of the S106 agreement. The 
construction start date is now estimated for mid July 2020.  
 

4.17 LGFYNY60 Langcliffe Quarry Business Park - Funding agreement has not yet been 
signed, currently with Craven District Council. They have a contractor in place and 
looking to start on site in July, with match funding coming from ERDF.  
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4.18 LGFYNY61 York Central Infrastructure – To be considered for full approval. 

According to Gannt chart provided by CYC, work would be contracted by end of 
June, on site start of September, due to complete by end of Feb 2021. 
 

4.19 LGFYNY62 York EV Charging Points - Funding agreement signed, with milestone for 
contractor to be in place by end of August, with installation of charge points start in 
September 2020. 

 
5 Recommendation 

 
5.1 The Infrastructure and Joint Asset Board are asked to note the current position and 

performance of the Local Growth Fund to date. 
 
 
 
Helen Patchett, 8/6/2020 
 
 
Appendix A: Programme Tracker 
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LGF Position   

            

ACTUAL TO DATE (June 2020) 
      

            

BUSINESS GROWTH 

Project 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 

Total 
forecast 

TOTAL 

York Bio-Hub. £1,000,000 £3,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £0 0 0 0 0 0 £1,000,000 

Lets Grow Business 
Grants 

£3,840,000 £20,500,000 £3,340,198 £3,340,198 -£499,802 £236,875 £244,177 £9,375 £9,375 £499,802 £3,840,000 

Northallerton Digital 
Hub 

£1,781,764 £1,781,764 £271,402 £271,402 -£1,510,362 £420,949 £420,949 £420,929 £247,235 £1,510,062 £1,781,464 

Improving mobile 
phone coverage 

£125,994 £0 £125,994 £125,994 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £125,994 

Circular Economy 
Resource Efficiency 
Scheme 

£208,310 £400 £0 £0 -£208,310 £50,000 £50,000 £50,000 58310 £208,310 £208,310 

SKILLS CAPITAL 

Project 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 

Total 
forecast 

TOTAL 

Askham Bryan 
College - Agricultural 
Skills Centre 

£1,000,000 £3,003,960 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £0 

£0 0 0 0 0 

£1,000,000 
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Askham Bryan 
College - Engineering 

£600,000 £1,800,000 £600,000 £600,000 £0 

£0 0 0 0 0 

£600,000 

Askham Bryan - 
future farm Skills 

£430,590 £640,000 £430,590 £430,590 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £430,590 

Selby College - 
Equipment 

£109,903 £219,806 £109,903 £109,903 £0 
£0 0 0 0 0 

£109,903 

Selby College - 
Trailblazers  

£48,247 £96,494 £48,247 £48,247 £0 
0 0 0 0 0 

£48,247 

Harrogate College - 
refurb and new build 

£3,000,000 £6,000,000 £3,000,000 £3,000,000 £0 
£0 0 0 0 0 

£3,000,000 

East Riding College - 
Mechatronics at 
Bridlington  

£225,000 £385,000 £225,000 £225,000 £0 

0 0 0 0 0 

£225,000 

East Riding College - 
Digital Workplace 

£161,206 £286,205 £161,206 £161,206 £0 
0 0 0 0 0 

£161,206 

Craven College - 
Electronic and 
Computing Lab 

£35,000 £74,942 £35,000 £35,000 £0 

0 0 0 0 0 

£35,000 

Craven College - 
Animal Management 
Centre  

£800,520 £1,601,040 £800,520 £800,520 £0 

£0 0 £0 £0 0 

£800,520 

York College - 
Internet of Things 

£16,995 £33,910 £16,995 £16,995 £0 
0 0 0 0 0 

£16,995 

Bishop Burton 
College - Digital 
Upgrade 

£400,000 £645,120 £400,000 £400,000 £0 
0 0 0 0 0 

£400,000 

Grimsby Institute 
Scarborough - ELITE 
skills  

£3,345,000 £10,250,000 £3,345,000 £3,345,000 £0 

£0 0 0 0 0 

£3,345,000 

Yorkshire 
Arboretum Tree 
Health Centre  

£285,987 £686,242 £59,498 £59,498 -£226,489 £0 £226,489 £0 £0 £226,489 £285,987 

HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT 

Project 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 

Total 
forecast 

TOTAL 

Growth at Catterick 
Garrison. 

£2,000,000 £2,400,000 £2,000,000 £2,000,000 £0 

0 0 0 0 0 £2,000,000 
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Housing and 
employment at 
Northallerton. 

£6,000,000 £14,950,218 £6,000,000 £4,344,392 -£1,655,608 £1,070,338 £585,270 £0 £0 £1,655,608 £6,000,000 

Housing Growth at 
Middledeepdale, 
Scarborough 

£2,319,345 £2,319,345 £2,319,345 £2,319,345 £0 

0 0 0 0 0 £2,319,345 

Scarborough 
housing and 
employment - 
Plaxton Park 

£2,832,031 £3,004,229 £838,467 £838,467 -£1,993,564 £1,485,397 £508,167 £0 £0 £1,993,564 £2,832,031 

Scarborough 
Construction Skills 
Village 

£320,000 £560,000 £86,929 £86,929 -£233,071 £0 £233,071 £0 £0 £233,071 £320,000 

Bridlington Housing 
- Roundabout 

£1,226,738 £2,004,562 £0 £0 -£1,226,738 £206,946 £652,450 £367,342 £0 £1,226,738 £1,226,738 

Bridlington Town 
Centre 
Improvements 

£2,000,000 £4,550,612 £935,698 £935,698 -£1,064,302 £703,202 £219,751 £94,066 £47,283 £1,064,302 £2,000,000 

Bridlington Harbour 
& Marina (surveys) 

£100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £0 

0 0 0 0 

£0 £100,000 

Skipton 
Employment and 
Housing Growth  

£4,689,000 £6,907,915 £499,930 £499,930 -£4,189,070 £28,600 £115,000 £1,189,397 £2,856,073 £4,189,070 £4,689,000 

York Central - 
Scarborough Bridge 
Project 

£1,500,000 £4,871,430 £1,500,000 £1,500,000 £0 

0 0 0 0 0 £1,500,000 

York Central - 
Development costs 
(phase 1) 

£2,890,000 £8,000,000 £2,890,000 £2,890,000 £0 

0 0 0 0 0 £2,890,000 

York Central 
(further 
development/design 
costs) 

£1,580,000 £3,683,961 £598,768 £598,768 -£981,232 £981,232 £0 £0 £0 £981,232 £1,580,000 

York Central 
Infrastructure 

£1,530,000 £1,530,000 £0 £0 -£1,530,000 £0 £0 £0 £1,530,000 £1,530,000 £1,530,000 
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Malton Agri Business 
Park  

£2,100,000 £2,500,000 £2,100,000 £2,100,000 £0 

0 0 0 0 0 £2,100,000 

Pickering Thornton 
Road Expansion 

£825,605   £0 £0 -£825,605 £0 £825,605 £0 £0 £825,605 £825,605 

Langcliffe Quarry 
Business Park 

£1,645,708 £1,645,708 £0 £0 -£1,645,708 £0 £0 £1,645,708 £0 £1,645,708 £1,645,708 

FLOOD MANAGEMENT 

Project 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 

Total 
forecast 

TOTAL 

Major employment 
growth, Skipton - 
Flood Alleviation 
Scheme 

£1,200,000 £13,283,695 £1,200,000 £1,200,000 £0 0 0 0 0 £0 £1,200,000 

Pocklington Flood 
Alleviation  

£500,000 £4,927,000 £500,000 £500,000 £0 £0 0 £0 £0 £0 £500,000 

Dalton Bridge near 
Thirsk 

£1,800,000 £3,556,771 £1,800,000 £1,800,000 £0 0 0 0 0 £0 £1,800,000 

Whitby Harbour and 
Piers 

£500,000 £8,784,763 £500,000 £500,000 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £500,000 

Whitby Church 
Street Flood 
Protection 

£1,100,000 £2,094,000 £1,100,000 £1,100,000 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £1,100,000 

Tadcaster Flood 
Protection Scheme 

£1,022,000 £1,344,000 £0 £0 -£1,022,000 £100,000 £464,000 £458,000 £0 £1,022,000 £1,022,000 

Malton and Norton 
Flood Protection 
Scheme 

£500,000 £1,590,000 £0 £0 -£500,000 £0 £500,000 £0 £0 £500,000 £500,000 
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TRANSPORT AND CONNECTIVITY 

Project 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 

Total 
forecast 

TOTAL 

Newlands Bridge, 
Drax M62 

£1,500,000 £3,000,000 £1,500,000 £1,500,000 £0 
0 0 0 0 £0 £1,500,000 

Tadcaster Bridge £1,400,000 £1,442,000 £1,400,000 £1,400,000 £0 
0 0 0 0 £0 £1,400,000 

A1079 Junction 
Improvements 
Killingwoldgraves 
Roundabout 

£915,938 £1,060,569 £915,938 £915,938 £0 

0 0 0 0 £0 £915,938 

Beverley Grovehill 
Road Widening 

£333,374 £430,000 £333,374 £333,374 £0 
0 0 0 0 £0 £333,374 

Scarborough 
housing and 
employment  - 
junction 
improvements 

£3,500,000 £3,875,000 £3,500,000 £1,594,918 -£1,905,082 £1,325,545 £185,801 £393,736 £0 £1,905,082 £3,500,000 

A1/A59 Jct 47 
improvements 

£2,470,000 £5,100,000 £2,470,000 £0 -£2,470,000 £200,000 £400,000 £1,000,000 £870,000 £2,470,000 £2,470,000 

A1079 Junction 
Improvements 
Shiptonthorpe 
Roundabout 

£3,123,200 £3,900,000 £3,000,000 £3,000,000 -£123,200 £123,200 £0 £0 £0 £123,200 £3,123,200 

Central 
Northallerton - Road 
improvements 

£3,167,450 £3,167,450 £686,594 £686,594 -£2,480,856 £450,000 £650,000 £930,856 £450,000 £2,480,856 £3,167,450 

York Cycleway £220,000 £270,000 £198,347 £198,347 -£21,653 £21,653 £0 £0 £0 £21,653 £220,000 

Harrogate-York Rail 
Improvements 

£9,600,000 £13,000,000 £1,053,267 £1,053,267 -£8,546,733 £1,991,000 £2,000,000 £2,491,000 £2,064,733 £8,546,733 £9,600,000 
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York EV Charging 
Project 

£1,350,000 £1,500,000 £0 £0 -£1,350,000 £0 £1,000,000 £350,000 £0 £1,350,000 £1,350,000 

                        

Development costs 
(transfer) 

£2,197,748 £2,197,748 £1,467,749 £1,467,749 -£729,999 £730,000 £0 £0 £0 £730,000 £2,197,749 

                        

MHCLG TOTAL 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

to date 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend 

            

Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 
Total 

forecast 
TOTAL 

Budget £87,372,653 £184,555,859 £56,463,959 £50,433,269 
-

£36,939,384 
£10,124,937 £9,280,730 £9,400,409 £8,133,009 £36,939,085 £87,372,354 

£83,213,138 £4,159,515   To spend against Budget 
-

£32,779,869 
            

                

DfT RETAINED SCHEMES 

Project 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 

Total 
forecast 

TOTAL 

North Yorkshire 
Rural Connectivity 
(Road 
improvements) 

£24,000,000 £44,000,000 £24,000,000 £24,000,000 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £24,000,000 

East Riding A road 
improvement 
programme 

£16,700,000 £23,900,000 £16,700,000 £16,700,000 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £16,700,000 

To spend             
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DFT RETAINED 
TOTAL 

LGF 
Awarded 

Total Project 
Costs 

LGF Outturn 
to date 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 

Total 
forecast 

TOTAL 

Budget £40,700,000 £67,900,000 £40,700,000 £40,700,000 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £40,700,000 

£40,700,000                       

            

OVERAL TOTAL 
LGF 

Awarded 
Total Project 

Costs 
LGF Outturn 

to date 

LGF 
Expenditure 

to date 
To spend 

            

Q1 2020/21 Q2 2020/21 Q3 2020/21 Q4 2020/21 
Total 

forecast 
TOTAL 

  £128,072,653 £252,455,859 £97,163,959 £91,133,269 
-

£36,939,384 
£10,124,937 £9,280,730 £9,400,409 £8,133,009 £36,939,085 £128,072,354 

      -£26,382,986 
-

£32,413,676 
  £101,258,206 £110,538,936 £119,939,345 £128,072,354     

            

LGF Budget £123,913,138 

          

  £4,159,515 

          
 



 
ITEM 7    
York & North Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership 
 
Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 
 
 
BOARD MEETING:   18 June 2020 
REPORT PRESENTED BY:  Samantha Raine  
TITLE OF PAPER:  Local Growth Deal: York Central Development (Project 2) 

Update 
 
1.0 Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 Update the board with the additional information requested from City of York Council 

(CoYC) following the Infrastructure Board meeting in February 2020. 
 
2.0 Scheme Update  

 
2.1 At the Infrastructure board meeting on the 27th February, a provisional approval of 

£1,530,000 was given to CoYC subject to the applicant addressing the issues raised 
by the appraisers of the scheme. The minute reference from the meeting is as 
follows: 

“Resolved: Provisional approval of the £1,530,000 funding required for the 
project, subject to City of York Council addressing the issues raised in 
paragraph 3.2 of the report.” 

 
2.2 The below outline the issues that were raised in the appraisal, with a summarised 

response from CoYC: 
• Detailed costs need to be provided and checked for eligibility. 

o CoYC have provided the full cost plan, Appendix A is an extract from the 
full cost plan which outlines the costs associated with LGF funding. The 
full cost plan can be provided upon request.  
 

• Similarly, funds to match any LEP grant need to be confirmed, or the LEP 
accept the 100% intervention rate as appropriate.  
o LGF will be used to part deliver, what CoYC are calling ‘Infrastructure 

Package 1’ (IP1). The current costs for IP1 are £3,504,751. 
o This would result in a contribution rate of £43.65% for the delivery of IP1. 

 
• This detail needs to include assurances that appropriate contingency sums 

have been included, VAT has been considered and that the Council will 
commit to meeting any and all cost overruns.  

o Optimism bias and risk have both been applied in the cost plan in 
accordance with Green Book guidance.  

o VAT is excluded from the cost plans, with CoYC finance officers 
confirming VAT will not be payable on works delivered by the council. 

o Partners have committed through he wider assembled funding package 
to meet any cost overruns associated with IP1.  

 



• Outputs relating to this phase need to be agreed between the parties  
o The outputs identified with IP1 are: Demolition of structures - 5,067 

sqm and works to car park - 5,528 sqm. 
 

• The procurement of the works needs to be confirmed by the City Council  
o Works will be delivered by Sisk & Co, who have been procured as 

the York Central infrastructure delivery partner following a fully 
compliant procurement exercise using the YORCivils 2 framework.  

 
• The Council needs to produce a GANNT chart showing all activity between the 

agreed project start date and the end of March 2021 showing delivery in this 
period is realistic, and addressing the significant risks. As a very large strategic 
project by the applicant’s own admission the works face issues with a Judicial 
Review, take place in advance of the emerging Local Plan, the resolution of 
reserve matters, gaining all legal interests and the approval of HIF funding – all 
of which could have a serious impact. The GANNT chart needs to acknowledge 
these and propose a way forward to the satisfaction of the parties. 
o Judicial review period has now passed, with consent 

unchallenged.  
o Reserved matters planning application for first of infrastructure 

delivery submitted. 
o Delivery of LGF funded works can proceed on existing consents. 
o March budget confirmed housing infrastructure investment.  
o GANNT chart has been provided for full scheme which can be 

provided on request. Appendix B contains the abstract for IP1.  
 

2.3 The full detailed response provided by City of York Council is contained in Appendix 
C.  
 

4 Recommendation 
 

4.1 That further to the provisional approval granted at the Infrastructure and Joint Assets 
Board meeting held on 27 February 2020 (Minute 168 refers): 

 
(a) The responses provided by City of York Council, addressing the issues raised by 

the appraisers, be noted; and 
(b) Full approval for the project be granted.  
 
 

Appendices 
 
Appendix A  Cost for IP1 Works 
Appendix B                 GANNT chart of IP1 works  
Appendix C                 Full detailed response from City of York Council  
 
 
 



Appendix A



September 
2018 Cost 

Plan

Latest 
Position

Actual Q-R Q-P
September 
2018 Cost 

Plan

Latest 
Position                                                                               
D+K+Q

W-V D+K+Q+M Y - V

P Q R S T V W X Y Z

Base Cost 
Plan 

Professional 
Fees

Anticipated 
Professional 

Fees Spent to Date
Forecast to 
Completion

Variation to 
Base Plan

Base Cost 
Plan Total 
Incl Risk & 

OB

Latest 
Estimated 

Outturn Cost 
(excl OB)

Variation 
against Base 

Plan

Latest 
Estimated 

Outturn Cost 
(with Risk & 

OB)

Variance 
Against Base 

Plan notes / comments
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £1,203,066 £1,203,066 £0 £0 Transferred from IP1 & IP2
£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £500,000 £500,000 £0 £500,000 £0 Transferred from IP1 & IP2

£1,123,789 £1,123,789 £1,123,789 £0 £11,155,321 £3,504,751 -£7,650,570 £11,155,321 £0
Transferred Utilities/Drainage/part demolition 
& ground remediation to IP2

£1,981,994 £1,981,994 £1,981,994 £0 £19,491,444 £22,108,871 £2,617,427 £19,491,444 £0
£659,004 £659,004 £659,004 £0 £6,647,070 £1,093,131 -£5,553,939 £6,647,070 £0
£116,753 £116,753 £116,753 £0 £1,177,637 £980,038 -£197,599 £1,177,637 £0

£2,025,484 £2,025,484 £2,025,484 £0 £20,430,113 £13,929,029 -£6,501,084 £20,430,113 £0
£352,911 £352,911 £352,911 £0 £3,559,647 £3,282,518 -£277,129 £3,559,647 £0
£176,596 £176,596 £176,596 £0 £1,781,238 £1,401,661 -£379,577 £1,781,238 £0

£439,834 £439,834 £439,834 £0 £4,436,400 £6,553,078 £2,116,678 £4,436,400 £0
IP10 Water & Gas Transferred & Enabling 
works utilities transferred

£123,250 £123,250 £123,250 £0 £1,243,164 £3,310,217 £2,067,053 £1,243,164 £0
Enabling works drainage diversion transferred 
in 

£271,967 £271,967 £271,967 £0 £2,763,509 £4,828,739 £2,065,230 £2,763,509 £0

£1,367,382 £1,367,382 £1,367,382 £0 £13,792,145 £16,506,150 £2,714,005 £13,792,145 £0
Enabling works ground remediation 
transferred in 

£63,285 £63,285 £63,285 £0 £647,776 £1,208,299 £560,523 £647,776 £0
£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £1,935,483 £1,935,483 £0 £0 Transferred from IP4

£7,578,460 £7,578,460 £0 £7,578,460 £0 £75,970,143 £77,137,214 £1,167,071 £75,970,143 £0
£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £2,254,672 £2,254,672 £0 £0 Previously On Plot Costs

£1,812,687 £1,812,687 £1,812,687 £0 £19,024,758 £16,830,961 -£2,193,797 £19,024,758 £0
£1,341,180 £1,341,180 £1,341,180 £0 £14,341,505 £9,310,825 -£5,030,680 £14,341,505 £0 Boulevard transferred to IP2

£445,808 £445,808 £445,808 £0 £4,767,113 £5,061,432 £294,319 £4,767,113 £0 July 2019 Cost Plan Option C
£300,544 £300,544 £300,544 £0 £3,213,780 £5,063,305 £1,849,525 £3,213,780 £0

£1,622,899 £1,622,899 £1,622,899 £0 £17,353,988 £9,746,426 -£7,607,562 £17,353,988 £0
£167,993 £167,993 £167,993 £0 £1,707,011 £1,923,478 £216,467 £1,707,011 £0
£638,663 £638,663 £638,663 £0 £6,755,139 £6,802,497 £47,358 £6,755,139 £0 Water/Gas Transferred to IP2

£15,032,023 £15,032,023 £0 £15,032,023 £0 £154,788,758 £139,338,627 -£15,450,131 £154,788,758 £0

Professional Fees Allowance TOTALS

ALLOWANCE AT 12% IN BASE COST PLAN 

CYC to Confirm Fees Expended to Date

Appendix A



GANNT Chart 

Appendix B



Appendix C 
Detailed response from City of York Council  
 
April 2020. Response to Queries from Infrastructure Board on York Central £1.53m LGF 
Drawdown, as Flagged in Email Dated 25.3.2020 
 
 
Responses to the individual points raised are provided below. 
 
1 Detailed costs need to be provided and checked for eligibility. 
 
The funding is to be drawn to deliver enabling infrastructure works on the York Central site, 
which are configured into infrastructure packages for procurement and phasing purposes. The 
FBC was submitted on the basis of a scalable funding proposition, with a ‘baseline’ funding 
ask of £2.294m to fund demolition works component of Infrastructure Package 1 (IP1), but 
with a range of additional activities within this and other Infrastructure Packages potentially 
deliverable subject to LGF funding availability. 
 
The infrastructure board agreed in principle to the release of £1.53m of LGF on the basis of 
the FBC. Given the sequential nature of infrastructure packages and sub-activities, it is 
proposed that this funding be deployed to the ‘baseline’ activity of Demolitions within IP1. It is 
proposed though that, given the LGF is insufficient to fund all of the demolitions works, and 
the activity will not be undertaken in isolation, that the LGF funded works be considered for 
match funding purposes as part of IP1 as a whole. 
 
The project cost plan submitted with the FBC set out a full detailed cost breakdown for IP1 
(and all subsequent infrastructure packages). This cost plan was produced by Turner 
Townsend cost consultants, based on measured works, and informed by the work of the wider 
design & technical team led by ARUP. The cost plan has evolved over the lifetime of the 
project, with constant due diligence and scrutiny, and is well developed and updated regularly. 
More recent versions of the cost plan are also now informed by the appointment of 
infrastructure delivery contractor, with the associated evolution of the infrastructure design, 
and provision of contracted pricing schedule.  
 
A current (February 2020) version of the cost plan is provided alongside this note. Costs for 
the IP1 package (including the demolitions component) are summarised on page 7 of the cost 
plan and set out in detail on pages 9-10 (though exclude risk and optimism bias on these latter 
pages – being applied at the summary page 7). The costs for IP1 works in this current cost 
plan is £3,504,751 as indicated at column W page 7 (excluding optimism bias which is 
managed as a combined pool over all infrastructure packages). 
 
Reflecting the regular and ongoing evolution of the cost plan, a further update to the supplied 
Feb 20 version is also currently underway, in the form of a Final Pre-tender Estimate from 
Turner Townsend. This will be shared when available. The estimate will be informed by 
tendered rates from infrastructure delivery partner Sisk, and will allow for a fixed price for IP1 
to be contracted with Sisk.  
 
2 Similarly, funds to match any LEP grant need to be confirmed, or the LEP accept the 

100% intervention rate as appropriate. 
 
As proposed above, the most appropriate approach is considered to be the articulation of LGF 
grant funding as part of the overall IP1 infrastructure package, with the LGF specifically used 
to fund part of the demolitions component of this package. Taking current IP1 package costs 
set out above, this would result in a contribution rate of 43.65% LGF funding for the package 
as a whole.  



 
With Treasury’s March Budget announcement confirming the £77.1m housing infrastructure 
investment (and with the backstop negotiated with partners for the residual £11.5m) the overall 
funding package of £155m for all infrastructure packages is now confirmed. This is comprised, 
in addition to the two sources mentioned above, of west Yorkshire transport funding, Council 
Enterprise Zone backed borrowing, and Council capital funding. From these sources, match 
funding for LGF in delivering the IP1 package will most likely come from the Council’s capital 
funding, which is confirmed.   
 
3 This detail needs to include assurances that appropriate contingency sums have been 

included, VAT has been considered and that the Council will commit to meeting any 
and all cost overruns. 

 
As set out in the cost plan, both risk and optimism bias allowances are included across all 
infrastructure packages and together these allowances form the project contingency. These 
are applied at variable rates across the infrastructure packages, reflecting the specific issues 
associated with each individual package. Risk is applied at a rate of 10%, and optimism bias 
(where applicable) between 3-23%, these are in accordance with Green Book guidance.  
 
VAT is excluded from the cost plan (as noted within it), and Council finance officers have 
confirmed that VAT will not be payable on the infrastructure works delivered by the Council.  
 
Given the well advanced nature of the infrastructure and cost plan (and contingency 
allowances set out above), cost overruns are considered unlikely. Ground conditions and 
contamination are perhaps the area where allowances are least well tested, though 
investigative works have been undertaken and more are planned, and these costs do not form 
part of IP1. Notwithstanding this, partners commit, through the wider assembled infrastructure 
funding package, to meet any cost overruns associated with the demolition works or broader 
IP1 package.  
 
4 Outputs relating to this phase need to be agreed between the parties 
 
The direct outputs of this phase (IP1) are the undertaking of demolition works, works to car 
parking facility, and associated utilities etc works. These are essential precursors to the wider 
development scheme, and capable of being delivered early and with the benefit of existing 
consents. These deliverables can be quantified to form the outputs of the ‘project’. The 
associated metrics are: 
 

• Demolition of structures – 7,067 sqm 
• Works to car park 5,528 sqm 

 
5 The procurement of the works needs to be confirmed by the City Council 
 
The works will be delivered by Sisk & co, who have been procured as the York Central 
infrastructure delivery partner following a fully compliant open procurement exercise by the 
Council, using the YORCivils 2 framework over 2018/19.  Further detail of the procurement 
exercise can be provided if helpful. 
 
6 The Council needs to produce a GANNT chart showing all activity between the agreed 

project start date and the end of March 2021 showing delivery in this period is realistic, 
and addressing the significant risks.  As a very large strategic project by the applicant’s 
own admission the works face issues with a Judicial Review, take place in advance of 
the emerging Local Plan, the resolution of reserve matters, gaining all legal interests 
and the approval of HIF funding – all of which could have a serious impact.  The 



GANNT chart needs to acknowledge these and propose a way forward to the 
satisfaction of the parties. 

 
A gantt chart showing delivery of IP1 is provided alongside this note, and is fully reflective of 
all known project risks and issues. Since the time of the FBC submission and infrastructure 
board consideration, much progress has been made on the project (itself due in part to 
previous LGF funding tranches), and many risks identified at these earlier stages have now 
been ameliorated by the progress:  
 

• The Judicial Review period for the outline planning application has now passed, with 
the consent unchallenged. 

• The reserved matters application for first stage of infrastructure delivery has been 
submitted. 

• The works proposed to be funded through LGF (and wider IP1 package) have been 
specifically identified as those which can proceed on the basis of existing consents in 
any case.  

• Since the site now benefits from outline planning, any dependency on the Local Plan 
is now significantly reduced to the point of immateriality.  

• The treasuries March budget confirmed the housing infrastructure investment, this 
being the final component of the overall £155m funding package.  

• Legal interests in respect of IP1 are all gained.  
 
Since the time of submission and consideration, the corona virus pandemic has emerged as 
a new risk to development. In terms of mitigating this risk at York central, the infrastructure 
delivery contract is procured, and tendered rates agreed. Sisk report that all of their other sites 
remain open and indeed some are accelerating delivery due to short term road capacity 
improvements. In particular terms of the demolition works to be funded through LGF, these 
works are easily undertaken whilst complying with social distancing requirements. Some short 
term programme friction is anticipated to be experienced as a result of the pandemic, though 
this is not considered to be significant, and should not impact on the delivery stage, nor 
specifically on delivery of LGF funded activity. 
 
 



 

ITEM 8    
York & North Yorkshire 
Local Enterprise Partnership 
 

Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 
 
 
BOARD MEETING:   18 June 2020 
REPORT PRESENTED BY:  Samantha Raine / James Gilroy 
TITLE OF PAPER:  Local Growth Deal: Harrogate Line and J47 Funding 

Update  
 
1. Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 This report will update members on the funding position associated with two schemes 

in the Harrogate Growth Corridor; the Harrogate Rail Line scheme and A1(M) / A59 
Junction 47 improvements.  
 

1.2 To seek approval of an additional £500k funding towards the J47 project.  
 
2. Scheme Funding  
 
2.1 Both the Harrogate Rail Line and J47 scheme have Local Growth funding allocations 

identified. Below outlines the originally agreed funding for each scheme. 

 
 

 
 

2.2 The total costs of the two schemes was potentially £18.193m with a total contribution 
of up to £4.56m from NYCC. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

J47  

NYCC (NPIF) Contribution £1.16m 

Local Growth Funding £2.47m 

Developer Local Contribution £1.00m 

Highways England Funding £0.563m 

Total £5.193m 

Harrogate Rail Line  

Local Growth Funding £9.60m 

NYCC Funding Up to £3.4m 

Total £13.0m 



 
3.0 Scheme Progress 
 
3.1 Junction 47. Work is due to commence on site at Junction 47 in early July.  Due to 

procurement and revised scheme design work. This is later than originally planned, 
scheme completion will likely be in Q2 2021/22.  The later start date has meant that 
planned earthworks will now take place during the winter rather than the summer, 
and alongside working under guidance measures for Covid 19 will delay the 
programme delivery. Utilising existing LGF budgets is being prioritised to ensure 
spend ahead of 31st March 2021. 

 
3.2 Harrogate Line. Final detailed design work is ongoing.  Work is due to commence on 

site in November & December 2020.  Rail possessions are in place to facilitate the 
delivery of the scheme. Completion still on target ahead of the 31st March 2021. 
Network Rail are working with LNER and the ORR regarding an objection LNER 
raised with the ORR regarding the scheme. Engagement is ongoing between the 
parties regarding the Sale of Access Rights for the second hourly service. Network 
Rail have provided the modelling to demonstrate why they believe there is sufficient 
capacity to enable the services.  

 
4.0 Revised Scheme Costs and Financial Implications 
 
4.1 Both schemes are now at the delivery stage with firm costs identified for both 

schemes. The total scheme cost for J47 is £7.766m and for the Harrogate Rail Line 
£9.854m. The procurement exercise carried out for J47 revealed the scheme costs to 
be higher than originally estimated, identifying a shortfall of £2.573m. As the 
Harrogate Line scheme has progressed through the Network Rail GRIP process the 
scheme estimates have been refined, and an agreement has now been signed 
between NYCC and Network Rail to fix the scheme cost at £9.854m, which now 
leaves a surplus in the identified budget.  
 

4.2 For the Harrogate Line, the local growth fund contribution was fixed at £9.6m, with a 
contribution from NYCC of up £3.4m. As identified above, the scheme costs for 
Harrogate Line are now £9.854m, a report taken to NYCC executive (see appendix 
A) recommended that the NYCC local contribution to the Harrogate Line scheme be 
reduced to £0.254m, with the remaining £2.073m allocated to the J47 project to 
address the shortfall. 

 
4.3 The revised proposals for funding are as follows: 

 
 

Junction 47  

NYCC (NPIF) £1.16m 

LEP Local Growth Fund £2.97m (£0.5m) increase 

Developer Local Contribution £1.00m 

Highways England £0.563m 

NYCC Contribution £2.073m (£2.073m) increase  

Total Cost £7.756m 

 
 

Harrogate Rail Line  

LEP Local Growth Fund £9.60m 

NYCC Contribution £0.254m (£3.146m decrease) 

Total Cost £9.854m 

 
 



 
4.4 The above proposals also identify an additional ask of an additional £0.5m NYCC 

from Local Growth Funding towards the J47 project.   
 

4.5 The original £3.4million local contribution from NYCC has been used as per the 
following 
 

Use of £3.4milion Original NYCC Harrogate Line Local Contribution  

Harrogate Line local contribution £0.254m 

J47 Local Contribution  £2.073m 

Major Scheme Development Fund (Nov 
19) 

£0.660m 

To be reallocated to new schemes £0.413ms. 

Total Cost £3.4m 

 
4.6 As outlined above local contributions were reconfigured to reflect the cost changes 

associated with the 2 schemes. 
 

4.7 As scheme costs for Harrogate Rail Line were firmed up, in November 2019, NYCC 
removed £660k from their local contribution to this scheme, which was then 
reallocated to major schemes development funding, to help accelerate the 
development of future major schemes proposals.   
 

4.8 NYCC are seeking an additional £0.5m LGF funding toward, which would allow the 
remaining £0.413m from the original NYCC Harrogate Line local contribution to be 
utilised on other scheme proposals across the county.  
 

4.9 Options for use of the remaining £0.413million are current being developed.  
Potential options include  
 

 Contributing towards the transport related Covid 19 response, particularly 
walking and cycling. NYCC has received and initial allocation of funding from 
central government £0.266m of an allocation of £1.33m has been received.  
Local contributions will help to extend the extent of implemented measures.  

 Reinstatement of the A19 at Chappel Haddlesley (between Eggbrough and 
Selby) which suffered extensive damage as a result of flooding in February 
2020 

 Development of future major schemes proposals and associated local 
contributions  

 
4.10 Should the additional £0.5million of LGF funding not be awarded, NYCC will utilise 

the remaining £0.413m alongside £0.087m from the major schemes development 
budget to fund to ensure that the scheme is delivered. 
 

5.0 Risks to the LEP  
 
5.1 Given that both schemes are well developed and close to commencing delivery on 

site, delivery risks are relatively low, however as with all schemes, a significant 
resurgence of Covid 19 and associated social distancing measures could impact 
scheme delivery.  Monitoring of scheme progress will continue to take place until final 
delivery so that any issues can be identified early and addressed as needed. 

 
5.2 The proposal to seek a further £0.5million of LGF funding to the scheme, would 

mean that the intervention rate for junction 47 would reduce from 48% as part of the 
original scheme to 38% as part of the revised scheme costs 

 



 
5.3 For Harrogate Line the intervention increases from 74% based on the original 

scheme cost of £13million to 97% based on the revised scheme cost of £9.854milion 
 
5.4 When looking at the intervention rates, it is useful to understand the combined 

scheme intervention rates from the LEP.  Whilst the schemes are separately do 
contribute to similar objectives, namely improving east west transport links between 
York and Harrogate. 

 
5.5 Based on original combined scheme costs of £18.193 million, the LGF funding of 

£12.07million accounts for 66% of total scheme costs. 
 
5.6 Using revised combined scheme costs of £17.61million, LGF funding of £12.57million 

accounts for 71% of total scheme costs. 
 

6.0 Recommendation 
 
6.1 Note the content of the report identifying the change in the funding position of two 

projects in the Harrogate Growth Corridor, which result in a change in match funding 
for both schemes.  
 

6.2 Consider approval of the request for an additional £500k for the Junction 47 project.  
 

 
Appendices 
 
Appendix A – North Yorkshire County Council Executive Report – 28th April 2020  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
North Yorkshire County Council 

 
Executive  

 
28 April 2020 

 
A1(M) Junction 47 and Harrogate Rail Line Funding 

 
Report of the Corporate Director – Business and Environmental Services 

 

 

1.0 Purpose of Report 
 
1.1 To approve revised funding arrangements for the A1(M) Junction 47 and Harrogate 

Rail Line Improvement. 
 

 
2.0 Background 
 
2.1 We are delivering two schemes using York, North Yorkshire and East Riding Local 

Enterprise Partnership (YNYER LEP) Local Growth Fund (LGF) funding in the 
Harrogate Growth Corridor, these are the Harrogate Rail Line scheme and the 
capacity improvement scheme at the A1(M)/A59 Junction 47.  The rail line scheme 
provides extra capacity and train frequency whilst the junction improvement scheme 
delivers additional capacity to help improve the current performance of this key 
junction and to facilitate future growth.  Both schemes are key elements of the 
County Council’s Strategic Transport Prospectus addressing east west connectivity 
issues. 

 
2.2 The junction is to be upgraded to include traffic signals and some widening of the slip 

roads. Additionally, an extra traffic lane will be installed on the eastbound A59 
between the Flaxby roundabout and the A1(M) junction. Traffic signals will also be 
installed at the A59/A168 junction just to the east of the A1(M) junction. 

 
2.3 The Harrogate Rail Improvement involves increasing line capacity to enable two 

trains per hour in each direction between Harrogate and York. 
 
3.0 Scheme funding  
  
3.1 The County Council is undertaking the A1(M) scheme in conjunction with Highways 

England as a significant proportion of the work takes place on slip roads which are 
their responsibility as are the bridges carrying the A59 over the A1(M). Scheme 
design is complete and tenders have been obtained for the works. Multiple 
contributions towards funding of the scheme have been already allocated as follows 
with the County Council’s contribution coming from the National Productivity 
Investment Fund (NPIF); 
Source   
NYCC (NPIF) contribution      £1.16m  
LEP LGF funding        £2.47m 
Developer local contribution      £1.00m  
HE GHF      £0.563m  

Total      £5.193m  
 
This was based on a scheme estimate of  £5.03m 
 
 



 
3.2 The rail improvement scheme is being designed and delivered by Network Rail with a 

target date of infrastructure works to be completed by December 2020. Funding is 
being provided by the County Council through the Civil Parking Enforcement (CPE) 
surplus and the YNER LEP as set out below. 

 
Source 
LEP LGF funding  £9.6m 
NYCC (from CPE)    up to £3.4m 

Total        £13.0m 
 
This was based on a scheme estimate of £12.6m 
  

3.3 Previous reports detailing the arrangements for the funding contributions to the 
A1(M) Junction 47 scheme have been presented to the BES Executive Members on 
27 January 2017 and 15 March 2019. 

 
3.4 The total cost of the two schemes was potentially £18.193m with a total approved 

contribution of up to £4.56m from the County Council which included £1.16m from 
the Government’s National Productivity Investment Fund (NPIF) for the A1(M) 
scheme and the remaining £3.4m for the Harrogate Rail Line from CPE.  

 
4.0 Revised Scheme Estimates and Procurement 
 
4.1 Both schemes are now at the delivery stage and we have firm costs as follows: 
  

Junction 47                        £7.766m 
Harrogate Rail Line           £9.854m 

Total                    £17.620m 
 
4.2 For the A1(M) junction 47 scheme tenders have been sought under the existing Civil 

Engineering Contractors Framework 2016 contract management suite framework 
which is intended for works projects ranging from £1M to £5M, This route was taken 
to expedite procurement and enable a start on site at the earliest opportunity. This 
does however require award of contract before the end of April 2020 (the framework 
expires on 30 April 2020) and documents were prepared and issued on this basis. 
The estimated contract value was £3.5M, but some changes were required which 
resulted in an increase in the contract price. Tenders were returned on 28 February 
2020. 

 
4.3 The returned tenders were for the following sums (in ascending order); 
  
 Tender A £ 5,659,155.48 
 Tender B £ 6,102,066.09 
 Tender C £ 6,567,989.89 
 Tender D £ 7,896,492.80 
 
4.4 Checks have been made against the submissions and two queries raised with the 

lowest tenderer. These have been resolved. An alteration to the Statutory 
Undertakers apparatus cost of £102,480.99 was not included by all the contractors 
and is not in included within the tender prices. Issues regarding procurement risks 
are set out in more detail in Section 6 below. 

 
4.5 In addition to the works costs there will be ongoing site supervision and contract 

management estimated at up to £673k. This will be acquired through the authority’s 
framework arrangement Built Environment Consultancy Services. 

 



 
4.6 The current estimated costs for the Junction 47 scheme amount to £7.766m. This is 

built up by the lowest tender price £5.659m, the risk register £454k, motorway 
communications £350k and site clearance £42k, statutory undertakers diversion of 
utilities costs £103k, design costs £485k and site supervision and contract 
management up to a maximum of £673k.  

 
4.7 The Harrogate Rail line improvement has progressed through Network Rail’s scheme 

development process known as GRIP. GRIP stands for Governance for Rail 
Investment Projects and describes how Network Rail manage and control projects 
that enhance the national rail network. This comprises 8 stages and we are now in 
stage 5. Each stage of development requires revised estimates as design is refined 
and the current estimate at stage 5 is for a scheme cost of £9.854m and an 
agreement has now been signed with Network Rail to fix the cost at this level in 
accordance with the report presented to the Executive meeting on 4 February 2020. 

 
5.0 Financial Implications 
 
5.1 For the A1(M) Junction 47 scheme there is a shortfall in budget of £2.573m. 

(£7.766m Scheme Cost - £5.193m Funding Allocation). 
 
5.2 Discussions have taken place with Highways England seeking an enhanced 

contribution from them.. HE officers recognise the significance and importance of this 
project and are looking to make an additional contribution of between £200k- £250k.. 

 
5.3 For the Harrogate Rail Line improvement there is now a potential surplus in budget. 

The estimated additional cost of completing the scheme based on the fixed cost 
provided by Network Rail is £8.287m.  The overall estimated cost for the completion 
of the project under the fixed cost model, and including all development and design 
work, is therefore £9.854m which, after allowing for the £9.6m YNYER LEP funding 
allocation, means that the estimated local contribution from the County Council’s 
CPE surplus would be £0.254m. This gives a surplus of £3.146m against the £3.4m 
maximum funding allocation for the County Council’s local contribution. 

 
5.4 The current County Council contribution to the A1(M) Junction 47 scheme comes 

from the NPIF grant from the Department for Transport (DfT). It is proposed that the 
shortfall in budget for this scheme is made up from the portion of the previously 
allocated CPE surplus that will not be required for the Harrogate Rail Line scheme. 

 
5.5 The rail line scheme is substantially under budget by £3.146m whilst the tender price 

for the Junction 47 scheme means that the scheme is currently £2.573m over 
budget.  The delivery of both schemes will deliver substantial benefits for the public in 
the growth corridor for all transport modes and it is proposed to adjust the County 
Council contributions set out below in order to achieve this.  These changes would 
also require approval from the LEP.  Members will note that the figures below show 
an increase in the funding contribution of £500k from the LEP however, this has not 
been approved by the LEP at this stage.. 

  
 

Junction 47 
NYCC (NPIF) contribution                              £1.16m 
LEP LGF funding                                            £2.97m (£0.5m increase) 
Developer local contribution                           £1.00m 
HE GHF                                                          £0.563m 
NYCC CPE contribution                                 £2.073m (£2.073m increase) 

Total                                                   £7.766m 
        Harrogate Rail Line Improvement 

YNYER LEP contribution                               £9.600m  



 
NYCC CPE surplus contribution                    £0.254m (£3.146m less than                             
                                                                                       maximum)     

Total                                                   £9.854m 
  
5.6 The overall effect of the proposed changes would see an increase in the LEP 

contribution across the two projects of £500k and initial discussions with LEP officers 
have suggested that this additional contribution and the associated rebalancing could 
potentially be acceptable to the LEP but would require formal approval.  The NYCC 
contribution would be £3.487m (inc £1.16m from NPIF) which is still substantially less 
than the potential maximum budgeted contribution of £4.56m (inc £1.16m from 
NPIF).   

 
5.7 A report on the allocation of CPE surplus was last presented to BES Executive 

Members on 19 November 2019 and this had the effect of adjusting the £3.4m 
maximum budget allocation for the Harrogate Rail Line project down to £2.74m, given 
the relatively advanced stage of development of the scheme, with the remaining 
£660k surplus being allocated to Major Schemes Development.  The revised funding 
arrangement set out in paragraph 5.6 above would reduce the CPE allocation to the 
Rail Line project to £0.254m thus leaving £2.486m CPE surplus to reallocate.  Within 
the 19 November 2019 report, particular reference was made to reviewing the 
allocation of any surplus funding from the Harrogate rail scheme in line with 
countywide priorities.  The importance of delivering the A1(M) junction 47 is 
highlighted by its location within the Harrogate Growth Corridor and the Strategic 
Transport Prospectus and it is therefore seen as high priority for the use of the 
surplus remaining from the Harrogate Rail Line scheme.  It is therefore considered 
appropriate to allocate £2.073m of the remaining £2.486m CPE surplus to the A1(M) 
Junction 47 scheme.  This would leave a further £413k to reallocate to other 
schemes and initiatives which when added to the £660k already reallocated due to 
the budget adjustment on the Rail Line scheme back in November 2019 gives a total 
of £1.073m that has been saved against the original £3.4m maximum budget 
allocation whilst also delivering two key strategic transport improvements in the 
Harrogate Growth Corridor. 

 
5.8 In the absence of the additional £500k contribution from the LEP, the County Council 

contribution to the A1(M) Junction 47 scheme would increase by this amount.  This 
would be funded from the CPE surplus as described in 5.7 at £413k, with the 
additional £87k to be allocated from.major scheme development fund which is funded 
from the business rates pool. 

 
5. 9 Funding from the CPE surplus accrued in the form of the general working balance 

can be applied for the purposes set out in Section 55 Road Traffic Regulation Act 
1984 (as amended). Those purposes include highway improvement projects and the 
provision of public passenger transport services and officers consider that the 
funding proposals contained in this report comply with the permitted uses. 

 
5.10 For further clarity the table below sets out the changes between the original funding 

arrangements for the two schemes and the proposed arrangements to be taken 
forward: 

 



 

 
 
6.0 Risks  
 
6.1 Covid-19 social distancing measures are likely to have an impact on start dates, 

programmes and costs for the A1(M) scheme. It is anticipated that there could be an 
increase of around £200K, but it is possible that direct costs contributed to Covid-19 
measures could be reclaimed, but this is not yet confirmed at this stage.If additional 
funding is available from Highways England as outlined in 5.2 then it will be allocated 
against this risk.. The construction of a Nightingale facility in Harrogate will also be 
taken into account when looking at phasing of carriageway works. 

 
6.2 In terms of the procurement process there are a number of legal issues which will 

need consideration;  
a) There will be a delay in the start date (to 1 July 2020) which is relevant as the 
framework expires on the 30 April 2020. The majority of this delay relates to issues 
due to the Covid 19 and it is therefore considered a reasonable position; 
b) The framework under which the tender was sought had a work limit of £5m but as 
the original estimate for the tender was below this limit the risk in contract award is 
acceptable.  

 
6.3 A works contract also has to be awarded by the same deadline (end April 2020) to 

comply with the terms of the Section 278 agreement between the County Council 
and the developer to guarantee his contribution. 

 
6.4 Timing limits for grants from other sources are; 

NPIF  31 March 2020, agreed any surplus can be carried forward into 
2020/2021. 

HE GHF 31 March 2021 
LGF 31 March 2021 
Developer December 2021. 

 
6.5  Additional funding of £500k from the LEP has been agreed in principle by officers of 

both organisations but requires formal approval by the LEP in June. If this approval is  
not forthcoming then additional County Council resources to match this amount will 
be provided from the CPE budget and Major Schemes Development fund as 
explained in para 5.8. 

7.0 Equalities Implications 
 

£m Total

Cost Total 5.030   Total 12.600 17.630 

Funding NYCC (NPIF) 1.160   NYCC (NPIF) -       1.160   

LEP LGF 2.470   LEP LGF 9.600 12.070 

Developer 1.000   Developer -       1.000   

HE GHF 0.563   HE GHF -       0.563   

NYCC (CPE) -       NYCC (CPE) 3.400 3.400   

Total 5.193   Total 13.000 18.193 

Cost Total 7.766   Total 9.854 17.620 

Funding NYCC (NPIF) 1.160   NYCC (NPIF) -       1.160   

LEP LGF 2.970   LEP LGF 9.600 12.570 

Developer 1.000   Developer -       1.000   

HE GHF 0.563   HE GHF -       0.563   

NYCC (CPE) 2.073   NYCC (CPE) 0.254 2.327   

Total 7.766   Total 9.854 17.620 

Original to Revised Impact on CPE 1.073-   
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Junction 47 Harrogate Rail Line
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7.1 Consideration has been given to the potential for any adverse equalities impacts 

arising from the recommendations of this report.  It is the view of officers that the 
recommendations included in this report do not have an adverse impact on any of the 
protected characteristics identified in the Equalities Act 2010.  Equality screening 
documents for each scheme are attached in Appendix 1.    

 
8.0 Legal Implications 
 
8.1 Funding from the surplus accrued in the form of the general working balance can be 

applied for the purposes set out in Section 55 Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 (as 
amended). Those purposes include highway improvement projects and the provision 
of public passenger transport services   and officers consider that the funding 
proposals contained in this report comply with the permitted uses. There are also 
procurement issues which have been highlighted in Section 6.  

 
8.2 In relation to the A1(M) Scheme a State Aid assessment was undertaken in February 

2018. This concluded that there was no State Aid as the majority of the works are 
public infrastructure on a publicly adopted road, will not be commercially exploited 
and will be open to all potential users on an equal and non – discriminatory basis. An 
element of the work which concerns the opening up and capacity for traffic generated 
by nearby employment land is to be funded by the Developer in the sum of 
£1,000,000. 

 
8.3       As the costs of the A1(M) Scheme have increased it has been necessary to revise 

the original assessment and consider State Aid further. It is understood that the uplift 
in the costs of the overall Scheme are attributable to a number of other factors 
relating to the ‘public realm’ works which include additional works required for the 
design to work and an increased design life (a change from 2022 to 2026). The 
works opening up the employment land and the traffic generated by the employment 
land are understood to be unchanged and will be funded by the Developer. All other 
aspects of the works comprise improvements to public infrastructure which will not be 
commercially exploited and as a consequence the revised State Aid assessment 
concludes that there is no State Aid. 

 

9.0 Recommendations 
 
9.1 It is recommended that: 
 

i) The proposed funding arrangements for the A1(M) junction 47 improvement 
are approved.  It should be noted if additional funding from the LEP is not 
approved the gap will be funded from CPE and the Major Scheme 
Development fund as explained in paragraph 5.8. 

ii) The proposed funding arrangements for Harrogate Rail Line are approved. 
 

 
 
DAVID BOWE 
Corporate Director – Business and Environmental Services 
 
Author of Report:  Ken Moody 
 
 
Background documents: None 



APPENDIX 1 

NYCC – Executive – 21 April 2020 – Junction 47 and Harrogate Rail Line/11 

Initial equality impact assessment screening form 
(As of October 2015 this form replaces ‘Record of decision not to carry out an EIA’) 
 
This form records an equality screening process to determine the relevance of 
equality to a proposal, and a decision whether or not a full EIA would be appropriate 
or proportionate.  
 

Directorate  Business and Environmental Services 

Service area Highways and Transportation 

Proposal being screened A1(M) Junction 47 Improvement Scheme 

Officer(s) carrying out screening  Ken Moody, Major Projects Manager 

What are you proposing to do? To improve the junction by introducing traffic 
signals and junction widening to create more 
capacity. 

Why are you proposing this? What 
are the desired outcomes? 

To reduce congestion at J47 and improve access 
to York, Harrogate and Knaresbrough by 
signalising the motorway junction and the 
adjacent A168 / A59 junction. 
 

Does the proposal involve a 
significant commitment or removal 
of resources? Please give details. 

The scheme cost is £7.766m with a County 
Council contribution of £1.16m from NPIF and a 
proposed allocation of £573k from CPE surplus. 

Is there likely to be an adverse impact on people with any of the following protected 
characteristics as defined by the Equality Act 2010, or NYCC’s additional agreed 
characteristics? 
As part of this assessment, please consider the following questions: 

 To what extent is this service used by particular groups of people with protected 
characteristics? 

 Does the proposal relate to functions that previous consultation has identified as 
important? 

 Do different groups have different needs or experiences in the area the proposal 
relates to? 
 

If for any characteristic it is considered that there is likely to be a significant 
adverse impact or you have ticked ‘Don’t know/no info available’, then a full EIA 
should be carried out where this is proportionate. You are advised to speak to your 
Equality rep for advice if you are in any doubt. 
 

Protected characteristic Yes No Don’t know/No 
info available 

Age     

Disability     

Sex (Gender)     

Race     

Sexual orientation     

Gender reassignment     

Religion or belief     

Pregnancy or maternity     

Marriage or civil partnership     

NYCC additional characteristic 

People in rural areas     

People on a low income     

http://nyccintranet/content/equalities-contacts


APPENDIX 1 

NYCC – Executive – 21 April 2020 – Junction 47 and Harrogate Rail Line/12 

Carer (unpaid family or friend)     

Does the proposal relate to an area 
where there are known 
inequalities/probable impacts (e.g. 
disabled people’s access to public 
transport)? Please give details. 

No 

Will the proposal have a significant 
effect on how other organisations 
operate? (e.g. partners, funding 
criteria, etc.). Do any of these 
organisations support people with 
protected characteristics? Please 
explain why you have reached this 
conclusion.  

No  

Decision (Please tick one option) EIA not 
relevant or 
proportionate:  

  Continue to 
full EIA: 

 

Reason for decision No adverse impact on any of the protected 
characteristics. 

Signed (Assistant Director or 
equivalent) 

Barrie Mason 

Date 17/04/20 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Initial equality impact assessment screening form 
(As of October 2015 this form replaces ‘Record of decision not to carry out an EIA’) 
 
This form records an equality screening process to determine the relevance of 
equality to a proposal, and a decision whether or not a full EIA would be 
appropriate or proportionate.  
 

Directorate  Business and Environmental Services 

Service area Highways and Transportation 

Proposal being screened Harrogate Rail Line Scheme 

Officer(s) carrying out screening  Ken Moody, Major Projects Manager 

What are you proposing to do? Improvement scheme delivered by Network Rail 
on the Harrogate Line. 

Why are you proposing this? What 
are the desired outcomes? 

To enhance capacity on the Harrogate to York 
Rail Line to enable two trains per hour in each 
direction. 
 

Does the proposal involve a 
significant commitment or removal 
of resources? Please give details. 

The scheme cost is £9.854m with a proposed 
County Council contribution of £1.754m from 
CPE surpluses out of a previously approved 
maximum contribution of £3.4m. 

Is there likely to be an adverse impact on people with any of the following protected 
characteristics as defined by the Equality Act 2010, or NYCC’s additional agreed 
characteristics? 
As part of this assessment, please consider the following questions: 

 To what extent is this service used by particular groups of people with protected 
characteristics? 

 Does the proposal relate to functions that previous consultation has identified as 
important? 

 Do different groups have different needs or experiences in the area the proposal 
relates to? 
 

If for any characteristic it is considered that there is likely to be a significant 
adverse impact or you have ticked ‘Don’t know/no info available’, then a full EIA 
should be carried out where this is proportionate. You are advised to speak to your 
Equality rep for advice if you are in any doubt. 
 

Protected characteristic Yes No Don’t know/No 
info available 

Age     

Disability     

Sex (Gender)     

Race     

Sexual orientation     

Gender reassignment     

Religion or belief     

Pregnancy or maternity     

Marriage or civil partnership     

NYCC additional characteristic 

People in rural areas     

People on a low income     

Carer (unpaid family or friend)     

http://nyccintranet/content/equalities-contacts


 

 

Does the proposal relate to an area 
where there are known 
inequalities/probable impacts (e.g. 
disabled people’s access to public 
transport)? Please give details. 

No 

Will the proposal have a significant 
effect on how other organisations 
operate? (e.g. partners, funding 
criteria, etc.). Do any of these 
organisations support people with 
protected characteristics? Please 
explain why you have reached this 
conclusion.  

No  

Decision (Please tick one option) EIA not 
relevant or 
proportionate:  

  Continue to 
full EIA: 

 

Reason for decision No adverse impact on any of the protected 
characteristics. 

Signed (Assistant Director or 
equivalent) 

Barrie Mason 

Date 17/04/20 
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ITEM 9        

 

York North Yorkshire & East Riding 

Local Enterprise Partnership 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND JOINT ASSETS BOARD 

 
MEETING DATE:     18 June 2020 
REPORT PREPARED BY:  Andrew Leeming 
TITLE OF PAPER:               Local Growth Fund – Feasibility Study Funding  

1. Purpose of the Report 
 

1.1. This paper is to report on the final position to provide funding support to stakeholder 
and partner project feasibility studies.  

 
2. Background 

 
2.1 At the Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board meeting held on 27 February, the Board 

approved an overall budget of up to £878,000 to support stakeholder and partner 
project feasibility studies. This is set out in the table below: 

 

 
 
2.2 The Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board gave approval to delegate authority to the 

Head of Infrastructure for progressing projects in the PLACE (Towns) and PLACE 

(Strategic Corridors) category to contract stage. The Board also approved funding 

support of to the small number of feasibility study proposals in the PLACE 

(Connectivity) and Place (Tourism) category, and delegated approval of the 

applications received under the Business (Bio-economy & Energy) category to the 

Business Board.  

3. Feasibility Funding 
 
3.1  Due to the volume of applications received and a significantly oversubscribed budget 

under the Place (Towns); Place (Strategic Corridor); and Business (Bio-economy & 
Energy) categories, we are unable to support all applications that are seeking our 
funding. Further negotiation and discussions with partners and stakeholders has 
been undertaken. This has helped to further identify preferred priorities and 
determine eventual proposals for YNYER LEP support. 

LEP FundingCategories
LEP Funding 

Requested

Budget

(Approved)

PLACE (Towns) £724,000 £360,000

PLACE (Connectivity) £30,000 £30,000

PLACE (Strategic Corridor) £202,500 £100,000

PLACE (Tourism) £88,000 £88,000

BUSINESS (Bio-Economy & Energy) £329,863 £100,000

FLOOD RESILIENCE £225,000 £200,000

TOTAL £1,599,363 £878,000

LOCAL GROWTH FUND: FEASIBILITY STUDY FUNDING
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3.2 Following our negotiations and discussions with partners and stakeholders, this has 

resulted in agreed support to 24 feasibility study applications across a broad range of 

activity that includes, town centre regeneration, SME start-up space, improving 

transport and highway infrastructure, employment sites, tourism, flood resilience, and 

bio-economy and energy. The total LEP funding support to these applications is 

£833,000. This is within the approved budget of up to £878,000. A list of the 

applications to be supported is shown in Annex A.  

 

4.  Delivery Risks 

 
4.1 We are beginning to see the impact of the review of priorities within partner 

organisations as a result of Covid-19 recovery planning. This has impacted on the 
formal contracting of the feasibility study work with our partners, and could possibly 
result in a reduction of the eventual number of feasibility studies supported. This 
issue has been identified as a key risk alongside other risks associated with Covid-19 
that have the potential to impact on the effective delivery of the feasibility study work. 
All risks and issues are being monitored closely.  

 
5.   Recommendations 
 
5.1  The Infrastructure and Joint Asset Board are asked to note for information the 

list of feasibility study applications to be supported.  
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Partner Feasibility Study

LEP

Negotiated 

Funding

Grant 

Agreement

 Funding

York City Centre Riverside Access £45,000

Uplifting Environmental Performance of early phase 

Commercial Development on York Central
£20,000

York St.John University York Venture Creation Lab £40,000 £40,000

A1079 Improvement Scheme £32,500

Driffield Town Centre Strategy £15,000

Ripon Barracks and City Centre Renewal Project  £35,000

Transport Opportunities on the Harrogate to York A59 Corridor 

Improvements
£32,500

Connected Catterick Garrison £15,000

Shute Road Redevelopment £35,000

A1(M) Scotch Corner and Catterick Central Junction J52 

Enterprise Areas
£35,000

Malton/Norton Regeneration Scheme £25,000

Ryedale Enterprise & Business Centre £30,000

Kirkbymoorside Employment Land £15,000

Selby District Council Selby, Sherburn and Tadcaster Places and Movements Study £70,000 £70,000

North Yorkshire Electric Vehicle Charge Point Network £30,000

A684 Morton Bridge and Morton Flatts £25,000

Upper Dales £100,000

A6108/B6270 Landslip Resilience Scheme £45,000

North York Moors National Park Authority Staithes to Whitby Coastal Cycle Link £38,000 £38,000

Forestry England Adderstone Development £50,000 £50,000

Ryedale Farm Dry Anaerobic Digestion Plant £18,000

Winhill Farm Anaerobic Digestion Plant £9,000

Willerby Dry Anaerobic Digestion Plant £23,000

Biorenewable Development Centre Pellets from Forestry Biomass and other Waste Streams £50,000 £50,000

TOTAL £833,000 £833,000

WRM Ltd £50,000

ANNEX A: LOCAL GROWTH FUND: FEASIBILITY STUDY FUNDING

£65,000

£85,000

£70,000

£200,000

£47,500

£67,500

North Yorkshire County Council

City of York Council

East Riding of Yorkshire Council

Harrogate Borough Council

Ryedale District Council

Richmondshire DistrictCouncil



ITEM 10    
York & North Yorkshire 
Local Enterprise Partnership 
 
Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 

 
BOARD MEETING: 18 June 2020    
REPORT PRESENTED BY: Stephanie Lacey, Housing Growth Lead  
TITLE OF PAPER: DESIGN QUALITY FUND – PROGRESS REPORT   
 
 
1.0 Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 This report provides an update on progress achieved against the objectives of the 

Design Quality Fund. It also sets out a summary of current Central Government 
narrative shaping the design quality and place-making agendas, and outlines key 
work streams going forward. 
 

1.2 This progress report was presented at Directors of Development on 29th May 2020, 
with the recommendations being approved. 
 

2.0 Background 
 

2.1  YNYER LEP secured £285,000 Design Quality Fund (Planning Delivery Grant) in 
2018 to accelerate delivery of a pipeline of significant major housing to create new 
homes and places in the LEP area. This was to be done through making a financial 
contribution towards master planning activity on key strategic sites, targeting of 
funding to achieve off-site manufacture (OSM) and design quality outcomes, and 
officer support to achieve the desired objectives.  

 
2.2 Directors of Development selected the following sites would be those to receive 

Design Quality Fund (DQF) funding in contribution towards masterplanning: 
 

2.2.1 Catterick Garrison (MOD site) – separately awarded £50k DQF and not 
considered as part of this report 

 2.2.2 Alamein Barracks, Driffield (East Riding of Yorkshire Council) 
 2.2.3 Cross Hills Lane (Selby District Council) 
 2.2.4 South of Cayton/South Scarborough (Scarborough Borough Council) 
 2.2.5 Pannal Gateway (Harrogate Borough Council). 
 
2.3 At a subsequent date, Harrogate Borough Council determined to pursue an 

alternative site in place of Pannal Gateway and it was agreed with the LEP that the 
DQF money would be used for two Council-owned sites elsewhere in the Borough. 

2.4 The masterplans were to accelerate delivery of each site and ensure provision of 
quality housing and spaces, incorporating OSM and Modern Methods of Construction 
(MMC). In more detail, it was anticipated that master plans would include: 

 A targeted view of the ‘context and character’ of the area 

 Vision and an overall design guide for each site 

 Design briefs for the individual development areas for each site 

 Identification of viability constraints and development of delivery strategies for 

each site 

 Contemporary OSM and MMC opportunities to be identified and contracts agreed 

for supply 



 
2.5 It was also envisaged that outputs from the master plans would be able to taken 

forward to help with producing core design principles/standards for major housing 

sites across the LEP area in relation to urban design, street scene, and 

environmental/design quality of new homes. 

 

3.0 Progress report 
 

3.1 Progress in producing master plans on four strategic sites is as follows: 
 

Site (LA) Contact made? Progress DQF drawn 
down 

Alamein Barracks 
(East Riding) 

Yes 
 
John Craig 
Chris Cole 

Yes – the architectural heritage of 
the area is considered; and, the 
final masterplan report cites the 
opportunity existing for innovation 
and creativity in design and 
methods including MMC and 
higher density.  

Yes 

Cross Hills Lane 
(Selby) 

Yes 
 
Julian Rudd 
Richard Welch 

Technical Feasibility report 
produced (March 2019), 
recommends a 669-unit scheme 
which follows the existing Local 
Plan Allocation and creates a 
linear scheme to the west of the 
existing urban form, allowing an 
access to be created across 
Selby Dam to connect at Leeds 
Road. Strong walking and cycling 
routes, large amounts of adjacent 
public realm, a new school, and 
the potential for additional 
housing on neighbouring sites are 
part of this option. The report 
shows the preferred option to be 
viable at 10% affordable housing. 
 
 
 
 

Yes 
50/50 split 
between NYCC 
and SDC 

South of Cayton 
(Scarborough) 

Yes 
 
Richard Bradley 
Alex Richards 

Yes – consultant master plan 
report produced for wider South 
Scarborough Growth Area, which 
incorporates the South Cayton 
site. The report is skewed 
towards regeneration of the 
existing Eastfield area rather than 
master planning and place 
shaping on new housing elements 
of the area, however there is 
consideration given to 
accessibility and connectivity 
within and beyond the area. No 
focus on design quality on the 
South Cayton site. 
 
 

Yes  



Harrogate Yes 
 
Tracey Rathmell 
Linda Marfitt 

Pannal Gateway housing site did 
not progress, and so the master 
plan has not been produced. 
Alternative HBC-owned sites 
were chosen: 
Dragon Rd car park HG1 5DB 
Harlow Nurseries HG2 0AZ. 
Master plans have not yet been 
completed, however the Local 
Plan has now been adopted, so 
this work can now commence. 

No 

 
3.2 The table above shows that a good deal of progress has been made in terms of the 

DQF objective to support delivery of master plans on key sites in the YNYER LEP 
area, but that the outcomes are perhaps not as ambitious as had been hoped. This is 
particularly the case when considering design guides, briefs and 
principles/standards. YNY LEP continues to liaise with Harrogate BC regarding its 
master plans for the two smaller Council-owned sites.  

 
3.3 Other elements of the Design Quality Fund award were as follows: 
 

3.3.1 Undertake a piece of work to understand unimplemented planning permissions 
in the YNYER area – this work was completed by GVA and has been reported. 

3.3.2 New officer post (Project Lead – Housing Growth) to be established and 
recruited to – new officer, Stephanie Lacey, has been in post at the LEP since 
January 2020. 

3.3.3 The relatively recent recruitment of the Housing Growth Lead at the LEP has 
meant that there has been limited progress in improving design quality and 
promoting off site manufactured (OSM) homes – although some progress can 
be reported, both in terms of the LEP’s current focus on ‘good growth in 
distinctive places’ in its new Local Industrial Strategy (LIS), where productivity 
growth, clean growth and inclusive growth overlap, and with current activities to 
support and promote low carbon solutions in construction. As the devolution 
deal progresses and a Combined Authority is established, there will be 
significant opportunity to utilise resources and capacity to develop tools and 
support to promote and facilitate delivery against this objective of the DQF. This 
area of work is considered later in the report. 

 
4.0 Current narrative 

 

4.1 The policy and research landscapes are very centred on the concepts of place/place-

making and design quality/methods. Appendix A is a mini-digest of some key 

literature, however the broad messages can be summarised as: 

 

 The recent ‘Building Better, Building Beautiful’ Commission by Government 

reports the need to promote and increase the use of high-quality design for 

new build homes and neighbourhoods through developing new practical 

measures which can be used by the planning system. Moreover, a framework 

should be established which asks for beauty and refuses ugliness, where 

beauty is regarded as “everything that promotes a healthy and happy life, 

everything that makes a collection of buildings into a place, everything that 

turns anywhere into somewhere, and nowhere into home”. Ugliness, on the 

other hand, is deemed to be a “social cost that everyone is forced to bear”. 

 
Depending on the uptake by Government of the Commission’s 
recommendations, local government might – in the short term – be expected 
to: end the unintended bias towards ‘gentle density’ neighbourhoods; create 
healthy and re-greened streets with clean urban air; re-discover civic pride in 
architecture; ensure enforcement; appoint a chief place-maker; count 



happiness and productivity; and, value design as well as price. In the longer 
term, local authorities could also be required to: masterplan rather than plan 
by appeal including streamlining and digitising planning and public 
engagement as well as shifting resources from development control to 
strategic planning; make regeneration ‘place-led’; localise the National Design 
Guide; and, use popular form-based codes. 
 

 According to a study by an organisation which campaigns for place quality, 

the Place Alliance, as much as 75% of new housing could be determined as 

mediocre or poor and, essentially, should have never have been built. These 

figures were even worse in new housing built for less affluent communities. 

The same study found that that the UK is not good at building at lower 

densities and on greenfield sites, and that a proactive and site-specific 

process of design guidance (tools and codes) are required to achieve ‘good’ 

or ‘very good’ outcomes. 

 

 The Place Alliance has also designed a simple tool for decision-makers to use 

when considering, ‘are we making a great place?’ – the Ladder of Place 

Quality (see Appendix A). This approach is in the context of understanding 

place quality’s vital role in producing positive outcomes in the four ‘big ticket’ 

policy areas – health, social, economic, environmental. It summarises that, 

“none of the constituent qualities of successful places are particularly unique, 

innovative, or remarkable in any way. They are easily achieved if we have the 

will to do so”.  

 

 In 2018, the Design Council defined ‘healthy placemaking’ as “tackling 

preventable disease by shaping the built environment so that healthy activities 

and experiences are integral to people’s everyday lives”. This concurs with 

the Public Health England’s construction of the same as, “placemaking that 

takes into consideration neighbourhood design (such as increasing walking 

and cycling), improved quality of housing, access to healthier food, 

conservation of, and access to natural and sustainable environments, and 

improved transport and connectivity”. It is worth noting how both the indoor 

and outdoor environments are important, and that there exists an opportunity 

there exists to tackle inequality through design. 

 

 Whilst focused on existing communities and settlements, Historic England’s 

Places Strategy sets out how place making should be regarded as the ideal 

context in which the public sector can be seen to be doing the ‘most good’ in 

terms of delivering Public Value. 

4.2 Government published the National Design Guide in October 2019, concerned with 
how well-designed places are recognised and outlining the Government’s priorities in 
the form of ten characteristics which interrelate in terms of physical character, 
community, and climate issues: 
 

 Context – enhances the surrounding 

 Identity – attractive and distinctive 

 Built form – a coherent pattern of development 

 Movement – accessible and easy to move around 

 Nature – enhanced and optimised 

 Public spaces – safe, social and inclusive 

 Uses – mixed and integrated 

 Homes and buildings – functional, healthy and sustainable 

 Resources – efficient and resilient 

 Lifespan – made to last 
 



4.3 A series of planning reforms were announced in March 2020, generally shaped 
around the increasing supply and building more homes, but also including: 
 

 A revision of NPPF to encourage design and place-making throughout the 

planning process 

 Commitment to respond to the Building Better, Building Beautiful Commission, 

and take forward the recommendations calling for urban tree-planting and 

giving communities more influence over design 

 Implementing a new National Design Code to allow residents of communities 

to have more influence over design, and to allow local areas to produce their 

own design codes for new development. 

The ‘Planning for Change’ reforms also included commitments to climate and 
sustainability goals, including reviewing policy for building in flood risk areas, and 
introducing the Future Homes Standard in 2025, which would require up to 80% 
lower carbon emissions for new homes (however, it should be noted that responses 
to the Future Homes consultation have tended to disagree with this target, arguing 
that the proposals are not ambitious enough). 
 

4.4 To encourage the delivery of ‘good growth in distinctive places’ the LEP should set 
out a programme of work and activities, particularly those which support and facilitate 
housing partners (District Councils, housing associations, developers and builders) to 
strive for high quality, innovative and low carbon outcomes. There is a need to move 
at pace, not least because there remains an overriding tension between the 
aspiration for quality and creativity, and the pressure on supply and viability, 
with the latter often winning. 

 
5.0 Key work streams moving forward 

 

5.1 This paper has sought to establish a current position in terms of progress against the 

DQF objectives in the context of current narratives. It would be fair to report that the 

master planning, part-funded with DQF resources, has taken longer than anticipated 

to be undertaken and has perhaps not been quite as ambitious or innovative in terms 

of place making and design quality outputs.  

 
5.2 It is also the case that supporting the delivery of OSM new homes remains a priority, 

but that delivery of zero (or negative) carbon solutions at scale continues to present a 

major challenge to the sector. It is important that the LEP, local authorities, housing 

partners and developers engage in constructive discourse around how to develop 

solutions, and this will require gaining consensus as to what is being aimed for – Off 

Site Manufactured, modular, Modern Methods of Construction, bio-based methods. 

 
5.3 During 2020 so far, conversations have taken place with a number of partners which 

confirm there is sustained interest in progressing the objective of the DQF funded 

work to create a YNY Design Guide based on a general principles framework.  

 
5.3.1 Building healthy homes and neighbourhoods West Yorkshire Combined 

Authority (WYCA) held a ‘Design for Better Places’ seminar, which saw 

presentations from a number of local authorities on the topic of approaches to 

dealing with design (Hull, Barnsley, Wakefield, Bradford, and Essex). WYCA’s 

Urban Design Manager has set up a LinkedIn group, Urban Design North, as a 

‘place to share ideas, experience and knowledge for all those whose work 

impacts on public realm and urban design in the north of England’. 

5.3.2 Selby District Council is working with WYCA to establish the ‘Selby Urban 

Design Academy’. This initiative will operate as an urban design training 

programme with the aim to equip the Council and its staff with the necessary 

skills and expertise to meet the challenges arising from growth in the District. 



The programme is designed to raise and embed expectations for design 

quality, provide a robust grounding in urban design for participants, and to 

inform the future development of residential design guidance. All of this is 

intended to enable and equip officers to make the right design decisions and 

use the right tools throughout the planning process, and thus improve the 

quality of new development and places. It is intended that the training 

programme will be made available to delegates from across the YNY area. 

5.3.3 City of York Council has recently produced a Housing Design Manual which is 

focused on the understanding that good design is essential for communities to 

thrive, and a design guide can result in ‘building better places’. The design 

manual is intended to be used as a framework through which the City’s housing 

development programme can be delivered with higher standards of place 

making and innovative developments. It is shaped around five principles:  

 

 Delivering the housing residents need 

  

 Creating distinctive and beautiful places which bring communities 

together 

 Reducing the impact on the environment and residents’ energy bills 

 Supporting sustainable transport choice and connectivity. 

 
5.3.4 Harrogate Borough Council’s plans to build a new settlement will require a 

significant design and placemaking/shaping input, as will Scarborough’s 

Strategic Growth Area and the regeneration of Eastfield. There is also a need 

to work strategically with the MOD and Homes England in terms of place 

making and design quality on MOD sites in the area. 

5.3.5 The YNYER Housing Board and Partnership are keen to develop a sub-

regional consolidated position on place and design quality in order to influence 

outcomes locally and deliver on strategic ambitions and priorities in the new 

sub-regional housing strategy. 

 
5.4 Significant housing growth, including new settlements, and ambitious targets for 

supply and carbon reduction present a demand for enhanced skills and resources. 

The YNY area has demonstrated its capacity to deliver sustained supply and meet 

overall targets, and now has a healthy supply pipeline. However, delivering quality in 

place and design must now be a key priority. Moving away from a focus on numbers 

to one on place, quality and carbon with an eye towards creating ‘legacy’ demands a 

strategic approach to design, based on a set of guiding principles, which the YNY 

area including its partners can buy in to and deliver on. 

5.5 So, what might a design guide for YNY look like? In the context of recent planning 
and housing policy development at the national level, it is important that design 
principles agreed for YNY are in the context of the new National Design Guide (top-
down) but take account of the work done to develop local approaches and capacity 
(CYC, Selby, Harrogate Scarborough). At this stage, it would seem logical to develop 
a design guide around the key principles of ‘build’ and ‘place’, and using these to 
encourage: 

 

 A general lifting of standards –connectivity, electric vehicle (EV) charging 

points, design of roads and routes, space standards, carbon reduction, and so 

on 

 Collaboration to deliver innovation exemplars 

 Scaling up density and use of OSM/MMC 

 Tackling inequality through healthy place making. 

 



5.6 A working group should be established to draft the YNY design guide, comprising of 

housing and low carbon representatives from the LEP along with a small number of 

key planning/housing officers and NYCC Public Health. Work can begin on this 

straight away, and it is anticipated that a draft guide can be presented to Heads of 

Planning in July. With revisions over the summer, the final YNY Design Guide will be 

presented to Directors of Development in September, for adoption from October. 

5.7 Once the YNY design guide is adopted, it is envisaged that there might be a series of 
tools required to assist planning and housing teams in abiding by the principles. 
These could include providing capacity and resource at the LEP level to establish: 

 A major projects team, including working with Homes England, focused on key 

strategic sites 

 In-house viability assessment resource 

 Setting up and hosting a design review panel 

 Encouraging innovation through a design competition 

 Support and expertise to aid the scaling up of new methods of construction. 

5.8 The above proposal and ideas will contribute to achieving the desired outcomes of 
the Design Quality Fund, which include: 

 

 Increased quality and sustainability of residential and townscape design 

 Better integrated development including contemporary design complementing 
the historic character of the landscape 

 Greater use and acceptance of OSM homes in the housing market. 
 
6.0 Recommendations 
 
6.1 Note the progress with master planning on key strategic sites 
 
6.2 Note the work about to begin on producing a YNY design guide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A – Literature Review 



 
‘Living with Beauty’, the January 2020 report of the Building Better, Building Beautiful 
Commission, sets out how to promote and increase the use of high-quality design for new 
build homes and neighbourhoods. The Commission was set up at the end of 2018 to review 
the planning system and to come up with developing practical measures that will help ensure 
new housing developments meet the needs and expectations of communities, making them 
more likely to be welcomed, rather than resisted, by existing communities. Its three primary 
aims were: 
 

 To promote better design and style of homes, villages, towns and high streets, 
to reflect what communities want, building on the knowledge and tradition of 
what they know works for their area 

 To explore how new settlements can be developed with greater community 
consent 

 To make the planning system work in support of better design and style, not 
against it. 

 
The Commission’s report proposes a new framework which will ask for beauty, refuse 
ugliness, and promote stewardship. Beauty is regarded as including “everything that 
promotes a healthy and happy life, everything that makes a collection of buildings into a 
place, everything that turns anywhere into somewhere, and nowhere into home”. The report 
regards there to be three scales of beauty – the physical fabric of buildings, the beautiful 
places in which they are located, and the beautiful placing of settlements. Ugliness is 
deemed to be a “social cost that everyone is forced to bear”. “Settlements must be renewed, 
regenerated and cared for”. To achieve these things, an integrated approach is required with 
placemaking to take place at the outset as part of a co-design process, which safeguards the 
values that matter to people – beauty, community, history, landscape. 
 
Towns and cities must be ‘greened’ to achieve environmental targets and to regenerate 
abandoned places. Planning has to be valued and happiness counted. The planning system 
should incentivise beauty and deter ugliness, within a wider culture of development. 
 
Living with Beauty outlines how the information the Commission collected demonstrated a 
powerful consensus of aspects around what people ‘prize’ in the design of new 
developments and how ‘beauty in human settlement’ is understood, these being: 
 

 Townscapes 

 Mixed use 

 Built to last 

 Affordability 

 Respect for heritage 

 Respect for nature 

 Respecting communities’ aspirations 

 Stewardship 

 Democracy 

 
It is concluded that we need to move to “a virtuous circle of a simple and predictable 
regulatory approach to land use planning, under effective democratic control, so that a 
higher proportion of new developments are beautiful, popular, regenerative of existing places 
and aligned to measurably higher well-being outcomes for residents”. Government is now 
considering how to take forward the recommendations of the report. 
 
Place Alliance, a movement campaigning for place quality, has recently conducted a 
national housing audit in England looking at the design of 142 large scale housing-led 
development projects against 17 design considerations. It was found that 75% of new 
housing was mediocre or poor and, essentially, should never have been built. The audit 
found that safety and security in design, and producing a variety of housing types within 
developments were both delivered well, but that performance was poor in terms of: 

 

 Highways, bins and parking 

 Character and sense of place 

 Streets, connections and amenities 

 Walkability and car-dependence 



 Environmental impacts 
 
Moreover, it was found that there was a tendency for worse design outcomes to be delivered 
for less affluent communities. This was in spite of the fact that better design can be afforded 
but doesn’t happen – the standard housebuilding development model is able to afford good 
design, because the cost factors separating ‘good’ from ‘poor’ design are relatively small in 
terms of total development value. In addition to this, it was reported that poor design gets 
through on appeal in order to meet housebuilding target numbers, even when this goes 
against the design quality aspect of the NPPF’s ‘sustainable development’. 
 
The Place Alliance audit discovered that we are not good at building at lower densities and 
on greenfield sites, with poorer scores being recorded for projects further away from urban 
cores. It was also found that a proactive and site-specific process of design guidance (tools 
and codes) are required to achieve ‘good’ or ‘very good’ outcomes. 
 
A year earlier, the same organisation produced a report, ‘Place Value and the Ladder of 
Quality’, which is designed to be a simple tool for decision-makers to use when considering: 
‘are we making a great place?’ The report collects together a wide range of research and 
evidence from recent years which indicates that high quality places add value in terms of 
health, social, economic and environmental outcomes, the sum of these outcomes being 
“place value”. Place value reflects the idea that any development generates a set of complex 
but inter-related outcomes, which are in turn passed on to those with a stake in the place. 
 
The idea of the ‘ladder of place quality’ is that place quality is envisaged as a ladder which 
climbs from the qualities of places that should be avoided, to those to beware of, onto those 
to aspire to, up those qualities that should be required because of the value they deliver: 
 

 Require: greenness, mixed use, low levels of traffic, walkability, bikeability, compact 
and coherent pattern of development, public transport connectivity 

 Aspire to: sense of place, pedestrian scale, façade continuity and integration of built 
heritage, natural surveillance, street-level activity with good street lighting, denser 
street networks, low traffic speed, attractive public spaces, social public/private 
threshold features, architectural quality, and integration of natural features and 
ecosystem 

 Beware of: particular styles of architecture, higher vs lower density, high-rise living, 
street length, cul-de-sacs, separation of vehicles and pedestrians, shared spaces, 
retail proximity to residential 

 Avoid: car dependency and over-suburbanisation, lack of green space, segregated 
areas/rear parking, overcrowding, too many fast food outlets, higher speed roads with 
high traffic loads, wider or elevated carriageways. 

 
The Place Alliance work demonstrates categorically that the topic of place quality and its 
vital role (a ‘basic necessity of urban life’) in producing positive outcomes in the four ‘big 
ticket’ policy areas – health, social, economic, environmental – are things we already know 
so much about and should be confident in demanding, “none of the constituent qualities of 
successful places are particularly unique, innovative, or remarkable in any way. They are 
easily achieved if we have the will to do so”.  
 
Healthy Placemaking (Design Council, 2018), looks at definitions of healthy placemaking: 

 

 The World Health Organisation refer to the term ‘health setting’ when talking 
about healthy placemaking: “The place or social context in which people 
engage in daily activities in which environmental, organisational and personal 
factors interact to affect health and wellbeing”.  

 The phrase ‘healthy placemaking’ has been defined by Design Council as: 
“Tackling preventable disease by shaping the built environment so that healthy 
activities and experiences are integral to people’s everyday lives”. 



 Public Health England defines healthy placemaking as: “Placemaking that 
takes into consideration neighbourhood design (such as increasing walking and 
cycling), improved quality of housing, access to healthier food, conservation of, 
and access to natural and sustainable environments, and improved transport 
and connectivity”. 

 “Put simply, it cuts across built environment stakeholders, physical and social 
infrastructure and fundamental changes are required in order to facilitate a 
positive impact on health and wellbeing”. 

 
The Design Council report refers to the need to consider the impact of the indoor 
environment as well as the outdoor, in terms of creating places that can support job creation 
and employment rates. There is, the report says, an opportunity to tackle inequality through 
design. Assessing and measuring health impacts and outcomes (including economic value) 
through effective evaluation frameworks is important.  
 
Barriers to healthy placemaking are identified to include market and political pressures, 
tensions between planning and highways, opportunities being restricted due to patterns of 
land ownership, and the insufficient time and resources available within the current policy 
context. The Design Council cite the importance of certain knowledge and skills to delivering 
healthy placemaking, such as critical thinking, creativity, an agile approach, sustainability 
knowledge, impact and evidence. They recommend adopting ‘general principles frameworks’ 
to assess and guide. 
 
Historic England’s ‘Places Strategy’ (2018) is set in the context of aiming for a cultural 
revival of communities through using the power of heritage to unlock an area’s social and 
economic value. Historic England are working towards a vision of success in which: 
 

 Heritage is viewed as central to good placemaking 

 Developers are positively engaged and believe that profit can sit alongside the 
protection and enhancement of heritage with added social dividends 

 Communities value the historic environment, and a more diverse range of 
groups take part in culture and arts 

 Good design and heritage are at the heart of revitalisation of areas 

 Resources for investment in the historic environment are increased. 
 
Place making is understood by Historic England as ‘the process by which we work in 
partnership to shape existing cities, towns and villages, and the landscapes in which they sit 
and which form their setting. Rooted in community-based participation (including through 
local authorities), place making is multi-disciplinary in nature. Place making brings together 
diverse interests to improve a community’s economic, social and environmental wellbeing’.  
 
The Places Strategy sets out how place making should be regarded as the ideal context in 
which the public sector can be seen to be doing the ‘most good’ in terms of delivering Public 
Value (as detailed in Sir Michael Barber’s 2017 report to HM Treasury, which identified the 
need for the public sector to focus more on outcomes rather than outputs, and how to 
measure them. 
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ITEM 11    
York & North Yorkshire 
Local Enterprise Partnership 
 

Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 
 
 

BOARD MEETING:    18 June, 2020   
REPORT PRESENTED BY:    Alex Dochery  
TITLE OF PAPER:    Progress Report on Y&NY LEP’s Future Towns work  
 
 

1.0 Purpose of the Report 
 

1.1 This report will update Y&NY LEP’s Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board on 
the LEP’s Future Towns work, including key recommendations from its 21st 
Century Towns commission, progress with the LEP’s joint commission with 
Historic England, and how the LEP’s Future Towns work is informing both 
Devolution and Covid-19 Economic Recovery Planning work.  

 
2.0 Background 

 
2.1 Cities and towns in the LEP area (including East Riding of Yorkshire) play a 

key role in driving growth across a predominantly rural geography, acting as a 
focal point for investment and a natural location for people to converge and 
access local services. 

 
2.2 The LEP’s Future Towns agenda aims to inform LEP and local authority 

strategy and initiatives, ensuring that towns across York, North Yorkshire and 
East Riding of Yorkshire (YNYER) are drivers of economic growth and are 
relevant, desirable and successful. The work responds to unprecedented 
changes in shopping habits, climate change and the changing nature of our 
towns and behaviours. 

 
2.3 A report on placemaking was last provided to the Infrastructure and Joint 

Assets Board on 28th February, 2019. This report updated the Board on the 
proposals being developed by local authorities across YNYER for the Future 
High Streets Fund and recommended the commissioning of additional towns 
work to assist local authorities in understanding the future opportunities for our 
towns and places. This recommendation was approved by the Board, with the 
Chair receiving delegated approval to consider and approve proposals to 
commission further detailed work on towns across YNYER.  
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2.4 Significant progress has been made on the LEP’s Future Towns work since 
this report to the Board.  Two pieces of data analysis work designed to 
improve collective understanding of how towns and high streets across 
YNYER function and the challenges they face have been completed, as well 
as the LEP’s 21st Century Towns commission. Software licenses for the Local 
Data Company’s “Local Data Online” have also been purchased to support 
local authorities and the LEP with ongoing analysis of town and city centre 
performance. Finally, an additional piece of work has been commissioned by 
the LEP through Historic England to better understand how the historic 
environment of YNYER can support economic growth and help the LEP to 
achieve its Good Growth ambitions.  

 
2.5 The LEP’s Future Town work has also helped shape the Local Industrial 

Strategy for York and North Yorkshire, inform emerging devolution proposals, 
and support Covid-19 economic recovery planning work. 

 
3.0 The Future of Market Towns and High Streets: Baseline Evidence Study 

and Town Centre Performance Analysis 
 

3.1 Commissioned by YNYER Directors of Development (DoDs), two pieces of 
data analysis work has been carried out by East Riding of Yorkshire Officers 
to improve collective understanding of how towns and high streets across 
YNYER function and the challenges they face. The first is a baseline evidence 
study (referred to as Stage 1A) which establishes the current position for 42 
towns across YNYER (see Figure 1 below) and explores their scope to be key 
drivers of future economic growth.  
 
Figure 1: Towns included in Stage 1A 
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3.2 This work involved reviewing a range of information including: 

 Local Plan place statements; 

 Housing and employment allocations; 

 Conservation Areas; 

 Vision statements and SWOT analyses (where available); and, 

 Town centre business plans (where available). 
 

3.3 From the 42 towns reviewed at Stage 1A, 14 locations were shortlisted for 
inclusion for the Stage 1B part of the study (see Figure 2 below) which 
analysed towns’ current economic performance in order to improve collective 
understanding of how these towns currently function and the challenges they 
face. Towns were selected based on their role within the local economy and 
opportunities for growth, as outlined in Local Plans. YNYER’s largest 
settlements (York, Harrogate and Scarborough) along with some successful 
towns (e.g. Beverley) were excluded from Stage 1B work due to them being 
directly managed through the respective local authorities. 
 
Figure 2: Towns included in Stage 1B 

 
 

3.4  Stage 1B work involved statistical analysis to benchmark the 14 towns from a 
socio-economic perspective. Key indicators such as population, business and 
employment base, town centre performance and connectivity were used to 
assess the economic health of each town. A summary scorecard was 
produced for the 14 towns (see Figure 3 below).  
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Figure 3: Summary Scorecard: Economic performance of towns since 2011 

 

3.5 Based on their performance since 2011, towns were then grouped into the 
following 3 categories: 

 Improving towns (positive growth above national average) – 
Selby, Malton and Norton, Pocklington and Bedale; 

 Stable towns (positive growth below the national average) – 
Knaresborough, Skipton, Pickering and Thirsk; and, 

 Underperforming towns (negative growth) – Stokesley, Richmond 
and Catterick, Bridlington, Settle, Driffield, Whitby and Ripon. 

 
3.6 However, it is important to point out here that the evidence base for the above 

categorisation focuses exclusively on economic datasets in order to establish 
a robust and consistent approach for all towns analysed as part of this work. 
Each town is unique, as not only are its social and physical characteristics 
different to those of other locations, but its traditions, organisation and 
practices are distinctive. These important aspects of place are not captured by 
this work.   

 
4 Local Data Online Tool 

 
4.1 As part of the Stage 1B work, research was also carried out to consider a 

range of datasets on town and city centre health that are offered 
commercially, and the potential value of these to inform the current work, and 
for future use. The Local Data Company’s (LDC) Local Data Online was 
identified as the preferred resource, with its platform enabling users to view, 
analyse maps and export data on the portfolio of every brand and property 
use in every retail location in the UK. Data is updated every six months by 
surveys on foot, and historic data is available for the last 10 years for most 
locations allowing trends to be identified. YNYER DoDs approved the 
purchase of software licenses for the LDC’s Local Data Online to support local 
authorities and the LEP with ongoing analysis of towns and city centre 
performance. 
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5 21st Century Towns Commission 
 

5.1 Following concerns raised by the LEP’s Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 
over the economic health of local high streets and towns centres, the LEP, in 
conjunction with the Chair, sought to commission a conceptual piece of work 
that explores how towns in the LEP area will need to evolve and change to 
ensure that they remain successful and distinctive places. 

 
5.2 The LEP’s 21st Century Towns commission (produced by Metro Dynamics 

following a competitive tender exercise) explores the opportunities and 
challenges facing towns in the LEP area over the long term (up to 2040), and 
considers how towns can respond to major economic, technological, social 
and environmental trends to achieve the economic transformation envisaged 
by the Local Industrial Strategy for York and North Yorkshire. Raising 
productivity was a key focus of the commission, but as the report emphasises 
(see Appendix A), to do so requires towns to not only address issues around 
technology, businesses and labour markets, but also look at placemaking, 
community and social cohesion, education, and health. 

 
5.3 Driven by analysis of the fifteen towns in YNYER that make up the LEP’s 

Stage 1B work (see Appendix B), the commission presents an ambitious 
vision for how towns in the LEP area could be ‘21st century towns’. This vision 
of a 21st century town is defined as a town where “the size, location, heritage, 
attractions, institutions, culture and community of the town are strengths. 21st 
century towns are places which have successfully adapted to, and play an 
important role in, the modern economy – creating opportunity for residents 
and businesses alike.” 

 
5.4 In seeking to support the LEP and local authority partners to realise this 

vision, the report sets out a series of recommendations for initiatives which – 
taken together – would help to create strong and resilient 21st century towns. 
These recommendations fall under five core aims, with a series of initiatives 
for each: 

 

Aim Initiative  

Digital first  Ensure that digital skills provision is 
strong throughout all the towns; 

 Make the transition to gigabit level 
broadband and provide free public Wi-Fi; 

 Public sector and anchor institutions to 
help create demand for digital skills and 
digital solutions. 

Open for business  Create enterprise centres to 
accommodate small businesses and 
start-ups; 

 Encourage Industry 4.0 in manufacturing 
and logistics sectors; 

 Support agricultural firms to benefit from 
new technologies; 
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 Encourage local retailers, manufacturers 
and craftspeople to embrace online retail; 

 Increase the value of the visitor 
economy. 

High quality places and 
connections 

 Use the collective attractions of existing 
assets to create destination appeal; 

 Design our towns for the future, with a 
mix of joined-up housing, employment 
space and town centre space; 

 Make the most of major transport links; 

 Improve local transport links within 
places; 

 Upgrade and enhance social 
infrastructure to attract new residents. 

Strengthening identity and 
community 

 Work to build the community in places; 

 Use place promotion to attract visitors 
and new residents. 

Sustainability and resilience  Encourage companies to invest in 
sustainable technologies; 

 Prepare towns to take advantage of 
clean growth economic opportunities; 

 Work with planning authorities to make 
homes future-proof.  

 

5.5 Each initiative in the 21st Century Towns report is underpinned by a discussion 
of the indicative benefits of that approach, some of the issues and 
considerations involved in delivery and a case study of where this approach 
has been implemented successfully elsewhere. 

 
5.6 These abovementioned recommendations and initiatives are underpinned by 

local leadership and ownership, and behavioural and attitude change. As the 
report emphasises, the way in which these initiatives are delivered are as 
important as the nature of the initiatives themselves. Recognising that these 
recommendations reflect a long-term programme for YNYER, the report 
outlines a smaller number of actions that the LEP and local authorities can be 
doing to advance their towns work and take advantage of government’s strong 
policy focus on towns at present. These are as follows: 

 

 Each town develops a towns futures team; 

 Each town futures team develops a local vision, informed by the LIS and 
the 21st century towns report; 

 Local authorities should undertake a quick town centre audit for each 
town; 

 The LEP should prepare a digital skills strategy; 

 The LEP should work with local authorities to roll out the gigabit 
approach pioneered by City of York Council’s Digital City team; 

 The LEP should support local town deals; 

 Local authorities should develop an active network to share best 
practice. 
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5.7 Crucially, and as the report highlights, YNYER’s towns do not exist in 
isolation; they have important relationships with cities and other major urban 
centres which are in close proximity to them. While the focus of this 
commission is on towns, it would be useful for colleagues in York, the LEP 
area’s principal settlement, to explore the extent to which the 
recommendations identified through this piece of work resonate locally. 

 
5.8 Finally, it is important to emphasise that this commission was started and 

completed before Covid-19. As a result of the additional challenges brought 
about by the pandemic, it is likely that interventions will need to extend far 
beyond what was initially envisaged. However, many of the proposals align 
well with emerging thinking on recovery work for our towns. They also support 
the shifts to home working, shopping more locally and increased active travel 
that we have seen during the pandemic. 

 
6 Joint Commission with Historic England 
 
6.1 A parallel piece of work had been commissioned by the LEP through Historic 

England which seeks to better understand how the historic environment of 
YNYER can support economic growth and help the LEP to achieve its Good 
Growth ambitions. 

 
6.2 Informed by Devolution work, the Local Industrial Strategy, the LEP’s 21st 

Century Towns commission and existing initiatives within the LEP area (e.g. 
Future High Street Fund, Town Deals and Heritage Action Zones), this 
commission seeks to do three things: 

 Explain and advocate the quality, character and importance of YNYER’s 
places and historical landscapes; 

 Understand opportunities for “win-win” development with positive 
outcomes for the economy and the historic environment; and, 

 Identify priorities for action by key partners and stakeholders.  
 
6.3 A draft report is expected early June 2020, with a final report due mid-July. 

Early recommendations from this commission will support the LEP’s 
Devolution work, as well as feed into the LEP’s Covid-19 Economic Recovery 
work. 

 
7 Local Industrial Strategy, Devolution and Covid-19 Economic Recovery 

Planning 
 
7.1 The importance of the LEP’s places to driving productivity is recognised within 

the Local Industrial Strategy for York and North Yorkshire, with Priority 1. 
Connected and Resilient Places emphasising the importance of thriving towns 
and city centres, ensuring that they are accessible, connected (including 
digitally connected), resilient and resource efficient places, with high-value 
tourism. In additional to the above, the importance of local leadership and 
ownership, as emphasised in the LEP’s 21st Century Towns commission, is 
also recognised within the LIS with its focus on local organisations supporting 
thriving communities (see Priority 2. People reaching their full potential). 
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7.2 Recommendations from the LEP’s 21st Century Towns commission have also 
been taken account of in drafting proposals for York and North Yorkshire’s 
cities, towns and town centres in the emerging devolution proposals. The 
proposals are for a  ‘Mayoral Towns Fund’ that consists of five headline 
themes, each of which has a number of interventions that would equip our 
towns for clean growth in the 21st century: 
 

 Smart and Enterprising Towns; 

 Active and Transformed Towns; 

 Cultural and Heritage Towns; 

 Living and Circular Towns; and, 

 Growing Towns. 
 

7.3 These proposals are formed to support change in medium sized 
(predominantly market) towns within York and North Yorkshire, giving a good 
distribution across the LEP geography and local authorities. A separate 
devolution ask is being taken forward for York to support public realm 
improvements across the city and cultural activation.  

 
7.4 Responding to unprecedented changes in shopping habits, climate change 

and the changing nature of our towns and behaviours, the LEP’s Future 
Towns work has been given increasing importance due to the impact of 
Covid-19 in accelerating the shift that high streets and city/town centres were 
witnessing. This work will play an important role in informing Covid-19 
economic recovery plans. As a result, a cross-service officer group has been 
created within the LEP to bring together colleagues from housing, spatial 
planning, towns, low carbon and circular economy, transport and emerging 
policy to enable holistic discussions on place to take place and ensure that 
these feed into the LEP’s economic recovery planning work. 

 
 

8 Next Steps 
 

8.1 Following the completion of the LEP’s 21st Century Towns Commission, it is 
important that this work and its recommendations are disseminated amongst 
local authorities and LEP partners to support Covid-19 economic recovery 
planning work and renew conversations on city/town centre place making in a 
post-Covid-19 world. 

 
8.2 The LEP plans to host an interactive webinar in late summer with local 

authority colleagues and partners to disseminate findings from its 21st Century 
Towns report and its work with Historic England. This webinar will see a two-
way conversation take place with local authority colleagues on a “new 
normal”, and what that means for placemaking across YNYER. 

 
8.3 Online communications material will be generated for the LEP’s Future Towns 

work up to December 2020 in an effort to prompt discussion and ideas 
generation, supported by the identification and use of key champions. This will 
be supported by a day’s workshop hosted in November which focuses on a) 
Circular Towns (as part of Circular Yorkshire Month) and b) Future Towns, 
and how places in YNYER can achieve these aspirations. 
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9 Recommendations 
 

9.1 The Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board is asked to note the progress of the 
LEP’s Future Towns work and comment on the work carried out to date.  

 
 
Appendices- sent as separate document.  
Appendix A – 21st Century Towns: a report from Metro Dynamics 
Appendix B – YNYER 21st Century Towns: Retail Visits 
 
Contact Officer:  
Alex Dochery 
Economic Growth Manager - City of York Council  
Policy Manager – York and North Yorkshire LEP 
alex.dochery@york.gov.uk 
 
Project Leads: 
Andrew Leeming – Y&NY LEP 
Liz Philpot – ERYC/Y&NY LEP 
Julian Rudd – Selby DC/Y&NY LEP 
Alex Dochery – CoYC/Y&NY LEP 
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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this report is to provide an ambitious but realistic package of 

recommendations for fifteen towns in the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding 

Enterprise Partnership (YNYER LEP) area.  

This report looks at opportunities and challenges facing towns over the long term (up 

to 2040) and considers how these towns can respond to major trends to achieve the 

economic transformation envisaged by the emerging Local Industrial Strategy. 

The focus of this report is how to raise productivity in these towns. In order to do this 

it is our view that towns must not only address issues around technology, businesses 

and labour markets, but also look at placemaking, community and social cohesion, 

education, and health. 

Towns are hugely significant to the YNYER LEP area. Taken together, the fifteen towns that 

are the focus of this study account for 180,000 people, or 15.5% of YNYER LEP’s total 

population, making them an integral part of the LEP area.  

As the largest LEP area, with a diverse mix of urban, rural and coastal places, YNYER LEP’s 

towns help connect places and communities which would otherwise be isolated from one 

another. They drive the region’s productivity growth, and they provide homes, jobs, services, 

retail and leisure amenities, cultural offers and a focal point for civic life for those who live, 

work and visit here.  

Although they perform similar functions, YNYER LEP’s towns are different from each other 

in many ways. Location, size, purpose and history all differ, as does economic performance. 

Some are doing very well; others are grappling with significant challenges.  

One thing which unites them all, however, is the uncertainty of the futures they face. All towns 

will need to identify and respond to economic, technological, social and environmental trends 

which are beyond their control but will nevertheless fundamentally influence their futures. 

These major trends include: 

• Digitalisation of the economy across all sectors, affecting the skills that businesses and 

residents need to be successful. 

• New technologies that are affecting a range of sectors which offer the potential for 

productivity increases and improved living standards, including: modular housing 

construction, sustainable energy generation and storage technologies, technologies which 

support a circular economy approach, and innovation in transport. 

• Changing consumer trends and preferences, impacting retail and local centres, as well as 

creating more demand for sustainable, local and authentic products and more experiential 

leisure activities. 
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• An ageing population, generating increasing pressure on health and social care services, 

as well as implications for the mix and type of housing needed and accessibility within 

town centres. 

• Climate change, necessitating a greater focus on protecting and enhancing the natural 

environment, and creating an economic opportunity for places and businesses able to 

produce in a more sustainable way. 

In the face of these trends, towns that strengthen their identities and focus on maximising 

upcoming opportunities while mitigating imminent challenges will benefit from productivity 

gains and renewal. 

Building on the foundations of YNYER LEP’s Stage 1a and Stage 1b reports into Future Towns 

and High Streets, this report presents an ambitious vision for what YNYER LEP’s towns could 

be in the future, and what can be done in order to realise that vision. We call this vision the 

‘21st century town’.  

A 21st century town is one where the size, location, heritage, attractions, institutions, 

culture and community of the town are strengths. 21st century towns are places which 

have successfully adapted to, and play an important role in, the modern economy – 

creating opportunity for residents and businesses alike. 

To achieve this requires a holistic programme of interventions to support towns, businesses 

and residents: 

• Putting digital first, ensuring that residents and businesses have the digital skills they 

need to take advantage of new opportunities, and enabling change through provision of 

fast broadband infrastructure in their towns. 

• Ensure that towns are open for business, and create the conditions needed to support 

business growth locally. 

• Providing high quality places and connections, making the towns more attractive, 

relevant and memorable to potential residents and visitors, whilst making it easier to get 

to other places for business and leisure. 

• Emphasising identity and community, maximising the benefit of towns’ unique 

identities, heritage, qualities and attractions and unlocking the power of local 

communities to improve places. 

• Promoting sustainability and resilience, making sure that towns and homes benefit 

from the sustainability revolution and are resilient in the face of climate change and other 

threats, including flooding. 

This report presents a series of recommendations for initiatives which – taken together - 

would help to create strong and resilient 21st century towns.  
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In developing these recommendations we are mindful that across the area there are ongoing 

initiatives which look to do similar things to some of what we are recommending here. Some 

of these are referenced though doubtless there are others. In addition, we recognise that 

different towns are starting from different places and have different assets. Therefore, how 

these recommendations are implemented will be different in different places. Nonetheless, 

there are enough similarities between places that there is a common programme for all of the 

towns. The recommendations are listed below:  
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Ensuring that these recommendations result in effective and durable change requires two 

things: local leadership and ownership; and behavioural and attitude change. The way in 

which these initiatives are delivered is as important as the nature of the initiatives 

themselves.  

To achieve the vision of 21st century towns, it is important to begin now. We recommend that 

over the next year: 

• Each town develops a town futures team - including members of the town council, any 

local BIDs / TCMs, local businesses and residents groups.  

• Each town futures team develops a local vision, informed by the LIS and this study. 

The vision should have a clear mandate to look long-term and the purpose should be to 

improve the economy of the town. 

• Local authorities should undertake a town centre audit for each town using the 

checklist provided in Section 5 (High Quality Places and Connections). The aim is to 

find quick wins that can improve how town centres function – e.g. signage, basic street 

furniture, lighting, etc. 

• The LEP should prepare a digital skills strategy that provides a clear way forward on 

this important agenda. It should make practical recommendations to enhance skills 

provision within towns. 

• The LEP should work with local authorities to ensure that all towns have the 

broadband infrastructure they need. 

• The LEP should support local town deals as exemplars for what can be achieved and 

share best practice from these processes. 

• Local authorities should develop an active network to share best practice. Towards the 

end of this period, the LEP and local authorities should work together to network the 

towns so that best practice is actively being shared between town futures teams.   

Local ownership of the concepts set out in this report, coupled with a renewed optimism in 

the potential for change, and supported by strong networks between places to share 

experiences and best practice will all be crucial to achieve the transformation anticipated in 

YNYER LEP’s Local Industrial Strategy. 
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1 Introduction 

Metro Dynamics and project partners The Retail Group and Make the Link have been 

commissioned by the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding Enterprise Partnership (YNYER 

LEP) to develop a series of recommendations which will enable the area’s towns to play a 

vital role as drivers of economic growth and productivity into the future.  

This work will guide YNYER LEP’s future policy, including the content and direction of the 

Local Industrial Strategy. This work is also a resource for developing planning and 

regeneration policy within local authorities in the area – and to support the development of 

regeneration propositions by communities within the towns. Recommendations arising from 

this report will help YNYER LEP achieve the emerging priorities for its Local Industrial 

Strategy, which are: 

• Connected and resilient places; 

• People reaching their full potential; 

• An economy powered by Good Businesses; and 

• World leading land management. 

Taken together, these priorities amount to a transformational ambition for the York, 

North Yorkshire and East Riding LEP area. This report will contribute to the achievement of 

this ambition by ensuring towns throughout the region are prepared to drive productivity 

growth in the future. 

The recommendations in this report are geared towards ensuring the long-term 

vitality of the area’s towns and the economic success of the people who live in them. 

When developing these recommendations, we have asked ourselves what these towns may 

be like – and more importantly what they may want to be like – one decade or more from 

now. Our answers to these questions include a mix of pragmatic initiatives which can be 

begun now, as well as larger, strategic recommendations which will take years to execute and 

with benefits that will only be accrued in the long term. 

Successful towns drive productivity growth 

The contribution towns can make to addressing the UK’s productivity challenge is 

increasingly and rightly acknowledged. There are clear reasons why towns are now in the 

policy spotlight: stagnant national productivity with localised pockets of particular concern; 

spatial economic inequality; the decline of high streets and traditional retail; and concern 

about what this all means for culture and identity.  

It is a good thing that towns are currently high on the national policy agenda as a component 

of improved productivity growth. But towns throughout the YNYER LEP area – let alone 

throughout the country – are very different from each other. Some are performing very 
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strongly. Others face challenges, including some areas that are experiencing pervasive low 

pay and deprivation. Recommendations for towns need to reflect these differences and work 

carefully to support each place.  

Across all levels of government and throughout society there is growing recognition of 

the value of local approaches to solving the problems towns face. Likewise, there is 

growing recognition that to raise productivity within a place requires a holistic approach 

which addresses a broad range of social factors, with the aim of creating places that attract 

and retain productive workers and businesses, and ensuring that growth is genuinely 

inclusive and supports residents to achieve their potential. Recent policy initiatives, such as 

the Towns Fund, are geared towards enabling towns to achieve this through town centre 

regeneration, improved transport, better broadband connectivity, skills and culture.1 The 

Government’s indication that it will pursue greater devolution to local places is also relevant 

as it presents the opportunity for more local funding and greater local discretion to address 

strategic objectives. 

21st Century Towns 

As the importance of towns is recognised, so too is there recognition that they face uncertain 

futures. The forms and functions of towns are transforming in response to dramatic 

and often unprecedented economic, technological, social and environmental trends. 

These trends follow unpredictable paths and affect different places in different ways. Some 

towns stand to benefit from these trends; others, without intervention, face stagnation or 

decline. 

Towns cannot control these trends, but they can control how they prepare for and react to 

them. To this end it is important to understand what the major trends are and how 

susceptible to them a town is likely to be. Once this is known it is possible for towns – with 

ambition and imagination - to harness opportunities and alleviate challenges which will arise.  

Successfully addressing these challenges and opportunities will enable the creation of 

prosperous and thriving towns which are fit for the 21st century. Central to this project is 

establishing a vision for what a 21st century town looks like for the YNYER LEP area.  

Put simply, a 21st century town is one where its size, heritage, attractions, institutions, 

culture and community are strengths which reinforce the local economy and quality of 

life for residents. 21st century towns are places which have successfully adapted to, and 

play an important role in, the modern economy – creating opportunity for residents and 

businesses alike. The recommendations set out in this report are designed to help YNYER 

LEP’s towns build on their existing distinctive strengths in pursuit of becoming 21st century 

towns. 

Project scope and approach 

This report builds on the evidence gathered by YNYER LEP through the Stage 1a and Stage 

1b projects. These projects, carried out under the Place foundation of productivity, aimed to 

 
1 Towns Fund Prospectus. Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government. 2019 
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develop a deeper understanding of how the YNYER LEP’s towns function as places both now 

and in the future. 

Stage 1a identified 42 towns throughout the YNYER LEP area which formed the baseline for 

the study. In Stage 1b this list of 42 towns was refined to 15 whose socio-economic and town-

centre health characteristics were studied in more detail. These 15 towns (listed below) were 

selected based on their roles within their local economies and the opportunities for growth 

identified in Local Plans. These 15 towns are the focus of this report:  

Bedale Pickering Settle 

Bridlington Pocklington Skipton 

Driffield Richmond and Catterick Stokesley 

Knaresborough Ripon Thirsk 

Malton and Norton Selby Whitby 

The towns are illustrated on the map below. 

Figure 1. YNYER LEP's 15 towns in scope 

 

Whilst these 15 towns are the focus of the recommendations and analysis in this report, it is 

likely that many of the recommendations made in this report have applicability for other 

towns in the area. 
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Methodology 

As outlined in the figure below, this report draws together information and analysis from 

different sources to produce a series of ambitious, actionable recommendations for YNYER’s 

towns. There were four steps to our approach: 

1. Understand the towns 

• We reviewed the Stage 1a and Stage 1b reports provided to us by YNYER LEP to draw out 

the main points about the circumstances, similarities and differences of the 15 towns. 

• The Retail Group visited eight towns to conduct ‘town health checks’. The towns visited 

were Bedale, Driffield, Malton, Richmond, Ripon, Selby, Stokesley and Whitby. Each town 

was assessed against a proforma which contained 18 metrics under the categories ‘Health 

and Vitality’, ‘Multiple Reasons to Visit’, ‘Experience’ and ‘Facilities. Full details are 

included in Appendix A of this report. 

• Metro Dynamics conducted phone interviews on key topics with 18 individuals selected 

by YNYER LEP. Topics discussed included Digital Connectivity, Coastal Communities, 

Mobility and Transport, Retail and Town Centres, Skills, Public Health, Communities and 

Culture, and the Local Industrial Strategy, Infrastructure and Place. 

• Additional desktop research was carried out as required to fill in our understanding of the 

area and its towns. 

2. Analyse trends 

• Using a framework of Economic / Technological / Environmental / Social we carried out 

desktop research to develop a long list of trends which are likely to shape the future. 

• Within the context of which trends are most likely to impact upon the productivity of 

YNYER’s towns in the future, we narrowed this long list down to the 10 major trends which 

are explored in detail in section 3 of this report. 

3. Develop vision of 21st Century Towns 

• Based on the project brief and in consultation with YNYER stakeholders we developed a 

vision of a ‘21st century town.’ This vision provided a target to aim at when developing 

recommendations for the towns. Subject matter expertise was provided by Make The Link. 

4. Provide recommendations and a plan of what to do next 

• Based on our understanding of the towns, the trends which will affect them, and our vision 

of what a 21st century town should be, we produced a series of recommendations for 

towns to follow. These recommendations combine immediate actions and quick wins with 

longer-term strategic actions to pursue. 

• We sourced exemplars from other towns – both within the UK and beyond – where 

initiatives similar to our recommendations had been successful. 
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• Finally, we considered how our recommendations can be implemented, focusing on the 

importance of local leadership and behavioural change in transforming YNYER’s towns. 

We also produced a plan of what steps should be taken next. This information is outlined 

in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. 

A visual summary of our methodology is provided here: 
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The remainder of this report is structured as follows: 

• In Section 2 – ‘The Towns in Context’ – we outline the role played by YNYER LEP’s towns 

and provide an overview, based on YNYER LEP’s assessments, of their current 

circumstances, endowments and challenges. This baseline information helps to 

understand the starting points for towns when considering how they might respond to the 

challenges and opportunities facing them. 

• In Section 3 – ‘Trends Affecting Towns’ – we outline the major trends which will impact 

the form and function of YNYER’s towns. These trends are framed in terms of their impact 

on productivity. 

• In Section 4 – ‘Vision: 21st Century Towns’ – we lay out a vision of what a 21st century 

town means. 

• In Section 5 – ‘Recommendations’ – we present a series of ambitious, tailored 

recommendations for how YNYER’s towns can respond to the global trends they face. This 

section draws upon exemplars of best practice from within the UK and beyond. 

• In Section 6 – ‘Delivering a transformation in the towns’ – we discuss the ways and 

means by which YNYER LEP and its towns can implement the recommendations of this 

report. Gaining local buy-in and building momentum for change is of paramount 

importance, alongside effective governance arrangements and a clear strategy. 

• Finally, in Section 7 – ‘What to do next’– we provide some starting points from which 

YNYER LEP’s towns can begin to realise the vision of becoming 21st century towns. 
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2 The Towns in Context 

Taken together, the fifteen towns that are the focus of this study account for 180,000 

people, or 15.5% of YNYER LEP’s total population of 1.16 million. These towns vary in 

population from 2,500 (Settle, in the Yorkshire Dales) to 37,000 residents (Bridlington, on 

the coast), and many of them are market towns and/or have significant tourist economies 

(including Settle, Thirsk and Pickering).  

York, North Yorkshire and East Riding is the most geographically vast of any LEP in the 

country, and has a notable mix of urban, rural and coastal areas. The area’s towns are 

similarly diverse in their geographic setting. Some towns in the area are close to city centres, 

like Leeds, York, Hull and the Teesside conurbation, and function as quasi-suburbs. Others – 

including coastal towns - are isolated from urban centres and provide service and leisure 

offerings to significant rural catchment areas. As well as the importance of the cities to the 

economies of the fifteen towns, other large towns such as Harrogate and Scarborough are 

also important influences.  

The area has a rich heritage, strong cultural offer and areas of immense natural beauty, 

and many of the towns benefit from this.  

The Phase 1b study generated a scorecard (Figure 3, below) that provides summary statistics 

of the Population, Housing, Economy, Town Centre Performance and Connectedness status 

of the fifteen chosen towns.2 The summary scorecard provides a useful starting point which, 

when supplemented with local insight, helps us to understand the current condition of towns 

in YNYER LEP. 

 
2 Substantial extra information on the towns in scope is included in the Stage 1a and 1b reports but it is not 
our intention to reproduce that information here. Instead, this report uses those reports as baselines which 
guide the recommendations it includes. 
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Figure 2. Summary scorecard of representative towns’ economic performance 

 

The Future of Market Towns and High Streets [Study 1B: Town Centre Performance Analysis]. York, North Yorkshire and 

East Riding LEP. Page 170.  

Local insights into towns 

Based on the Stage 1a and 1b reports, the information below briefly summarises the 

similarities and differences that exist across the towns in the scope of this report. 

Ageing populations and demographic shifts 

As with many similar places in the UK, towns in YNYER have increasingly ageing 

populations, which means that in the coming years a growing proportion of the population 

will be comprised of individuals over 65 years old. Currently, across the LEP area, one in four 

people are above the age of 65 with older demographics tending to cluster in more rural and 

coastal areas. Per 100 people of working age (16 – 64) in YNYER, there are 39 people over 

the age of 65. Nationally, there are only 29 people over the age of 65 per 100 working age 

people. 

However, different towns are experiencing different demographic trends. There has 

been a sharp decline in the working age population in many of the towns in this study, though 

there are a couple of towns, Bedale and Malton & Norton, that have significantly bucked this 

trend, whilst the working age population is also rising in Pocklington and Selby. In general, 

decline in the working age population is correlated with wider population decline (and vice 

versa), but not always. Settle, Skipton and Thirsk are seeing rising populations despite 

working age population declines, suggesting that in some cases older people may be moving 

to these areas. 
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Population projections by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) suggests that by 2041 up to 

32% of the population could be over-65 (compared to 24% at a national level)3. An ageing 

population represents a significant potential burden on social supports and welfare systems.  

New homes are being built 

Many towns have seen large growth in housing since 2012. This explains some of the 

large increases in population noted above, but housing growth is also observable in places 

that have seen decline in the working age population and the population overall (e.g. 

Stokesley). Housing will play an important role in stabilising the populations of the towns, 

and allowing young people to live locally and move to the area.  

Transport and digital connectivity – when available - builds resilience and 

capacity  

Factors like connectivity, proximity to cities and other urban centres, proximity to the coast 

and dependence on the visitor economy are important features of a town’s resilience and 

capacity. Transport connectivity is a particularly important structural factor, indicating an 

economy’s long-term potential for success independent of more cyclical factors like 

employment rates and demographic profiles.  

Many of the towns with rail links have experienced major increases in rail usage. This 

is particularly notable in places like Bridlington which have seen rail usage increase by 

double digits whilst the overall population has fallen. This emphasises the importance of 

these strategic links, and the role of commuting in the local economy. 

Ultrafast broadband coverage is mostly poor in the towns. With the exception of 

Knaresborough which has an impressive 77% coverage, no town has coverage of more than 

12%. This will be a significant brake on the expansion of service sector and digital businesses, 

as well as making it harder to use digital technologies across the economy. 

Employment growth is a mixed picture 

Similar industries – primarily agriculture, construction, retail and visitor economy – 

make up substantial parts of many towns’ economies. But there is also a great deal of 

variety. Employment has grown strongly in many towns, and is particularly notable in places 

like Stokesley that have seen population decline. Conversely, towns like Ripon and Pickering 

have seen a decline in employment. In Pickering, employment has declined even though the 

overall population has increased.  

The numbers of businesses locally have grown strongly in nearly all of the towns since 

2011. Self-employment is important locally, particularly in more remote places.  

Coastal towns may face greater risks 

Coastal towns in the LEP area (Whitby, Bridlington) have specific opportunities and 

challenges in terms of the visitor economy, environmental impacts, self-containment 

 
3 ONS (2019) Population projections – local authority based by single year of age. Note: figures for YNYER 
LEP are calculated on the basis of York, North Yorkshire, and East Riding councils. 
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and industrial modernisation. Coastal towns may often be isolated from larger urban 

centres and the types of businesses, sectors and employment opportunities that mostly exist 

in large centres. In addition, coastal towns find their catchment areas and potential housing 

and economic development areas constrained by geography. Proximity to the shoreline also 

brings heightened flood risk and its associated impacts on businesses, homes, and the 

suitability of coastal land to development.  

The relationship between cities and YNYER’s towns 

YNYER’s towns do not exist in isolation. They have important relationships with cities and 

other major urban centres which are near them. YNYER’s towns are linked to the economies 

of Leeds, York, Hull, Doncaster and the Teesside cities. In charting a course towards becoming 

21st century towns it is important to understand how the relationship between cities and 

towns affects the form and function of towns. 

Different towns have quite different levels and patterns of commuting. Some towns, such 

as Bedale, Knaresborough and Stokesley have relatively low percentages of residents 

who live and work in the area, suggesting large daily outflows of residents to jobs 

elsewhere, though equally in some places in-commuting to industrial parks is an 

important dynamic. While for most towns large urban centres and cities (such as 

Harrogate, York, Leeds, Hull) are the main outflow destination, no single city dominates 

commuter patterns for a particular town, suggesting that commuting patterns are more 

diverse than might initially be expected. 

Pulling this all together, there are both similarities and differences 
between towns. Ageing populations, growing business numbers, 

growing housing and growing rail usage are common trends, as is 
poor broadband provision.  

Employment growth is much more mixed, with some areas seeing 
strong growth and others declining employment. Commuter flows 
and relationships with nearby urban centres vary. The impact of 

peripherality must be considered when thinking about coastal 
towns and others in very isolated places.  

All of these factors will be important to bear in mind when 
implementing the recommendations later in this report. 

In the next section, we have outlined some of the most pressing upcoming trends that are 

likely to affect towns in YNYER, the UK and beyond.  
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3 Trends Affecting Towns 

In our work with towns, cities and regions throughout the UK, Metro Dynamics regularly 

identifies the trends affecting places today. Often, it is difficult to step back from a current or 

shorter-term lens to consider the ways that our places, our country and the world are going 

to change in the coming decades. We have taken this opportunity to engage in thought-

provoking conversation about the shape of trends to come, and to consider specifically how 

they will affect towns and local governance. The ten trends are summarised below.  

Economic Technological Environmental Social 

Digitalisation Local Energy 
Generation 

Climate Change Ageing Populations 

Redefining Retail Digital Connection  Rising Inequality 

 Transport Innovation  Social Inclusion 

 Housing Innovation   

 

Many trends are uncertain – the nature of innovation is such that we often don’t get advance 

notice of paradigm shifts. When the World Wide Web was made public in 1991, even experts 

of the time struggled to conceptualise and articulate the breadth of possibility to come. On 

the other hand, while the coming decades will surely be marked by massive shifts and shocks, 

it is not entirely impossible to predict, at the very least, the directions that these changes will 

take.  

In this section, we outline the major trends that are likely to impact 
the form and function of towns in the UK, and in YNYER LEP 

specifically. The focus of each of these trends is fundamentally 
economic in nature, and they have been framed to reflect 

implications for productivity.  

It would be a mistake to consider any of these trends in isolation. Many of these trends are 

interrelated, likely to exert simultaneous pressures on towns. Likewise, many of the 

recommendations that we suggest will be self-reinforcing, interacting with and 

complementing one another, often responding to multiple trends and pressures at once.  

Towns have the potential to address the challenges of our time and to act as catalysts 

for future economic growth. There is growing recognition in governance and society that 

local approaches are invaluable to supporting growth. Local, place-based approaches are 

especially vital—though towns are not immune from national and global trends, they do 

experience their impacts in different ways depending on local features and the quality of local 

assets and institutions. What follows is a collection of the trends that will impact the form 
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and function of towns in YNYER LEP, framed in terms of productivity impacts, which guide 

the development of our recommendations for 21st Century Towns.  

Economic 

Digitalisation 

Digital technologies have transformed most aspects of our lives, including our economies. 

The instantaneous communication, automation of complex processes and sharing of 

information made possible by new computing technologies and the internet have impacted 

business models in all sectors, and businesses must adapt to remain competitive.  

The impact is felt within a growing digital sector, and as digital technologies are applied 

across the economy. The tech industry is expanding 2.6 times faster than the rest of the UK 

economy4.  

Digital technologies will affect every sector and most businesses, creating new types of 

jobs just as they make existing ones obsolete. Although the impact of this ‘fourth industrial 

revolution’ is often measured in terms of jobs lost to automation, it also presents an 

opportunity to businesses that can leverage new economic conditions, developing new 

products and services based on information management, automation and virtual reality. 

Using a broad definition of digital employment (including digital roles in non-digital sectors), 

there are over 2.1 million people working in UK digital tech in 2018, making the tech economy 

a bigger employer than sectors like Hospitality (1.3m), Construction (1.9m) and Financial 

Services (1.2m)5. 

This huge expansion in the digital sector is driving a large increase in demand for 

workers with a range of digital skills – from basic IT skills to highly specialised skills in 

coding and programming. Almost 90% of new jobs require digital skills to some degree, with 

72% of employers stating that they are unwilling to interview candidates who do not have 

basic IT skills6. Two-thirds of strongly digital businesses report that they have struggled to 

fill at least one vacancy when trying to recruit analysts over a 12-month period, and 93% of 

tech companies find that the digital skills gap affects their commercial operations7. 

Government research has found that firms with the most highly developed IT infrastructure 

are the most competitive, but that there is a shortage of digital skills in the UK labour market.8 

The rapid pace of digitalisation makes it increasingly difficult to adapt, and both firms and 

individuals require support and skills training if they are to truly participate in the digital 

economy.  

 
4 Technation (2019) A Bright Tech Future 
5 Technation (2019) A Bright Tech Future 
6 House of Commons Science and Technology Committee (2017) Digital Skills Crisis 
7 Ibid 
8 Digital Skills for the UK Economy: A Report By ECORYS UK, 2016.;  
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/49
2889/DCMSDigitalSkillsReportJan2016.pdf 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492889/DCMSDigitalSkillsReportJan2016.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492889/DCMSDigitalSkillsReportJan2016.pdf
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Conversely the opportunity for workers that possess these skills is significant. Within the 

digital sector itself, average salaries across the UK are estimated at approximately £50,0009, 

compared to a national average annual salary (across all sectors) of £37,400 and a YNYER 

LEP area average salary of £32,70010. 

The diffusion of digital technologies and processes through the 
economy is unequal. Many small towns and rural communities lack 

the connectivity and internet speeds they need to fully enter the 
digital economy, and individuals lack the digital literacy needed to 

adapt their business models or engage in online retail.  

Industries and businesses that effectively leverage digitalisation stand to access significant 

benefits. For instance, the ability to collect and process increasingly complex data sets can 

help businesses become better informed about their own internal practices, market trends 

and economic forces as well as consumer behaviours and preferences. Big data can facilitate 

competitive advantage, information security, improved knowledge diffusion and other as yet 

unrealised benefits.11 

Just as they are transforming business practices, digital technologies are changing the 

way we work. Fast and reliable internet connections mean that people can work from 

anywhere, which has given rise to the increasing popularity of flexible and remote working. 

89% of employees from British businesses considered flexible working to be an important 

motivator to productivity. In 2017, 43% of workers were able to work flexibly, compared to 

30% in 2014.12 Changing behaviours increase demand for flexible working space and 

coworking spaces where freelancers can hire desks or offices on a short-term basis. In 2018, 

demand for flexible office space across major cities increased by 20%, and currently the share 

of office space in European centres made up of flexible units is 10%.13  

Practical Implications: Digital technologies are changing the way the economy works, 

creating opportunities for businesses to increase productivity, and driving huge demand 

for a whole range of digital skills. Digital skills attract a wage premium for employees. 

Crucially for towns, increased digital connectivity is enabling more remote working, such 

that geographically isolated towns with good digital infrastructure can potentially attract 

new skilled workers.  

Relocating to attractive and affordable places is becoming increasingly feasible for skilled 

workers in cities, and towns can attract new residents by advertising local quality of life 

and services. Towns that encourage innovative business practices might benefit from 

agglomeration as well, as new residents seek to work in productive, digitally capable firms. 

 
9 House of Commons Science and Technology Committee (2017) Digital Skills Crisis – figure is for 2016 
10 ONS (2019) Annual Survey of Hours & Earnings. Note: figures for UK and YNYER LEP are mean annual 
salaries for full time workers for 2019.  
11 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320625220 
12 Flexible working: here’s what employees want, Financial Times, 2018. 
13 Flexible Office Space, Savills, 2019.  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320625220
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At the same time, other firms might co-locate in productive towns in order to benefit from 

knowledge spillovers.  

Redefining Retail and the Experience Economy 

The internet, digital technologies, home entertainment, social media and other modern forces 

have changed the way that consumers interact with retail and their high streets or town 

centres. Advances in information and communication technologies, financial services 

and consumer tastes have changed the face of physical retail. Consumers today are 

increasingly shopping online, ordering goods from Amazon and other dedicated online 

retailers – 19% of retail sales are made online today.14  

Town residents increasingly view town centres and high streets as destinations for 

recreation and leisure, as opposed to purely retail. Some of the most successful town 

centre businesses are those that sell experiences, food or drink rather than physical goods. 

Few physical retailers can compete with online providers on price or range of choice, but they 

can differentiate based on providing unique consumer experiences, excellent service and 

specialist or artisan products. That said, the diverse nature of ‘retail’ offers are an experience 

in themselves, the ability to provide ‘different’ retail is considered important, particularly 

independent operators and markets, events and artisan products.  

Recent research shows that half of consumers would rather pay for a good experience than 

for material possessions.15 Arts, heritage and entertainment venues bring vibrancy and a 

unique character to town centres, drawing visitors from beyond town boundaries while also 

encouraging residents to engage with one another as a community. Younger generations have 

also been influenced by social media to place increasing value on experiences.  

Together, online shopping and the draws of an ‘experience 
economy’ pose a significant risk to the traditional British High 

Street. High Streets are home to more than 100,000 local business 
owners, driving private sector employment as well as local 

entrepreneurship. High Streets are vital centres of community and 
real-world interactions, and contribute to the overall attractiveness 

of living in certain places. 

High streets with high proportions of retailers tend to struggle as demand in the sector 

shrinks, creating challenges such as vacant units. Analysis by the Centre for Cities 

demonstrates that the most successful high streets tend to be in places with high 

numbers of professional workers and high paying jobs – people who shop, drink and eat 

locally outside of working hours. Some of the hardest hit town centres, by contrast, are those 

without high concentrations of such workers.16 The importance of workforce consumers, and 

 
14 Retail Sales Index, Great Britain, Office for National Statistics, October 2019. 
15 https://www.retail-insight-network.com/news/consumers-prefer-experiences-material-items-study-
finds/ 
16 https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/city-centres-past-present-and-future/ 

https://www.retail-insight-network.com/news/consumers-prefer-experiences-material-items-study-finds/
https://www.retail-insight-network.com/news/consumers-prefer-experiences-material-items-study-finds/
https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/city-centres-past-present-and-future/
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visitors or even students, is an accepted factor to the success of many different locations. 

Although the visitor economy will not hold all the answers to the problems facing high streets, 

attracting more visitors, more often, into town centres and onto high streets to spend more 

money can help boost retail and alleviate decline. 

Local retailers can perhaps leverage digitalisation to their advantage by establishing 

an online presence and selling products to a greater pool of consumers. Facilitating the 

resilience and prosperity of high streets will require creative and adaptive approaches that 

respond to local conditions.  

Practical Implications: Navigating the experience-driven economy requires creative 

approaches by towns seeking to maintain or revive activity in their centres. This includes 

supporting the switch from retail-driven to experience-driven offers, consolidating retail 

within centres to strengthen the offer, attracting visitors into town centres, and promoting 

new and complimentary uses including residential and flexible office space. 

Towns that adapt to changing tastes and new consumer trends will realise significant 

benefits. Successful high streets can improve the attractiveness of a place, drawing in 

visitors as well as new residents. Thriving centres are also conducive to innovation and 

entrepreneurship, drawing in new businesses and firms. Places that have well-established 

uses tend to have strong identities that enable successful, well-recognised offers. Towns 

that provide positive and successful centres can also better serve their catchment areas, 

which is particularly important in towns that serve rural areas or towns with high 

proportions of remote workers.  

Technological 

Local Energy Generation, Storage and Consumption 

Advances in energy technology and the declining price of renewable energy 

production have made the production of energy a realistic prospect for small 

communities. Over the last ten years, renewable energy sources have grown from supplying 

just 2% of the UK’s power to nearly 20% of all electricity produced17.  

The cost of producing renewable energy has fallen consistently, to the point that solar and 

wind power are now the most affordable power source in many locations and markets.18 

These cost decreases are set to continue as the technology for producing and storing 

renewable energy decreases further, which will in turn put more opportunities into the hands 

of local communities to produce energy locally.19 

 
17 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/jun/21/zero-carbon-energy-overtakes-fossil-fuels-as-
the-uks-largest-electricity-source  
18 https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikescott/2018/11/21/want-the-cheapest-electricity-build-solar-and-
wind-farms-not-coal-power-plants/#7c8cfa4f66ce 
19 https://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/blog/wind-power-%E2%80%93-now-cheaper-gas 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/jun/21/zero-carbon-energy-overtakes-fossil-fuels-as-the-uks-largest-electricity-source
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/jun/21/zero-carbon-energy-overtakes-fossil-fuels-as-the-uks-largest-electricity-source
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikescott/2018/11/21/want-the-cheapest-electricity-build-solar-and-wind-farms-not-coal-power-plants/#7c8cfa4f66ce
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikescott/2018/11/21/want-the-cheapest-electricity-build-solar-and-wind-farms-not-coal-power-plants/#7c8cfa4f66ce
https://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/blog/wind-power-%E2%80%93-now-cheaper-gas
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Renewable energy, since it relies on smaller-scale and decentralised generation, requires 

distributed networks to be most effective. Local authorities, community groups or public-

private partnerships can set up new schemes, and use this to produce energy for the local 

community. Local renewable energy production might be one method through which to make 

feasible the infrastructure required for smart towns. Facilitating the development of smart 

towns will, in turn, deliver further energy and carbon savings.  

More places across the UK are now establishing local energy schemes. In Carmarthen, Wales, 

local community group YnNi Teg, meaning ‘fair energy’, has built a 900kW wind turbine 

which generates enough energy to power 650 homes. Set up as a community benefit society, 

members of the public can buy shares in the project and receive interest, while surplus 

income is spent in the local community. An added benefit of such a scheme is community 

interaction, and through it, cohesion. 

Local energy generation schemes might also be essential to integrate sustainability into 

business models. Businesses that effectively use new forms of energy production will benefit 

from cost savings, decreased dependence on centralised energy infrastructure and even 

positive media coverage as consumers are becoming increasingly mindful of the 

environmental impacts of their spending decisions. Participating in sustainable 

innovation can benefit businesses in the short and long term. This is particularly true as 

renewable energy will only grow increasingly affordable, just as carbon fuel sources will 

become increasingly scarce and costly.  

Practical Implications: Local and inexpensive means of generating and storing energy has 

the potential to impact towns a great deal. Rural and geographically isolated towns will 

benefit from meaningful cost savings and decreased dependence on central hubs and 

infrastructure. Towns will also be able to attract innovative businesses and a skilled labour 

force if they are able to leverage the marketable impacts of energy independence. Local 

businesses likewise stand to gain from independence and cost savings if they participate 

in local energy generation.  

New Means of Digital Connection 

The internet has made communication instantaneous and the sharing of content, 

resources or data quick, cheap and easy. This presents a significant opportunity for places 

but also a challenge. Businesses and communities will often require support to use the 

internet in a productive way which suits their needs.20 Research by McKinsey shows that less 

than 30 percent of firms undertaking the digital transformation of their business models 

succeed. But the capacity to leverage appropriate digital infrastructure is vital to remaining 

competitive and innovative in an increasingly global and digital marketplace.  

In order to facilitate digital innovations, places will need to prepare by implementing 

cutting-edge broadband, fibre-optic or 5G facilities. Future innovations like internet of 

things, big data processing and artificial intelligence will require massive processing power 

 
20 Unlocking success in digital transformations, McKinsey, 2018; OpenCommunity Discovery 
The case for a community-based services data standard, Snook, 2019. 
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as well as immense speed. For example, before 2012, the processing power required to run 

complex AI systems would double every two years, but since then, the rate has increased to 

every 3.4 months, dramatically increasing the costs of competition dramatically.21 The 

infrastructure and skills requirements for participating in the global economy will only 

continue to increase. This comes at a cost: in an analysis of the costs of infrastructure 

upgrades, McKinsey found that network-related capital expenditures would have to increase 

60 percent from 2020 through 2025, doubling the total cost of ownership.22  

Industries and places that fail to prepare for the technologies of the future will likely 

be left behind, suffering from skills shortages and isolation from global economic 

structures. Recently, the urbanisation trend has accelerated across the world, and the global 

urban population has grown rapidly from 751 million in 1950 to 4.2 billion in 2018.23 Rural 

populations lose their tax base when skilled people leave, forcing them to cut spending, and 

businesses suffer from declining footfall.24 Places at the frontier of digital innovation and 

connectivity will become increasingly attractive to the productive employers of the future, 

and to an increasingly mobile labour force, and for businesses to thrive in remote areas they 

need infrastructure that allows them to compete.25 

Even small and remote places which are able to appeal to such workers have much to gain. 

Through an incentive scheme called the Remote Workers Grant, the US state Vermont has 

tried to attract highly skilled tech workers to the largely rural state. Vermont reimburses 

employees up to $10,000 for relocation costs, equipment and expenses.26 The speed of 

innovation in the digital world will make it difficult for places to remain on top of current 

offerings, but will also entail meaningful benefits for the places, industries and people that 

are able to leverage offerings to their advantage.  

Practical Implications: Towns that effectively implement infrastructure and promote the 

skills required to support technological innovations will reap significant social and 

economic benefits. Towns that have high levels of digital connectivity have the potential to 

attract innovative and productive firms, and will likely benefit from real time 

implementation of cutting-edge technologies like internet of things and artificial 

intelligence. Some businesses - particularly in the services sectors - are also more mobile 

than individuals, so towns with a highly skilled working age population are more likely to 

attract such productive companies. Digital connectivity and advanced technologies will, in 

turn, improve quality of life for existing residents by improving public service provision 

and leisure offerings while also attracting more skilled workers to supplement their 

working age population. 

 

 
21 AI and Compute, Open AI, 2019. 
22 The road to 5G: The inevitable growth of infrastructure cost, McKinsey, 2018. 
23 2018 Revision of World Urbanization Prospects, UN, 2018. 
24 Rural States Try to Stop Population Exodus, Governing, 2015. 
25 The challenges and necessity of rural innovation, Interreg Europe, 2019. 
26 How Smaller Cities Are Trying to Plug America’s Brain Drain, Wired, 2019. 
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Transport Innovation 

The coming decades will bring significant changes to how transport connects people within 

their towns and beyond. Trains will become increasingly efficient and will decouple from 

carbon-fuel intensive engineering. All modes of travel will become faster, timelier and, 

thanks to rigorous data and analytics, better equipped to meet local demand.  

Transport systems overall will become more efficient and will offer 
expanded services. Buses will become more fuel efficient while the 

use of data will allow improved tailoring of routes. In small or 
isolated communities, where public transport has historically 

proven unviable due to costs, such efficiency services could create 
space for new offerings and solutions. These improvements will 
contribute to and benefit from the development of smart towns 

capacities.  

At the same time, mobile connectivity and the gig economy will together enable 

improved on-demand transport offerings. Improved data collection and marketing will 

make it feasible and profitable for them to expand offerings of such on-demand services in 

rural places. Autonomous vehicles, enabled by technology that is becoming increasingly 

available to both the consumer-facing market and the business market, may also improve the 

viability of such tailored and independent solutions in geographically isolated places. 

Improved transport connectivity and technologies will be vital to industries that rely on 

delivering products and services.  

Concerns about carbon-based fuel consumption, environmental impacts and public 

health will also continue to lead individuals to cycling and walking more. Improved 

cycle routes as well as bike-sharing programmes will facilitate this shift in preferences. As 

things stand, however, YNYER’s towns have some way to go towards providing the kind of 

walking and cycling facilities that will deliver a step change in transport in the towns. 

Practical Implications: Towns will benefit from the introduction of new transport 

technologies and the application of improved digital solutions in the transport industry. 

Places where public transport had previously been a cost-inefficient solution will be 

benefited by data-driven route design as well as improvements to fuel efficiency and even 

autonomous vehicles. Individuals living in towns will benefit from improved service 

provision, as on-demand solutions might be better able to cater to previously isolated 

locations. Towns’ agricultural and manufacturing products will be transported in 

increasingly carbon- and time-efficient ways, improving cost savings and sustainability. 

Public health concerns and changing tastes will result in individuals cycling and walking 

more, increasing demand for dedicated, safe cycle routes in towns. Towns able to cater to 

these new offerings and demands will be able to attract new businesses and residents 

while serving existing industries and locals responsibly and efficiently.  
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Housing innovation 

The UK faces an acute housing shortage. Researchers estimate that 340,000 new homes 

must be built every year from now to 2031 to cope with the shortfall.27 Not only is there a 

shortfall in the total stock of houses but there are acute shortages in the types of homes that 

will meet the needs of the UK’s ageing demographic.28 

The scale of this challenge is inspiring innovation in house building. Many developers 

are exploring modular and prefabricated homes as a solution to the UK’s housing needs. By 

manufacturing pre-designed components in factories, homes could be assembled quickly and 

inexpensively, allowing homes to be built in a fraction of the usual time and for a lower cost.29  

Modern and future construction projects require new skills: the Construction Industry 

Training Board projects that 68,500 construction jobs will be created from 2019-2023, and 

that the most high-demand positions in the sector will be in professional, management and 

technical roles. At present, the workforce is ageing and there are pressures to attract skilled 

workers.30 In the construction industry, the total number of workers over 60 years old has 

increased more than any other age group.31  

Between changing production techniques, skill development 
requirements and an ageing workforce, the construction industry is 
facing an impending capacity crunch. This shortage of labour might 
be exacerbated if Brexit impedes construction labourers from the 

EU from working in the UK.  

Market towns and rural areas are attempting to attract remote workers, who are less bound 

to specific places because of their more flexible jobs. Success relies on those towns and places 

offering attractive, appealing and affordable housing.32 Brexit, and the uncertainty 

surrounding it, has checked inflation of house prices in many urban centres, and increased 

the attractiveness of the housing market elsewhere.33 Small towns have much to offer in 

terms of quality of life and can appeal, in particular, to young families looking to move out of 

cities. In capitalising on these opportunities, however, towns need to ensure new housing 

developments connect fluently with the rest of the town, especially the town centre. 

Innovation in the housing sector will also need to account for the burdens of climate change 

on housing structures. Increased flooding, extreme weather events and extreme hot and cold 

 
27https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/housing-homeless-crisis-homes-
a8356646.html 
28 Housing our Ageing Population, Local Government Association, 2017. 
29 https://blog.capterra.com/the-pros-cons-and-cost-of-modular-homes/ 
30 Shortage occupations in construction: A cross-industry research report, CIOB, 2019.  
31https://www.ciob.org/sites/default/files/CIOB%20research%20-
%20The%20Impact%20of%20the%20Ageing%20Population%20on%20the%20Construction%20Indus
try_0.pdf 
32 https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattballantine/2019/02/21/working-remotely-to-sustain-rural-
communities/#2de40652477f 
33 UK Housing Market Update, Savills, 2019. 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/housing-homeless-crisis-homes-a8356646.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/housing-homeless-crisis-homes-a8356646.html
https://blog.capterra.com/the-pros-cons-and-cost-of-modular-homes/
https://www.ciob.org/sites/default/files/CIOB%20research%20-%20The%20Impact%20of%20the%20Ageing%20Population%20on%20the%20Construction%20Industry_0.pdf
https://www.ciob.org/sites/default/files/CIOB%20research%20-%20The%20Impact%20of%20the%20Ageing%20Population%20on%20the%20Construction%20Industry_0.pdf
https://www.ciob.org/sites/default/files/CIOB%20research%20-%20The%20Impact%20of%20the%20Ageing%20Population%20on%20the%20Construction%20Industry_0.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattballantine/2019/02/21/working-remotely-to-sustain-rural-communities/#2de40652477f
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattballantine/2019/02/21/working-remotely-to-sustain-rural-communities/#2de40652477f
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periods will all create increased stress for buildings as well as people who rely on climate 

control mechanisms. Extreme weather events will be particularly harmful to the health of at-

risk groups, especially including children and the elderly. Mitigating the impact of climate 

change on housing will require housing retrofits for improved insulation and energy 

generation or storage as well as future-facing housing design and construction. It will 

be also important to consider minimising carbon impacts in construction processes, for 

instance by implementing modular design and off-site production to facilitate efficiencies. 

Practical Implications: Changes to the housing industry and market – including new 

technologies, offsite production and assembly, retrofitting to adapt to climate events and 

limitations on carbon-intensive fuel consumption – will be felt quite intensely in towns. 

Residential and commuter towns will need to proactively build houses that suit 

homeowners’ tastes and requirements. Demands of the housing market will increasingly 

favour proximity to thriving town centres. Towns will have to offer support services, like 

digital and transport connectivity, to make remote work feasible. Places that effectively 

leverage innovations in the housing sector will benefit from attracting new residents and 

meeting existing residents’ needs.  

Environmental 

Climate Change and Extreme Weather Events 

Anthropogenic climate change will likely affect all levels of society in every country, 

through increased extreme weather events, limitations on carbon consumption and 

other far-reaching impacts. There is only so much that can now be done to mitigate the 

extent of damage done to the environment, meaning that places will soon need to adapt to 

the constraints on resources, productivity and choice caused by environmental degradation.  

Already, incidences of extended heat and cold waves are rising, with immediate implications 

for productivity in agriculture, transport and more.34 And as extreme weather events become 

more common, it will also become more difficult to protect homes and shelters due to the 

climbing costs and increasing scarcity of carbon-based fuel sources.35 Heavier rainfall plus 

sea level rise will increase flood risk in the UK as the climate warms – a problem of particular 

relevance to some of YNYER’s towns.36  

Agricultural practices both contribute to and are affected by climate change – growing 

global demand and competition for resources will have fundamental implications for food 

production systems, which will need to be seen in a context that links agriculture, energy and 

food security.37 Places with large amounts of uninhabited land will also have significant roles 

 
34 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/04/how-will-climate-change-affect-productivity/ 
35 https://www.passivhaustrust.org.uk/what_is_passivhaus.php#Why%20Passivhaus 
36 https://www.carbonbrief.org/how-much-flooding-is-in-the-uks-future-a-look-at-the-ipcc-report 
37 https://www.eea.europa.eu/signals/signals-2015/articles/agriculture-and-climate-change 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/04/how-will-climate-change-affect-productivity/
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https://www.eea.europa.eu/signals/signals-2015/articles/agriculture-and-climate-change
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in carbon sequestration, reforestation and flood protection. Reforesting in particular could 

mean the provision of new jobs and potentially profitable local opportunities.38 

In order to succeed within a world affected by anthropogenic climate change, places 

will have to invest in housing retrofits, flooding and emergency preparedness, public 

building protection and more. The industries of the future will adapt to changing resource 

availability and consumer demands, so education programmes must provide the future 

workforce with necessary skills. People and places will need to become increasingly mindful 

of the ways that materials are used, as well as the ways in which waste is disposed of or 

recycled. Carbon offsetting programmes, as with tree planting, will be insufficient but 

important pieces of the future economy.  

Industries and individuals will need to abandon traditional, linear models of consumption in 

favour of a circular model. A circular economy is one that aims at eliminating or minimising 

waste via the continual use of resources – extracting the maximum value and productivity 

from materials at every stage.  

Forces like climate change, population growth and industrial over-
development put places’ natural assets at risk of redevelopment, 

abuse and erosion or disrepair. Recently, there has been increasing 
recognition of the importance of places’ unique natural attributes 

and offers. Such uniqueness contributes to towns’ local identity and 
vibrancy, as well as their overall reputation and attractiveness to 

visitors and residents.  

Investment in and maintenance of natural assets can help places to differentiate 

themselves and stand out as thriving centres and destinations. The benefits of nature 

and wildlife extend to economics and wellbeing, science and education, culture, recreation, 

environmental quality and beyond.39 National park maintenance, for instance, is likely to be 

impacted by increasing demands upon preservation and conservation – investments that 

might prove vital in places that depend on national park-driven tourism.  

Practical Implications: Towns that effectively manage the burden of climate change will 

benefit not only from greater sustainability, but also from attractiveness to residents and 

visitors. Keeping places affordable and accessible while mitigating negative impacts will 

also be fundamental in continuing to serve ageing or disadvantaged populations. In 

summary, aside from concerns about place stewardship and sustainability, climate change 

will fundamentally affect places’ productivity and capacity to succeed. Changes to how we 

grow, produce and move food will be fundamental to protecting natural assets, especially 

in the face of climate change. Failure to protect natural assets, on the other hand, can lead 

to permanent damage to natural features, further environmental degradation and non-

accessibility for future generations. Towns that cater to people’s desire for natural beauty 

 
38 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/16/reforesting-the-uk-trees-are-the-ultimate-
long-term-project 
39 http://www.environmentlaw.org.uk/rte.asp?id=200 
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and experiences while maintaining their authenticity and character will benefit from 

increased attractiveness, employment opportunities and generally positive place 

marketing. 

Social  

Ageing Population 

Advances in healthcare and overall prosperity, especially in Western countries, mean that 

people are living longer. Combined with declining birth levels, populations are becoming 

increasingly skewed towards older age groups. By 2042, the ONS projects that more than 

24% of people living in the UK will be aged 65 or over.40  

This balance poses a challenge to our economies. People of working age pay the bulk of taxes 

that support public spending, including state pensions (the largest single component of the 

welfare budget). As older people have a greater need for public services, particularly 

healthcare, providers and institutions will need to adapt to cope.  

Local governments will need to address the needs of older 
individuals, including housing, employment, health care and social 

protection. Anticipating this demographic shift will allow local 
actors to proactively enact policies to adapt to an ageing 

population. 

Innovations in service and care will be necessary to ensure high quality of life for 

ageing populations. Housing solutions must be tailored to the accessibility needs of older 

residents – including proximity to towns’ service centres, adequate heating and cooling 

solutions and physical design which promotes accessibility. Leisure offerings must be 

provided to prevent feelings of isolation and loneliness, and to foster community cohesion. 

Employers will need to continue investing in lifelong learning strategies to support older 

individuals to stay in work. The best way to prevent an excessive burden on welfare systems 

is to ensure adequate provision of the tools and infrastructure for healthy, independent 

living.  

While catering to the needs of their older residents, towns must also address the impending 

labour force shortages that will be the result of declining or stagnating working age 

populations. This means attracting and engaging a working age population, as well as 

providing affordable housing options for that population.  

Practical Implications: Towns that are unable to manage the effects of an ageing 

population will be quickly impacted by a shrinking productive labour pool as well as vast 

 
40 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/ageing/articles/h
owwouldyousupportourageingpopulation/2019-06-24 
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demands upon social care, healthcare and welfare benefits systems. Towns will need to 

ensure that they can provide adequate infrastructure and facilities to meet the demands of 

ageing populations. But towns will also need to proactively address shrinking workforces 

by attracting working age residents.  

Rising Actual and Perceptions of Inequality 

Inequality in the UK is high and rising. The OECD ranks the UK among the most unequal 

nations in Europe,41 and the Institute for Fiscal Studies suggests that levels of income 

inequality are likely to increase over the coming years, should policy trends continue in their 

current direction.42 This leaves many people to feel as though they are not sharing in the 

country’s wealth or prosperity.  

While some degree of inequality might be inevitable in a market-based system, consequences 

of extreme divisions can include diminished quality of life, polarisation of politics, the rise of 

populism and generally low ambition or aspiration. Societal divisions can destabilise 

growth and create conditions for economic slowdown at all levels.  

More concerning are the rising levels of inequality across the country. 4 million people in the 

UK are trapped in deep poverty, meaning their income is at least 50% below the official 

poverty line.43 Policies to help reduce inequality include capital and social investment in 

human or physical assets for the most disadvantaged; assurances that markets work fairly 

for everyone; protections for the middle class; and investments in skills and training.  

Practical Implications: Towns feel the effects of interpersonal inequality quite acutely, 

with neighbours experiencing disparate levels of deprivation and potential from one 

another. More inclusive economic growth has the potential to distribute the dividends of 

economic growth more evenly, extending to towns that have often been left on the 

periphery of the global economy and to disadvantaged groups. Considering how to make 

this happen is important to towns to ensure that all share in the benefits of productivity 

increases. 

 

Social Inclusion and Openness 

In the last few decades, the British public has become more liberal on social issues. Society 

today is increasingly marked by favour for equality of opportunity, gender empowerment 

and acceptance of different worldviews, although this is not universal. Increasing openness 

to social change could reshape political and economic landscapes at all levels.  

Individuals’ attitudes towards the environment are becoming notably more liberal, 

demonstrated by the growing popularity of ecologically minded activities like recycling, 

buying organic and fair-trade goods, maintaining plant-based diets and taking part in the 

 
41 https://www.oecd.org/els/soc/cope-divide-europe-2017-background-report.pdf 
42 https://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/publications/comms/R136.pdf 
43https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/jul/29/uk-deep-poverty-study-austerity 
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natural environment. Increasing awareness of climate change and of humans’ role in nature 

is resulting in growing support for environmentally friendly companies and practices, as well 

as a range of ideas around consumer responses to climate change and environmental 

stewardship.  

Practical Implications: Towns that are able to champion local produce which caters to 

people’s evolving tastes will become vibrant communities with positive reputations and 

place branding, and gain the ability to attract visitors and residents. At the same time, as 

consumers become increasingly savvy, they will monitor their own spending to support 

inclusive and sustainable practices. Thus, public service providers and private firms alike 

will be influenced to provide increasingly ethical and sustainable goods and services to 

meet the demands of a well-informed market.  
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4 Vision: 21st Century Towns 

There is a tremendous opportunity to build on the strengths of these 15 towns to create 

places that are robust and well-suited to the 21st Century. We can see that the towns in this 

study have a number of advantages (albeit differing in different places): 

• Attractive places with a strong identity 

• Strength of community 

• Embedded local companies and industries 

• Important links to the major cities of Leeds, York, Hull, Doncaster and the Teesside cities. 

Furthermore, these strengths include existing and highly visible heritage and social assets. In 

many instances the towns also have underutilised or even emerging assets to nurture, 

nourish and build upon.  

We can also see that the fundamentals of the economy are shifting in important ways. 

Whereas for much of the latter 20th Century, scale – often in large towns and cities - was 

favoured by larger firms, the importance of this to the economy is waning. The digital 

service economy is growing and is increasingly decentralised, with employees able to 

work remotely and able to choose where they live – often in more rural areas outside cities 

in order to access a lifestyle that cities cannot offer. 

And digital technology is not confined to the service sectors. Manufacturing, logistics, energy 

generation, construction, agriculture – these sectors will need an increasing array of digital 

skills to succeed. Nor are digital technologies the only important change, with sustainability 

and energy technologies, as well as important changes in consumer tastes. 

There are challenges too: an ageing population will increase pressure on our care and NHS 

services, wider town facilities, transport access and social infrastructure.  

The aim must be to help transform the towns into successful 21st 
century towns that can thrive and succeed into the future – 

accessing the opportunities we can see while empowering people to 
address the challenges. 

A 21st century town is one where the size, location, heritage, attractions, institutions, 

culture and community of the town are strengths.  

21st century towns are places which have successfully adapted to, and play an important role 

in, the modern economy – creating opportunity for residents and businesses alike. 

We think that this means: 
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• Putting digital first, ensuring that residents and businesses have the digital skills they 

need to take advantage of new opportunities, and enabling change through provision of 

fast broadband infrastructure in their towns. 

• Ensure that towns are open for business, and create the conditions needed to support 

business growth locally. 

• Providing high quality places and connections, making the towns more attractive, 

relevant and memorable to potential residents and visitors, whilst making it easier to get 

to other places for business and leisure. 

• Emphasising identity and community, maximising the benefit of towns’ unique 

identities, heritage, qualities and attractions and unlocking the power of local 

communities to improve places. 

• Promoting sustainability and resilience, making sure that towns and homes benefit 

from the sustainability revolution and are resilient in the face of climate change and other 

threats, including flooding. 

By doing this, these towns will:  

• be even more attractive to new residents, visitors and businesses 

• address local challenges by empowering residents individually and collectively 

• be resilient in the face of major changes and trends 

• be stronger towns which are more productive and better places to live and visit 

In order to do this, it will be important to change the way local businesses and 

residents think about these towns. Alongside the history and heritage that places are 

rightly proud of, it is important to ensure that the towns and their residents see themselves 

as part of what is happening across the world. Many residents and businesses understand 

this, some may not. To make this change it is necessary that as many residents as possible 

understand and support the transformation set out in the Local Industrial Strategy. This will 

involve empowering local people to own this vision, make it theirs, and lead change locally. 

The next section describes what we think the LEP and partners, working with the towns and 

their residents and businesses, should do to realise this vision.  
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5 Recommendations  

This section sets out a series of recommendations for initiatives which – taken together – will 

help to create strong and resilient 21st century market towns. These recommendations are 

summarised in the graphic below, then explained in further detail. 

In developing these recommendations, we are mindful of the following:  

• That across the area there are ongoing initiatives which look to do similar things to some 

of what we are recommending here. Some of these are referenced though doubtless there 

are others. 

• How these recommendations are implemented will be different in different places. We 

have tried to indicate these differences where possible. 

We have tried to indicate some of the issues and considerations involved in delivery as far as 

possible, however this is not a full delivery plan for each initiative and much of the detail of 

delivery will depend on how effectively local partners work together to deliver this and 

where some of these initiatives build on existing schemes. 
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Digital first 

Ensure that digital skills provision is strong throughout all the towns  

Aim: In the 21st century digital literacy is increasingly as important as the ability to read and 

write. Helping local residents gain digital skills will be a crucial component of enabling young 

people in the towns to succeed, supporting mature workers to progress and retrain, and 

helping older residents to access services in the community. All of these aims contribute to 

helping people understand they can live a ‘21st century life’ in towns. 

What needs to happen: Digital skills encompasses a range of different things, including: 

• Basic use of the internet and social media to access information and communicate whilst 

being able to critically assess information and stay safe online. This includes being able to 

use the internet to learn new (digital and non-digital) skills. 

• Use of digital technology – especially smartphones 

• Programming skills / app development 

• Data science skills 

• Web-design 

• Digital media skills 

More and more there are high quality resources to teach these skills available either cheaply 

or for free online, although in some cases hardware provision / provision of software licenses 

will be important for some types of learning. In all cases, making the shift to a ‘digital first’ 

mindset in our places involves behavioural change. 

The challenge for towns and their residents is therefore: 

• Introducing these skills at an early age 

• Normalising the use of digital technology in our communities. Breaking down barriers, 

particularly notions that ‘this isn’t for me’, including in older residents.  

• Providing a friendly and approachable way of accessing these skills within a safe and open 

environment.  

• Signposting to resources and initial handholding to demystify what is out there. 

How could this be delivered? Skills training provision can be delivered from physical 

centres in larger towns, possibly including co-location of training services within libraries or 

other public buildings. These facilities will need to have access to the relevant equipment 

(computers, smartphones, tablets, etc.) needed to teach the range of core skills. In smaller 

towns it might be harder to have dedicated facilities, but pop-up classes can be held in church 

halls etc. provided there is wi-fi available. 
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For the teaching materials, it is possible to use existing online resources (e.g. Codecademy, 

Udacity, etc.) but it is important to have someone on hand who can help learners navigate 

unfamiliar concepts. Where it is possible to partner with local businesses or experts in the 

community to run classes, this should be explored. 

Partnerships with schools will be important to embed this with young people from an early 

age, including offering relevant before- and after-school classes, free or subsidised whenever 

possible.  

To encourage behaviour change it will be important to use area-wide competitions and 

events to encourage the practical application of skills. Digital achievements should be as 

widely celebrated as, say, sporting achievements. Local public sector organisations can also 

help stimulate digital innovation by commissioning digital solutions to public sector 

challenges and using social value to promote local responses. 

What could success look like? If we support our residents and businesses to access the 

digital skills that they need, we think that the following benefits could be achieved: 

• More local people engaged in the digital economy with benefits in terms of incomes and 

employment levels. Potentially fewer young people moving away to live and work. Greater 

recognition of the contribution towns make to 21st century society and economy. 

• More local businesses using the internet to sell online – boosting incomes and 

productivity. 

• Enabling local businesses to reap the benefits of new technologies and therefore 

improving productivity in towns. 

• Wider use of digital apps and platforms to support community work and building the 

brand / identity of towns. 

Exemplar: Flintshire, North Wales 

Since its opening in 2013 after the merger of Deeside and Yale College, Coleg Cambria has expanded 

to 9 campuses spread across North Wales. The College provides a range of digital and computing 

related training on a full-time or part-time basis such as coding, web & game design, CISCO 

networking courses, digital marketing ranging from Levels 2-6. These programmes are specifically 

geared towards closing the digital skills gap and helping local people attain digital literacy.  

In 2017, Coleg Cambria provided the first Digital Essentials module in its Northop site located in 

Flintshire, North Wales.44 The course introduced digital marketing, familiarising students to its 

function and purpose in a business. The Digital Essentials module aligned with industry-recognised 

standards established by the Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM). The training included a work-

based assignment. Students applied their digital marketing knowledge to optimise business 

performance. College Cambria received a congratulatory note from CIM representatives celebrating 

 
44 https://www.cambria.ac.uk/plugging-digital-skills-gap-north-wales-cim-marketing-training-
excellence-coleg-cambria/ 
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the first cohort’s performance. All students achieved a distinction pass in the Digital Essentials 

assignment, exceeding standards expected at Level 3.  

The College’s Northop site in Flintshire is home to the North Wales Coalfield, with the last mine at 

Point of Ayr closing in 1996. The North of Wales has a strong manufacturing base with global names 

such as Airbus and Toyota operating within the area. The College’s role in this town has been to 

help reskill and upskill residents with forward-facing skill sets, helping people access employment 

as well as progression opportunities.  

 

 

Make the transition to gigabit level broadband and provide free public wi-fi 

Aim: Digital first is dependent upon having fast and reliable broadband. Government 

‘superfast’ standards are increasingly outdated, at only 24mbps. To future proof our area, we 

need to provide gigabit speeds, increase accessibility using public wi-fi, and deliver new 

infrastructure in a way which makes it easier to upgrade as standards and technology 

improves. 

What needs to happen: The LEP area is fortunate to have a digital trailblazer in the form of 

York’s gigabit connectivity with plans to roll out the same approach to Harrogate, Ripon, and 

Knaresborough. That commercial partners are looking to provide gigabit speeds to towns the 

size of Ripon and Knaresborough demonstrates that there is genuine potential to have 

market-leading internet speeds in our market towns. This needs to be replicated within all 

towns.  

In order to make this happen, local planning authorities need to learn the lessons of the York 

programme. This includes: 
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• Getting fibre connectivity to key public buildings within places to develop the backbone 

infrastructure. 

• Managing a proactive communications policy that helps spread the positive messages of 

broadband investment and ensures that local people are prepared to deal with the 

temporary disruption of installing the infrastructure.  

• Using a range of technologies to get connectivity to individual premises (though a clear 

preference for fibre connectivity where feasible). 

Alongside this, public wi-fi should be provided as standard and publicised to support local 

residents, businesses and the visitor economy. 

How could this be delivered? The York programme provides a delivery model. Where 

possible, a ‘dig once’ philosophy can help minimise disruption to residents and businesses, 

and can help future-proof infrastructure by making it easier to upgrade equipment in future 

as technology changes. The challenge of connecting to individual premises might involve a 

range of technologies, particularly to areas on the edge of, or just beyond the boundaries of, 

the towns. Staying abreast of technological options – e.g. the use of digital whitespace and 

satellite broadband – will be important.  

What could success look like? Achieving gigabit speeds in the towns will help to do the 

following: 

• Encourage inward investment / location by businesses and skilled freelancers. 

• Support local people to make best use of new digital skills and access remote employment 

opportunities that require access to good broadband. 

• Reinforce the message that these towns are ‘places of the future with strong heritage’, 

rather than ‘heritage places’. 

Exemplar: Lancashire & Cumbria 

In the North West of England, a volunteer group is providing local rural communities with some of 

the fastest available broadband speeds. Broadband for the Rural North (B4RN) was established in 

2011 and has raised hundreds of thousands of pounds from the community to invest in broadband 

infrastructure.  

Small, rural villages are often unattractive investments to major broadband providers, since they 

don’t offer the critical mass of customers which densely occupied cities do. Because of this, B4RN 

coordinates its volunteers to dig channels and lay fibre optic cables to connect villages and towns 

in rural areas of Lancashire and Cumbria to superfast speeds. So far, B4RN has connected over 5,000 

properties in Cumbria, providing local communities with some of the fastest speeds in the country. 

65% of all the properties in connected communities take up the offer, a high level of coverage. Due 

to this initiative, rural communities can access the opportunities of the modern economy.  
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Public sector and anchor institutions to help create demand for digital skills and 

digital solutions  

Aim: Ensure that public sector procurement and commissioning actively creates 

opportunities for local people with digital skills, and that digital solutions and innovation are 

used to solve local challenges. 

What needs to happen: There are a number of areas where digital solutions can address 

local challenges (e.g. helping to build local networks to deal with health, mobility and social 

challenges), as well as a number of existing needs for digital services (e.g. local authority and 

public sector web design and maintenance, social media operations, data capture and 

analysis etc.) which could be provided by local businesses and freelancers, especially as the 

towns build their digital skills bases.  

It is important that local authorities and the public sector in the region help to generate 

demand for these services, and use social value provisions to make sure locals can compete 

and gain experience. The goal should be to reinforce the notion within town communities 

that digital skills are vital to modern life and that digital solutions should always be 

considered. 

Local authorities and the public sector can also be sources of demand for innovation, through 

commissioning and innovation competitions using schemes such as the Small Business 

Research Initiative (SBRI) and using Innovate UK funding. As well as formal procurement 

processes, there may be opportunities for ‘hackathons’ that bring together public sector 

officers and local skilled experts. This would help identify potential solutions and support 

better networking amongst local digital practitioners. 
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How could this be delivered? Procurement opportunities could be publicised beyond 

existing portals within towns using digital skills centres and networks. Local authorities and 

the LEP could keep a list of businesses / freelancers and their capabilities to ensure that these 

companies are actively approached about opportunities. 

What could success look like? Driving demand for digital services and innovation in the 

towns would: 

• Help to provide opportunities for local companies and professionals, and ensure that more 

of the public procurement spend gets spent locally. 

• Create opportunities for networking amongst digital professionals and businesses locally. 

• Develop innovative responses to public sector and social challenges. 

• Reinforce our aim to be a ‘digital first’ place. 

Exemplar: Durham Smart County 

Durham County Council is using procurement to improve digital skills and business growth in the 

area. With the Durham Smart County initiative, the council (DCC) has reformed its procurement 

processes to provide local companies with opportunities, giving them room to develop their 

proposals in cooperation with the council and experiment with innovative solutions.  

 

Rather than publish invitations to tender that ask for specific services or products, DCC has opted 

for a challenge-based approach to procurement, presenting the problem they are seeking to 

address and inviting bids from private companies that propose to solve it. Working with the public 

through consultation, DCC decides on a problem before opening it to tender, inviting submissions 

and supporting companies to prepare a response. With many of these digital solutions, the process 

of open innovation allows the companies to work with Business Durham, the economic 

development arm of DCC, and its partners in academia and business, developing their skills in the 

process and increasing the likelihood of them winning the work. Business Durham then helps 

unsuccessful bidders to find opportunities elsewhere. The approach supports ambitious local 
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businesses and helps them build capacity, growing the number of local jobs and improving the skills 

of the workforce.   

The latest Smart County round focuses on healthcare and consequences of social isolation. Using a 

network of local government, existing businesses and academia, the approach supports companies 

as they come up with innovative products and services which will make a difference to people’s 

lives.45 

Open for business 

Create enterprise centres to accommodate small businesses and start-ups  

Aim: to ensure that small businesses, start-ups, and freelancers have appropriate facilities 

for running their businesses, and to encourage and strengthen local business networks. 

What needs to happen: Nationally there has been a large increase in the provision of small, 

flexible business space to accommodate the needs of the knowledge economy. For the most 

part, this accommodation is clustered in large cities, with secondary and tertiary markets 

poorly served. It will be important to ensure that small professional services businesses and 

the growing number of freelancers working remotely have access to adequate facilities to 

support their work – specifically, serviced office space available on a flexible rental basis. This 

will be vital to attracting and retaining skilled professionals and helping locals to start their 

own companies.  

The LEP and partners should build an understanding of what the potential demand for this 

space looks like – looking at uptake of existing spaces in town centres, using business 

incorporation records to understand where there are existing services businesses located 

within homes in the area, and looking at equivalent activity in libraries and cafes. Talking to 

businesses and freelancers will help build a picture of local needs and willingness to pay. 

How could this be delivered? What an enterprise centre looks like in practice will vary 

depending on the options available in local places and the scale of the town. In some places, 

there may be enough identifiable demand to justify development of a new building or 

refurbishment of an existing building to provide a dedicated facility. In other towns, co-

location with existing services (particularly libraries) may be more practical. In some places, 

working with local cafes and tea rooms, ensuring good wi-fi provision and working to create 

local networks of similar businesses may be most practical. Accommodation may be provided 

by private or public entities, or a partnership between the two, depending on what is best 

suited to a particular town. 

It’s important that enterprise centre facilities are located in town centres where possible 

(rather than in out-of-centre locations) or otherwise well-linked to town centres. New and 

 
45 Durham Smart County, Business Durham; Encouraging innovation in local government procurement, 
LGA 2017.  
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refurbished buildings should aim to enhance the quality of place in an area. High speed 

broadband is essential. 

What could success look like? Creating high-quality space in our town centres would: 

• Help increase the number of businesses locally. 

• Provide a place for freelancers to locate their businesses in a more professional setting 

than at home. 

• Provide a visible local example of the opportunities in the professional and digital sectors 

for young people and those retraining. 

•  Help develop local networks of small businesses. 

Exemplar: Tamworth, West Midlands 

Tamworth in the West Midlands has set up an Enterprise Centre to provide local entrepreneurs and 

small businesses with serviced office space. Opened in 2017 and managed by Tamworth Borough 

Council, the centre immediately filled with tenants and its 16 offices are fully let. The businesses in 

the centre have grown quickly, and the centre has helped to establish a small innovative business 

community in the town, many of whom operate in the digital sector and provide advanced services. 

One the tenants, the augmented reality business Enlighten, provides services to the Ministry of 

Defence for use in training.  

The enterprise centre is currently at capacity, and demand for start-up space remains. Private 

operators, prompted by the Enterprise Centre’s success, are entering the market to meet demand 

from other small businesses. The project serves as an example to private developers of the potential 

for the town, and attracts customers and interest from large neighbouring economies, in particular 

Birmingham.  
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Encourage Industry 4.0 in the manufacturing and logistics sectors 

Aim: Help our companies make the transition to using new digital technologies in order to 

boost productivity and competitiveness. 

What needs to happen: Many of the towns’ most important employers remain large 

manufacturing firms, across a variety of sub-sectors. There are also some important 

wholesale and logistics businesses. Many of these companies can benefit from major 

productivity increases by adopting the package of technologies dubbed Industry 4.0 (e.g. 

Internet of Things (IoT), big data, AI, robotics, etc.). Provided the backbone broadband 

network is strong enough, the use of 5G technologies may be an option to support the uptake 

of Industry 4.0 technologies in certain businesses.  

In practice, this is likely to involve: 

• Supporting technology demonstrators.  

• Helping firms access relevant grants and loans. 

• Supporting companies to develop new business models, including servitisation in the 

manufacturing sectors. 

How could this be delivered? Specialist innovation support as part of the wider LIS 

implementation. Larger towns and towns with more pronounced manufacturing and logistics 

sectors might benefit from a more permanent support offer, potentially including 

demonstrator space, but for most towns having access to a roving innovation support person 

would be sufficient. Key to the success of this is personalised mentoring for firms that are less 

well prepared to benefit from Industry 4.0. 

What could success look like? Helping more businesses to adopt Industry 4.0 and similar 

technologies would: 

• Boost productivity in our main large employers, whilst potentially helping with retention 

of companies by strengthening the performance of existing premises / sites. 

• Help support the drive to increased digital skills, reinforcing the digital skills programme. 

Exemplar: Aston Business School, West Midlands 

In the West Midlands, Aston Business School works with local manufacturing firms on intensive 

mentoring programmes, helping them to learn new techniques and adapt their businesses to make 

them more competitive. 

The towns and cities that make up the Greater Birmingham conurbation have long been centres of 

manufacturing, but few firms have the resources to react to technological and industrial changes. 

The Advanced Services Group at the Business School works with small firms across the region to 

adapt to these changes. The group's experts and academics coach local firms and tradespeople, 
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helping them to think creatively about their industries and experiment with the services that they 

can offer their clients. 

As a specialist centre for servitisation – the transformation of manufacturing companies, helping 

them to create and market services as well as products – the group is important to improving the 

resilience of these companies. As competition 

in the sector grows, particularly from emerging 

markets, they help small firms to diversify and 

enter new markets. Through intensive and 

tailored coaching, based on an understanding of 

the individual businesses, Aston Business 

School helps to show traditional manufacturers 

the importance of innovation and adaptation. 

Its business growth programmes take local 

firms on intensive courses, helping them to 

understand modern approaches and 

techniques and adapt their business models to 

fit them.  

This work is supported by Aston’s Logistics and 

Systems Institute, a leading research body 

based at the university. It designs solutions 

across the conurbation which are then fed back 

into local businesses.  

Support agricultural firms to benefit from new technologies 

Aim: Support local agricultural firms to adopt new technologies to boost productivity and 

competitiveness. 

What needs to happen: Agriculture is a sector that will see significant digitalisation over the 

next decade, as well as dealing with challenges such as the labour market impact of Brexit, 

the impact of commodity food price cycles, changing consumer tastes, and potentially policy 

changes from Government in the desire to de-carbonise the food chain and reduce wastage. 

There are a range of technologies which are already available, and which will become more 

commonplace as the next decade progresses. These include: 

• Precision planting and application of fertilizer / pesticide (including the use of robotics to 

deploy these solutions) 

• Use of sensors to generate data that can be used to fine-tune processes 

• Anaerobic digestion to turn waste agricultural products into energy 

How could this be delivered? These new technologies will require awareness from local 

businesses, confidence in the ability to generate timely financial returns from investment, 

new skills to use the technology, and a willingness to change established methods. Providing 
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effective support to businesses through existing markets and co-operatives will be important, 

as will ensuring that skills training is available through local colleges. Providing effective 

technology and process demonstration, and supporting access to finance, is also important. 

Clearly, this recommendation will have more relevance in towns which have important 

agricultural functions and a large rural agricultural hinterland. Making these technologies 

work effectively is dependent upon delivering high quality broadband to rural areas. 

What could success look like? Boosting agri-tech in the areas surrounding towns would: 

• Help farmers to boost productivity and manage the risks in a competitive, cyclical market. 

• Reduce the use of fertilizers and products which damage our natural assets. 

• Maximise the re-use value of agricultural waste and support a more circular economy. 

Exemplar: Cornwall  

Cornwall is supporting local SMEs to develop innovative products and services for the agricultural 

sector. With small grants, the unique business support programme ‘Tevi’ provides firms in the 

agriculture supply chain with the money they need to do research or employ consultants and has 

set up a graduate placement programme to provide firms with skilled workers to get projects off 

the ground.  

The project is led by the Duchy College Rural Businesses school, which works with the Universities 

of Exeter, Plymouth, Rothamsted Research and the Cornwall Development Company to coordinate 

funds and expertise, helping small businesses to develop new products and services, and then to 

commercialise them. The programme is designed to help adapt Cornwall’s agricultural industry to 

modernise technologies, and through doing so to improve the productivity of the sector.  

Using ERDF funding, the partners team make innovation grants of £2,500-£50,000 available for 

projects, which can be used to support feasibility studies, commissioning specialist researchers, 

equipment, consultancy costs, or specialists to undertake direct research.46 Among the projects that 

have been supported are an edible insect scheme, a £3m dairy research centre, which will explore 

cutting-edge management of cattle herds and trial efficiency improvements, and using drones to 

assess crop health. 

 

 
46 Agri-Tech Cornwall and the Isles Of Scilly; The SW Rural Productivity Commission Evidence Report 2017, 
Heart of the SW LEP, 2017. 
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Encourage local retailers, manufacturers and craftspeople to embrace online 

retail 

Aim: Ensure that all businesses with distinctive products are supported to make the leap to 

online retail – embracing online as a means through which to access additional distribution 

and revenue streams.  

What needs to happen: Online retail creates huge opportunities for smaller firms to sell 

direct to customers, to build a brand outside of their immediate retail catchment, and to make 

consumers within their immediate retail catchment more aware of the goods and services 

they provide. It also provides the opportunity to diversify revenue streams, helping make 

businesses more resilient. Whilst many retailers have taken advantage of this, nationally we 

know that many retailers do not have a well-developed web presence, or even a website in 

some cases. 

Therefore, providing support to retailers, craftspeople, and manufacturers / farmers will be 

needed. This should involve hands on support via the Growth Hub and other local business 

support schemes. Support should focus on: 

• Helping businesses identify distinctive products and potential online markets / audiences 

• Helping businesses establish websites and other sales channels (e.g. Shopify, Amazon, 

Etsy, etc.) 

• Helping businesses establish processes and tools to manage the online sales process 

• Helping businesses better understand how online channels, such as marketing campaigns, 

can support traditional retail sales. 

How could this be delivered? As above, the Growth Hub can provide hands-on support to 

make this happen. Using local retailer and craft groups to identify potential clients and to 

provide peer-to-peer support will help deliver this initiative. 

What could success look like? Getting more firms to sell products online could: 

• Increase productivity in relevant sectors 

• Reinforce the visitor economy by encouraging more visits 

• Increase resilience of local businesses through diversification of income. 
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Exemplar: Bridestowe Lavender Estate, Tasmania 

One of the more dramatic examples of online retail success has been the experience of the 

Bridestowe Lavender Estate in Tasmania. The 265-acre farm is one of the largest lavender farms in 

the world. Alongside the lavender production the farm had a small sideline making Bobbie teddy 

bears stuffed with lavender.47 In 2011 the farm was selling approximately 10 bears per month. 

Following a social media post by a famous Chinese actress, sales of the bears rocketed to 4,000 per 

month, largely in online sales to China, but also through increased visits by Chinese visitors to the 

farm itself. Overall visits have tripled since 2007, from 23,000 to 65,000 visits per year. Indeed, the 

brand has been so successful that Bridestowe has partnered with a media production company to 

produce an Adventures of 

Bobbie the Bear animated 

television series.  

Whilst the case study is an 

extreme example, it shows 

that unique products with 

local character can use social 

media to radically scale up 

their potential market and 

their sales. 

Increase the value of the visitor economy 

Aim: develop the value of the visitor economy by marketing a strong identity for each town 

in a targeted way, using online marketing and similar tools to reach a targeted audience. 

Clearly communicate the unique offerings and attractions of every town, while investing to 

maintain and enhance those offerings.  

What needs to happen: The visitor economy is already important for many of these towns. 

In many towns it is a large employer in its own right and produces spillover benefits for other 

sectors. But more important than simply increasing employment in the sector is increasing 

the value the sector produces, and this must be an aspiration for towns where it is realistic. 

The added value of a ‘future towns’ approach is to consider how social media and online 

marketing can be leveraged to add to existing efforts, and where marketing the towns and 

the area as a ‘package’ can help turn day visits into overnight stays and longer visits. Using 

innovative online approaches will probably be the most cost-effective intervention for most 

towns. 

In terms of social media and online marketing, the LEP and partners should commission a 

team to work with town councils to promote the towns, using messages tailored to specific 

 
47 See Financial Times (2016) Bobbie, the purple bear that sparked a rush of counterfeits 
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groups (e.g. families with young children), and using social media marketing techniques to 

develop viral content that reaches a wider audience. Content can be sourced in part through 

local competitions / events and draw on the talents of local residents.  

In terms of marketing the area as a package we suggest that campaigns make stronger links 

between the towns, major cities, and natural assets – and build and promote itineraries 

pitched at different target audiences (e.g. young families, couples) which can be easily 

followed by potential visitors.  

The public sector also needs to promote the visitor economy through helping support local 

events and festivals that help draw people into the towns. Some of these visitor attractors 

already exist, and in other towns it may be necessary to work with local places to scale-up 

existing events or create new ones.  

How might this be delivered? We suggest that the scale of effort involved here requires 

some dedicated resource to operate across the towns, while ensuring that the mandate for 

action includes working with local places to ensure that there is local input and creativity in 

the process. There is a strong link between promoting the visitor economy and promoting 

the towns as places for individuals and families to relocate – both will require similar tactics 

and techniques, though the messages and the target markets may differ.  

Not all places will have the same potential to boost their visitor economy. It will be important 

to identify the leading centres first and market these towns, and then consider over time how 

to boost the visitor economy in towns which have historically had this as less of a focus, or 

which have fewer visitor assets. 

We are also mindful that some towns, particularly coastal towns, have a very seasonal offer. 

This means that some assets are relatively under-used in the off-season. Working to extend 

the season, and finding alternative uses for assets which are under-used in the off-season (e.g. 

seafront carparking), should also be a consideration. 

What could success look like? Boosting the visitor economy would: 

• Increase local employment and investment in the sector. 

• Help enhance the reputation and attractiveness of the towns. 

• Support facilities and amenities that would be beneficial to the resident population of the 

towns. 

Doing this in the way we have suggested above, success will be apparent when there is a step-

change in how promotional content is being received and shared, and when there is a change 

in the type, volume and spending power of visitors.  

Exemplar: Rent a Finn, Visit Finland 

With its Rent a Finn campaign, Finland is using social media to promote its lifestyle and friendliness 

and through this pull in visitors. Winner of City/Nation/Place award for Best Use of Social Media in 
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2019, with Rent a Finn visit Finland recruits local Finns to act as guides for competition winners, 

who apply for a trip to Finland hosted by their ‘rented’ Finn.48 Coordinated activity and creative 

campaigns by Visit Finland are having their effect: the number of nights spent by non-residents 

increased by 1.3 per cent in 2018, reaching 6.8 million.49 

 

The official contest is supported by a social media campaign. Ordinary Finns are invited to apply 

‘rent’ themselves to visitors for couple of hours, showing their availability through social media 

using the hashtag #rentafinn to connect with potential tourists, or inviting acquaintances to visit 

Finland. The rented Finns then introduce the visitors to Finnish habits, nature and traditional or 

popular activities, again sharing their experiences via social media using the hashtag. A largely rural 

country which has urbanised slowly and late in comparison to the rest of Europe, the campaign 

emphasises the warmth and generosity of the Finns themselves and the natural beauty of the land, 

something which the programme helps to reinforce. Tourists, in turn, are asked to respect the 

environment by signing a pledge to ‘be like a Finn and slow down from within’, clearing up after 

themselves when on trips, drinking tap rather than bottled water and respecting the privacy of 

locals.50 

High quality places and connections 

Design our towns for the future, with a mix of joined-up housing, employment 

space and town centre space 

Aim: Ensure that our towns are configured to support future economic activity. Ensure that 

we maximise the benefit of the spaces in our towns, by making sure that the physical 

configuration of towns facilitates accessibility, promotes healthy lifestyles and supports a 

successful town centre economy. Connect people in new and existing housing developments 

 
48 City/Nation/Place Awards 2019. 
49 Visit Finland. 
50 Take the Sustainable Finland Pledge, Visit Finland. 
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to historic and thriving town centres via cycle and pedestrian routes, and plan developments 

to encourage sustainable town use.  

What needs to happen: The requirements for our town centres are changing. In many 

centres we will need less retail space and more space for leisure. There will also be 

opportunities in some centres to increase the provision of employment space and/or housing 

within centres – reflecting changing demands and preferences of businesses and residents. 

Joining up town centre and edge-of-centre places, especially new housing developments, will 

be crucial for the success of our towns. Edge-of-centre retail should be discouraged. 

To promote higher quality of life, serve existing population groups of all ages and to attract 

new residents:  

• Towns must be designed and developed in ways that suit multiple purposes. This includes 

drawing on the lessons and principles of the NHS Healthy New Towns programme.  

• Town centres should be clear areas, well-marked and walkable, with good, safe walking 

and cycle links to surrounding areas.  

• Investments in physical infrastructure should be made with aesthetic appeal in mind, as 

well as practical uses. 

How might this be delivered? Developing a suitable physical configuration requires 

mindful commitment through a number of different avenues. It is important to have buy-in 

from the LEP, local authorities, town planners and private developers to facilitate effective 

town design. There are many different ways to promote appropriate town design, depending 

on existing assets and capabilities:  

• Draw high street boundaries to A.) maintain focused, central retail emphases B.) 

encourage the development of housing in central locations, near consolidated town centre 

offers. 

• Ensure that housing development is supported by gigabit broadband and is sustainable in 

design (discussed more fully in other recommendations in this section). 

• Revise out of town planning permissions to prevent retail centres being developed on the 

outskirts of towns when town centres remain underutilised.  

• Promote railway stations as local hubs which are joined up to economic activity in the 

town through public transport and walkable routes. Improve the physical design and 

attractiveness of stations, recognising their role as visitors’ first point of contact with a 

town.  

• Pedestrianise portions of town centre and high street areas, to discourage the use of cars, 

promote and protect foot traffic, and encourage walking as part of a healthy and active 

experiential economy.  
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• Design and fund extensive cycle networks, especially within towns but also between them 

where appropriate; connect existing and new housing developments with town centres, 

employment and essential social infrastructure services.  

• Prioritise green street lighting arranged in such a way as to promote safety and evening 

use of town centres.  

• Make street maps available, both throughout town centres and via a free publication. 

• Install and maintain unified and clear sign posting – to and from the town centre as well 

as other important destinations. 

What could success look like? More active town planning and design will: 

• Ensure new residential and commercial developments are integrated into the town rather 

than being constructed alongside it, enabling communities and businesses to connect 

more effectively and creating the critical mass which will help centres thrive. 

• Ensure that new housing is zero carbon with strong broadband connectivity. 

• Safeguard the purpose of town centres and help revitalise those which are in decline. 

• Improve public health outcomes for residents by making walking and cycling more 

appealing options than driving. 

• Support retail and the visitor economy through creating a more attractive, amenable and 

navigable town centre with increased foot traffic. 

• Make towns more attractive to prospective residents. 

Exemplar: Münster, North Rhine Westphalia, Germany  

Over several decades Münster has used city planning not only to improve cycling infrastructure, but 

to remodel the city for the benefit of cyclists. Cycling is the most popular mode of transport 

in Münster, and the city is consistently recognised as one of the best cities in Germany for cycling.   

 

Münster, a city in North Rhine Westphalia of 280,000 people, has used long-term spatial policy to 

locate important economic and social utilities within the city centre or on major arterial 

routes. Since over 70% of the city’s population live within a bike ride the city centre – 6km – they 

are able to boost cycling as a mode of day-to-day transport.51 Around 40% of total trips in the city 

are made by bicycle.  

  

With popular movements in favour of cycling encouraging the city authorities to take bold action, 

it has steadily improved cycling infrastructure and information for commuters and tourists. This has 

spread to the surrounding towns and villages, and information and route planning for cycling routes 

across the wider area are available through the Münsterland tour planner. 

   

 
51 Enabling Cycling Cities: Ingredients for Success, Civitas Mimosa, 2013 
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Use the collective attraction of existing assets to create destination appeal 

Aim: Maximise the use of local assets and attractions and get visitors to use the whole offer, 

leading to more visits, to more of the town, more frequently. 

What needs to happen: As well as reconfiguring centres to make them more fit for the future 

(see above), the LEP and local authority partners need to make it easier for consumers to visit 

the variety of local attractions and offers that exist. This means better marketing and 

promotion, more co-ordinated events and activities as well as better signage and information 

on the ground and online. One the biggest failings identified in our health check of towns was 

the lack of impact, promotion and often visibility of many of the existing assets in the town. 

Councils also have an essential role in ensuring that the infrastructure and facilities (as set 

out in the report) are in place to make the experience rewarding and memorable 

How might this be delivered? The key here is to encourage owners and managers of assets 

to work together for the good of the town. In many instances it is not about creating new 

anchors or securing huge investment. Maximum benefit is gained by facilitating and 

stimulating cooperation. It could include town partnerships or town teams. It may include 

the creation of BIDs in bigger towns. The collective benefit of sharing customers, visitors and 

users across different assets (leisure, employment, civic, retail, and community / arts) will 

increase spend locally and lead to more sustainable communities. 

Some of the best advocates to promote places are local traders and business owners. These 

are often social media savvy and confident self-promoters. They will often be happy to work 

together and encourage consumers to visit other like-minded or complementary operators 

in the town.  
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It’s not unusual for the collective appeal of centres to be missed or forgotten, e.g. quality of 

independent convenience operators in Stokesley, or gallery and art spaces in Richmond. 

These are attributes that consumers will respond to, if they are reminded or made aware of 

them. There are opportunities to reveal and nurture these emerging, occasionally lost 

attributes and differentiators. 

It’s also important to promote these assets at all stages of the visit pattern, e.g. pre-visit, on 

arrival at stations or car parking, at key access or confluence points in the town centre etc. 

The most successful town centres in the future will be those with recognised strengths, great 

reputations and distinct identities. 

Based on established best practise and case studies of other locations that have successfully 

improved the quality and reputation of their ‘place’, the following checklist provides a list of 

place management and place making deliverables and outcomes that can be assessed as part 

of improving town experience: 

 Perception  Innovation 

 Events & Markets  Management 

 Accessibility  Civic Pride 

 Permeability & Movement  Connections & Routing 

 Diversity  Sociability 

 Activity  Community 

 Attractiveness  Quality 

 Safety & Security  Memorable & Distinctiveness 

 Cleanliness  Space 

 Ease of Use  Online Pre-Marketing & Info 

 

What could success look like? Making the most of existing assets and attractions will: 

• Encourage more consumers to use local centres at different times of the day and week. 

• Make the towns more distinctive and memorable  

• Make it easier to stand out and create destination appeal  

• Encourage local offers and traders to work together to create collective critical mass  

• Make it easier for consumers to shop and visit the whole town centre offer 

• Encourage consumers to visit local centres more often, and stay longer each time 

• Enable local authorities to drive forward improvements when budgets are constrained 
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As can be seen, making the most of local assets will help to put the towns on the map, increase 

their destination appeal and give consumers clear reasons to choose to visit their local 

centres as opposed to spend online or visit out of town retail destinations.  

Exemplar: Malmesbury Wiltshire 

Malmesbury has much in common with many of YNYER LEP’s towns, in that it was ‘doing ok’, it 

wasn’t thriving, and it wasn’t in terminal decline. 

That said macro-economic forces and external factors forced the town to think differently (a new 

Waitrose food store, additional housing growth and improving competition).  

Building on the interest in the development of the neighbourhood plan, local community members 

helped to create a ‘Town Team’ approach to driving forward the town and its activity. Local 

champions, including residents, businesses and leisure operators sought external advice to develop 

an action plan that focussed on improving the experience for resident and visitor customers. The 

research was funded through Section 106 contributions with a further budget for implementation. 

The plan identified a wealth of ‘assets’ for the town to build on, some were physical buildings, 

environment, shops, cinema, restaurants and fairly visible and obvious. Others were ‘unearthed’ 

and moulded into strengths for the town these included the passing nearby national cycle way, 

existing nearby festivals, the many hotels, gastro pubs and guest houses on the edge of the 

Cotswolds.  

Whilst some were in the town and many were remote, they were all considered assets and valuable 

generators of footfall, customer visits to be shared and linked to all assets. A new dedicated website 

Discover Malmesbury built on the connectivity, becoming a self-funding asset. Additional revenue 

streams were realised from visiting markets and other town centre activity. The new Waitrose was 

viewed, and used as, a draw to the town, rather than being a drain on it. 

A small market town, created critical mass and impact in a very competitive environment through 

using the visible assets, focussing on all customer groups, revealing underutilised existing assets 

and incorporating them into the town’s persona. 
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Exemplar: Cathedral Quarter Blackburn 

The local authority identified over a decade ago that Blackburn needed to improve its town centre 

leisure offer to be more family focussed and eating oriented. The historic Cathedral (the only one 

in Lancashire) was adjacent to the town centre, but not considered part of it and not visited by 

town centre users. As part of a strategy to widen the town centre appeal, counteract the inward-

looking 1960s shopping centre and to create an improved customer experience / public realm, the 

Council and other stakeholders including the diocese used the planned redevelopment of 

Cathedral assets to pump prime investment and to create a new vibrant part of the town centre. 

Working with a non-retail asset (the Cathedral) resulted in new F&B quarter with five new eating 

and socialising venues, new office accommodation and a new hotel, new improved public realm 

and a new event space.  

Cathedral Quarter has not stopped the macro retail issues impacting on Blackburn; however it has 

helped to increase catchment area, customer appeal and provide additional reasons to use the 

town centre, both during the day and into the evening. It has led to wider investment and is ideally 

positioned to create a halo effect between it and the core town centre retail offer. 

Exemplar: Bury St Edmunds Christmas Fayre Market 

A recognised case study for how a new locally curated ‘event’ can become a regional institution 

within a relatively short timescale. The first market was circa 18 years ago. 

The Christmas Fayre market was instigated by the town’s tourism team, not the markets team, 

initially as a small event, simply to provide another reason for local residents to come into the town. 

This has grown to a major four-day event. The Christmas Fayre is now in its eighteenth year, and 

includes more than 300 stalls situated throughout the historic Georgian town centre. According to 

the local press, the four-day fayre attracted around 130,000 visitors. 
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Make the most of major transport links 

Aim: Recognising that the links to other towns and surrounding cities are essential, ensure 

that major transport links are used as effectively as they can be. Make rail stations attractive 

hub/gateway locations. Ensure major road connections are reinforced as necessary. Identify 

where improvements could be most effective and advocate for these. 

What needs to happen: Transport links are crucial for the growth of the towns. The 

economic importance of commuting links to surrounding cities – particularly Leeds, York, 

Hull, Doncaster, and the Teesside conurbation - is evident in many of the towns in this study, 

as are transport links that support inward tourist visits. Conversely, some towns are not 

immediately connected to the rail network or are dependent on parkway stations, and some 

towns are linked by single carriageway A-roads and B-roads which are vulnerable to 

disruption.  

Therefore, improving these transport assets is essential for maximising their value to the 

towns. In practice, this means: 

• Improving the attractiveness of railway and bus stations as gateways to their towns, and 

improving links from these hubs to the town centres. 

• Local transport schemes to address the interface between major routes and local roads 

where there are issues. 

• Exploring the use of technology to communicate where there are issues in real-time – 

congestion, delays, etc. – and help residents and commuters plan around this. 

Over the long-term, ensuring that towns are well-positioned to apply for pots of (national) 

infrastructure funding will be important. Therefore, identifying and building the case for 

specific investments will be necessary.  
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How might this be delivered? Addressing these issues does not rest at a town level. Rather 

it involves the local planning authorities working with adjoining areas, the LEP, Transport for 

the North, Highways England, and Network Rail. Nonetheless, it is important that local 

planning authorities understand the investment priorities and work actively to secure 

funding where possible.  

What could success look like? Ensuring that the towns have adequate transport links to 

support their growth will generate:  

• Improved rail and bus station facilities, with these hubs becoming more attractive 

gateways to the towns, and having better links to local centres. 

• Better co-operation between the different governance and institutions involved in 

transport infrastructure  

• Clearer vision of investment priorities for local planning authorities, with good evidence 

about where any additional funding could have the greatest impact. 

Exemplar: St Helens Train Station redevelopment 

In St Helens, the redevelopment of the train station had a significant economic impact on the town, 

incentivising new office developments and inspiring a wider regeneration programme in the town 

centre. By providing an accessible and attractive gateway and by connecting the town more 

effectively to the rail network, passenger numbers have increased, and St Helens has grown as a 

centre of business and professional services. 

 

In 2005, Merseyrail and Network Rail began work to redevelop St Helens Central. The passenger 

facilities were limited and the station was in a poor state, in clear contrast to surrounding buildings. 

The plans were to demolish and replace the existing station building, adding a footbridge and lifts 

to improve accessibility. Completed in 2007 and costing £6.2m, the station has proved a success. 
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Station demand increased from 413,000 in 2006/7 to 685,000 in 2009/10, and two new office 

investments – a 39,000 square foot commercial office space and 23,000 square foot three-story 

glass building – have opened nearby. The George Street Quarter surrounding the station has 

become a thriving leisure, residential and business centre and the station has become a clear asset 

for the town, used in all of its promotional materials.52  

Improve local transport links within places 

Aim: Review existing provision and boost accessibility through shuttle bus services, better 

walk/cycle routes, or improved parking in centres.  

What needs to happen: Links within towns are vital to improving the sense of place and 

community. The specific challenges will vary by town, but typical issues are likely to be: 

• Poor connectivity for public transport, cyclists and pedestrians between major edge-of-

town housing or commercial sites and the town centre, which therefore deprives the 

centre of potential business and isolates residents from their town centre. 

• Lack of EV charging points in centres making it hard for local residents and businesses to 

transition to electric vehicles. 

• Lack of public transport links, particularly to out-of-town business and retail parks.  

• Lack of car parking and/or poorly located car parking. This includes car parking which 

takes up valuable public space (e.g. a former market square) and which could be better 

located near to a centre but not within it. 

• Poor transport interchanges and/or bus terminus facilities which impede journeys 

between towns and discourage use of public transport. 

How might this be delivered? The solutions to these issues will vary by place. However, 

solutions which take advantage of the scale of the towns include: 

• Local car clubs, vehicle sharing schemes and cycle sharing schemes. 

• Repurposing car parking which has been allowed over time to encroach on public spaces 

(e.g. former market square spaces and on-street car parking in central locations). 

Providing this car parking in more appropriate places and encouraging pedestrianisation 

in very central areas will enhance the quality of place. This includes provision of park and 

ride facilities where appropriate. 

• Enhancing pedestrian and cycle links – including to edge-of-town housing and commercial 

sites. 

• Encourage walk / cycle to school days, ensuring appropriate safety provisions for children. 

 
52 The Value of Station Investment Report, Steer Davies Gleave, 2011. 

http://81.47.175.201/livingrail/attachments/article/665/2011_The_Value_of_Station_Investment_Report.pdf
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• Accessible EV charging infrastructure as standard in all car parks. 

What could success look like? Better transport links between places will:  

• Connect housing development, business and industrial units and town centres via public 

transport links and improved interchange facilities 

• Facilitate repurposed car parking and efficient use of public spaces, mixed use areas and 

green spaces 

• Encourage positive public health outcomes through provision of walking and cycling 

routes or paths 

• Support the transition to electric vehicles. 

Exemplar: Lincolnshire 

With CallConnect, Lincolnshire has set up an on-demand bus service, helping people in its rural 

communities to travel between towns easily and affordably. Covering four areas in North 

Lincolnshire, the service is helping to make bus travel viable in remote places that have suffered 

most from bus cuts and declining passenger numbers.  

Bus services have declined dramatically across the UK – there are now more passenger journeys in 

London than in the rest of the country combined. In small towns and rural communities the decline 

is even starker, and cuts to services and rising fares have exacerbated already falling passenger 

numbers.  

With CallConnect, passengers declare in advance where they would like to be and when. The council 

will then design bespoke bus routes to pick up the people who have requested a journey. Customers 

can book and check bus availability and submit requests, cancel or modify their trips and track the 

service at any time of day. It is one of 

several schemes on offer designed to 

transport people around the area: 

Lincolnshire County Council runs 

community car schemes, accessible 

community buses and scooter hire, 

allowing it to cater to the needs of 

different demographics in these 

places. 
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Upgrade and enhance social infrastructure to attract new residents  

Aim: Assess current provision of social infrastructure, then implement programmes and 

projects to improve the quality of infrastructure and institutions as well as how frequently 

they are utilised, supporting new and existing town residents throughout their lives.  

What needs to happen: Good quality community infrastructure, such as quality schools, care 

centres, hospitals and more, is vital for attracting new residents and supporting existing 

residents. In particular, the quality of schooling, childcare (early years), and local healthcare 

provision is an important consideration for people seeking to move to a town. Local 

healthcare provision will be a central factor in providing quality care to towns’ rapidly ageing 

demographics.  

The anchor role that major institutions (schools, colleges, hospitals and other public services) 

play in local economies and communities has rightly begun to attract more interest from 

economists and politicians in recent years, for example through the One Public Estate 

initiative. The quality of local institutions pairs with local assets and strengths to determine 

the resilience, identity and potential of places. We need to look at embedding institutional 

strength in towns. 

Cuts to local government finance have increased the pressures on local institutions. In many 

towns, this has reduced their ability to collaborate and provide town leadership. Town 

economies will be empowered by combining economic and social investment in people from 

birth onwards, prioritising early intervention, school readiness, preventative health, and 

better or more tailored education and skills. 

How might this be delivered? We recommend that the LEP and partners undertake a 

review of social infrastructure and consider how these can be supported / improved where 

there are challenges. There will likely be areas for improvement across the lifecycle in almost 

every town: 

• In early years, social infrastructure can be made more accessible or inclusive through the 

provision of subsidised childcare. Young children will also benefit from improved 

healthcare offerings, setting them on the course for healthy lifestyles through access to 

adequate nutrition and health habits from an early age. 

• For children, towns should focus on attainment in schools, as well as healthcare support 

to help young people maintain health, active lifestyles as well as providing access to social, 

emotional and mental health supports – perhaps through provision of ‘school challenge’-

type initiatives. Whilst recognising that local authorities have limited levers to enforce 

change, engagement with schools is vital to promoting long-term success as they are 

important to grow the potential of residents and attract new ones. 

• For older years residents, supporting at-home healthcare provision, including 

community-based support, is essential to help manage the growing demands of health 

institutions.  
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• For all residents, auditing the level of GP provision and working with healthcare partners 

is vital to ensure a healthy population and workforce. The new Integrated Care Systems 

provide an opportunity to consider this in partnership with the NHS. 

What could success look like? Improving provision of social infrastructure will:  

• Support current residents across the lifecycle 

• Improve quality of life for current and new residents 

• Contribute to towns’ attractiveness and appeal for working age populations 

• Support individuals and businesses to stay in towns 

Assessing and improving social infrastructure will improve towns’ attractiveness, but will 

also help ensure responsible use of public funding. Social infrastructure is often provided or 

guided by public institutions, and responsible use of funds is increasingly important as 

oversight and accountability become increasingly important in local governance.  

Exemplar: Wiltshire 

Providing healthcare services in small towns and rural areas is challenging. Many are remote from 

healthcare centres, hospitals or childcare, and for those without access to cars it becomes doubly 

difficult. Healthcare providers, charities and local government are now experimenting with new 

services to face these challenges.  

In Wiltshire, Baby Steps is a council-run childcare programme providing perinatal and antenatal care 

to mothers in need. The programme supports pregnant people to prepare for the birth of their 

child, offering them advice in group environments in their towns. Initially set up by the NSPCC and 

the University of Warwick in Tidworth, the programme targeted expectant parents who were 

unlikely to attend such classes: people from isolated communities, ethnic minorities and those 

suffering from mental health issues.  

Administered by midwives and family support workers, the programme provides a home visit 

before the Baby Steps course starts, followed by six antenatal group sessions at the Children’s 

Centre starting when the client is 26-32 weeks pregnant. After the birth, the parents are visited at 

home 3 weeks after the baby is born and given three group sessions.  

In the three years to 2015, 185 women took part in the programme. Now taken over by Wiltshire 

Council’s Public Health team, Baby Steps runs in six market towns across the county. 

Strengthening identity and community 

Work to build the community in places  

Aim: Foster community cohesion and identity in order to increase resilience and foster place 

promotion. Building community will also be vital to improving public health outcomes by 

providing wellbeing programmes and preventing feelings of isolation. 
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What needs to happen: Community is one of the biggest assets that market towns can have. 

Fostering and supporting community links is an important way to address local opportunities 

and challenges: in terms of skills, in terms of health, and in terms of wellbeing. Places that can 

get this right are able to ease the pressure of social challenges and maximise the 

attractiveness of the place to outsiders seeking distinctive and vibrant communities to live 

in. 

How might this be delivered? What is needed in different towns will vary significantly. In 

some places, community groups will be well-established and functioning at a high level. In 

these places the challenge will be to engage with groups, to listen to what they need, and to 

help them to do more. In others, community groups and the sense of community may be 

limited or confined to specific parts of the community. More work will be needed in these 

cases to bring people together and to foster networks of likeminded people.  

There are a range of things that community initiatives can seek to do. What will be most 

appropriate will vary from place to place – but can include: 

• Community initiatives to improve public health. This can include public sporting 

events / fun runs, community cooking events and competitions, and healthy food festivals. 

• Wellbeing initiatives such as:  

o Community theatres and art projects 

o public vegetable growing spaces (e.g. Incredible Edible Todmorden) 

o projects such as Men in Sheds to tackle loneliness and social isolation in specific 

groups of residents 

o befriending schemes, particularly for those at risk of social isolation 

• Community initiatives to improve public spaces. Matching funds to match community 

investments of time and money with basic funding for equipment can help to spur 

community activity whilst delivering improved public spaces. 

What might success look like? Improving community cohesion and identity in the towns 

will help to:  

• Improve public health outcomes through the provision of community initiatives 

• Contribute to residents’ wellbeing and prevent isolation 

• Improve public spaces to foster cohesion and social gatherings 

• Ease the pressures of social challenges while maximising the attractiveness of towns 
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Exemplar: Morecambe, Lancashire 

In Morecambe, a community regeneration project is working to revive the town’s West End, 

which suffers from high levels of vacancies and deprivation.   

Seaside towns in England have a higher level of deprivation than the English average, and, among 

these, Morecambe and neighbouring Heysham have some of the highest levels. Since the mid-

nineteenth century the economy thrived due to the visitor economy, but, like many other seaside 

towns, this has declined in the second half of the twentieth century. This has hit the West End 

particularly hard, as holiday properties and second homes are now derelict or in poor repair.  

Set up through Big Local, the lottery funded local development initiative, the West End Million is a 

collective of different community groups which work together to provide social activities, artistic 

space, and volunteering support to local people. A key part of the project has been the Exchange, 

an art shop and a café which then opened studio space. The project has grown in popularity and 

has repurposed an empty unit in the Arndale Shopping centre into a community studio, with 

shared workspaces, equipment and private studios.  

Attempts to regenerate the West End in the past 

had focused on drawing in wealthy or middle-

income people via the provision of new housing. 

These strategies fell through with the financial 

crisis, and their approach disenfranchised 

existing residents. The West End Million’s 

approach has been more successful, inviting 

local people to participate and using existing 

community assets and buildings in imaginative 

ways, while the Exchange has set its sights on 

taking over housing, allowing it to offer 

affordable rents to artists to help keep them in 

the area.  

 

Exemplar: Seattle, Washington, USA  

The Seattle Neighbourhood Matching Funds was created in 1988 to provide matching dollars for 

neighbourhood improvement, organising or developing projects  implemented by community 

members. The Funds require awardees to contribute an equal amount of capital from the 
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community, either in the form of volunteered time, donated materials or professional services, or 

cash.53  

Since its inception, more than 5,000 projects have received over $49m USD in funding, with an 

additional $72m USD in community match. The funding is available to neighbourhood groups, 

community organisations, informal groups and business groups that want to build stronger 

community connections. Eligible projects must involve community members, improve community, 

be free and open to all members of the public and occur within Seattle city limits.  

One project funded was the Phase II construction of the Beacon Food Forest, which received 

$99,960 with $110,450 matched funding. The Beacon Food Forest produces food for its 

neighbourhood, provides educational programming and hosts gatherings and events. Phase II of 

its expansion provided outdoor educational space, compost bins, a tool shed and fruit guild trees. 

Upon completion, the addition will double the capacity of the site. 

Use place promotion to attract visitors and new residents 

Aim: Create robust town identities and experiences that draw in visitors as well as new 

residents, especially skilled young people to supplement an ageing population. Place 

promotion will depend to some extent on the effective adaptation of town centres to changing 

retail and consumer tastes. 

What needs to happen: Social media and online tools allow market towns to punch above 

their weight. Using tools such as Instagram, Facebook and Twitter, as well as drone 

photography to capture interesting and dramatic footage, will help build a visual character 

for a place that will be attractive to visitors and new residents alike. This links to the 

recommendation above on digital skills. With the right skills training and equipment 

provision locally, towns and local authorities can encourage local communities to produce 

and share what is effectively promotional material for their places.  

How might this be delivered: Towns should look to attract both visitors and new residents 

by using place promotion tools, particularly an active online and social media presence to 

present an attractive public face. The specifics will vary from town to town, but in general 

towns should be seeking to attract visitors based on their heritage, cultural and local retail 

offers, as well as their proximity to natural assets. Towns located within commuting distance 

of productive cities can also turn that to their advantage. Where there is the hotel/visitor 

accommodation infrastructure locally, developing the local offer to encourage more 

overnight stays will help grow the local market. 

Attracting aspirational residents is a longer-term objective, but one which is made easier by 

social media tools that allow targeted advertising at particular demographics (e.g. mid-career 

professionals working in the digital sector in Leeds). This can also be supported by more 

traditional advertising options – e.g. billboard advertising in major city centre stations – that 

 
53http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/programs-and-services/neighborhood-matching-
fund/funded-projects#smallsimpleprojects 

http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/programs-and-services/neighborhood-matching-fund/funded-projects#smallsimpleprojects
http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/programs-and-services/neighborhood-matching-fund/funded-projects#smallsimpleprojects
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emphasise the possibility of living in a town with a higher quality of life whilst still having 

great connectivity (transport and broadband). 

Again, the specifics will differ from place to place, and this is more applicable to towns with 

good commuting links to major urban areas. The key point is that promoting the benefits of 

living in the area to people looking for a different way of living from what is possible in major 

cities will be one important way of raising the average skills levels and productivity of the 

towns. Over time, residents attracted to the area may start to work locally, or start-up their 

own businesses locally – thus boosting the economy of the towns. 

The challenge with this recommendation is avoiding gentrification which saps towns of their 

local character and prices out local residents. Some of the towns in this study are already 

experiencing some issues with second home ownership and house price affordability. 

Further research into the issue and development of locally specific policies in certain towns 

will be important to avoid adverse effects.  

What could success look like? Effective promotion of the towns to visitors and our 

residents will: 

• Attract visitors, residents, businesses and industrial opportunities through unique and 

well-established place offers 

• Facilitate high aspirations among residents from all age groups 

• Ensure that the benefits of local development reach all resident and local groups 

• Require the use of modern tools like social media to improve local identity and awareness 

Exemplar Town: Kaslo, British Columbia 

The rural town of Kaslo in British Columbia is using a social media campaign to target young people 

and encourage them to swap the city for small-town life. 

Many small towns in British Columbia are struggling to adjust to falling populations. Like in many 

other countries, urbanisation is having its effect in Canada, putting their economies under strain 

and social services under-manned.54  

The BC Rural Centre, a non-profit organisation working to tackle rural challenges in British Columbia, 

started a competition, asking millennials from big cities to express their interest in coming to Kaslo 

via their social media accounts. Rural Centre staff worked with existing residents to create videos 

and social media material to show off the town, and the campaign quickly went, with entrants from 

all over Canada and even San Diego expressing their interest. The competition winners were given 

guided tours of the town and its assets, and some made the move permanent.55 

 
54 Attracting Young Urban Creatives to Small Town B.C., British Columbia. 
55 Ibid  
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There is a clear trend to exploit using such innovative approaches. In Minnesota, for example, a 

largely rural state in the American Midwest, from the 1970s onwards, almost every county has 

gained migrants aged 30-49.56 While many of these places lose people in their late teens and early 

twenties, who leave for 

work or study, they appeal 

to young families and 

professionals who value the 

quality of life they offer. 

Appealing to this through 

promotional campaigns 

and creative use of social 

media helps to show off 

what they offer, their 

natural beauty, and the 

communities themselves. 

 

Sustainability and resilience 

Encourage companies to invest in sustainable technologies 

Aim: ensure that our companies make the best use of available technologies to increase 

sustainability and resilience.  

What needs to happen: There are a range of sustainable technologies that firms can deploy 

to reduce costs, improve resource efficiency and increase resilience. These include: 

• Technologies associated with renewable energy generation, storage and distribution - 

solar panels, wind power, anaerobic digestion, etc. 

• Sustainable vehicles: generally EVs though hydrogen may be applicable in some larger 

scale uses, and biofuels may also be applicable. 

• Circular economy: designing products and supply chains so that resources can be re-used. 

• Technologies associated with energy use minimisation - insulation, reclaiming waste heat, 

heat networks etc. 

This is a key focus of the emerging LIS and we concur that this is important for local 

businesses.  

How could this be delivered? Within towns, there is a role for using local networks to share 

best practice and showcase exemplars. It is important that support is available locally as the 

application of these technologies typically is not just ‘off-the-shelf’, it may also require hands-

 
56 A rural brain gain migration, University of Minnesota Extension. 
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on support and changes to processes to make it work. Sustainability audits aimed at a wide 

range of businesses can be delivered through a network of advisors supported by signposted 

online resources. 

What could success look like? When local companies commit to investing in sustainable 

technologies, towns in YNYER and the LEP as a whole will benefit from:  

• Improved local sustainability and resilience in the face of forthcoming climate change and 

shocks 

• Active participation from residents and businesses in promoting and using sustainable 

technologies 

• Buy-in for the upcoming LIS, as well as long term engagement with its objectives 

• Maintenance of long-term networks and linkages to support institutions and businesses 

in becoming more sustainable  

Exemplar: Industrial Heat Recovery Support Programme 

The Industrial Heat Recovery Support Programme is one of the government’s recent initiatives to 

encourage businesses to invest in sustainable businesses and processes. The programme focuses 

on providing support for energy-intensive businesses to recycle the heat produced by their 

industrial processes as an energy source for their plants. Businesses that do so lose less energy, 

generate cost savings and improve the sustainability of their businesses.  

The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy has made £18m of funding available 

for businesses to invest in sustainable heat technologies. Accessed through competitive bids, the 

money can be spent on feasibility studies, preliminary engineering design or delivery. Emphasis is 

placed on helping firms to understand where they could reduce energy waste, and how they could 

repurpose it into productive uses.  
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Even without such funding, businesses have 

clear and sometimes urgent incentives to invest 

in sustainability. In the manufacturing sector, 

energy costs can absorb huge amounts of 

resource, and for small businesses often make 

up the majority of expenses. Ibstock Brick, a 

building materials manufacturer, has invested 

significant amounts of money in energy 

efficiency, ensuring its new manufacturing 

centre in Leicestershire meets the highest 

standards for energy efficiency, and retraining 

staff to moderate their working practices to 

conserve energy. Ibstock has a closed loop 

energy system in many of its sites, utilising the 

energy from waste products: it generates 

13.6MW of generation capacity from landfill gas 

in total. In 2019, the company was named a 

winner in the category of Most Ethical / 

Sustainable Manufacturer of the Year at the 

Made in the Midlands Awards.57 

Prepare towns to take advantage of clean growth economic opportunities   

Aim: Prepare the towns to face the challenges of climate change and provide local people and 

companies with the skills they will need to meet the economic challenges it will bring with it.  

What needs to happen: The accelerating rate of climate change and the short amount of 

time left to prevent temperatures rising beyond acceptable levels means that major reforms 

are required within the immediate future. The UK as a whole is transitioning to cleaner 

energy production, and places across the country will need to think about how to support 

their natural assets. 

In practice, increased investment in sustainability will create a range of employment 

opportunities – in terms of construction (e.g. installing solar panels, building insulation, green 

boilers), utility engineering and maintenance (e.g. supporting onshore and offshore wind 

installations, building new distributed energy infrastructure, and building combined heat and 

power networks), and enhancing natural capital (e.g. tree planting, bioscience and 

conservation professionals).  

We need to ensure that local people can train and retrain for these new professions, that we 

support local provision of these services through intelligent procurement, and that we 

encourage businesses to make the transition to sustainable practices to drive demand for 

these skills. 

 
57 https://ibstockbrick.co.uk/news/ibstock-brick-wins-regional-business-award-for-our-commitment-to-
sustainability/  

https://ibstockbrick.co.uk/news/ibstock-brick-wins-regional-business-award-for-our-commitment-to-sustainability/
https://ibstockbrick.co.uk/news/ibstock-brick-wins-regional-business-award-for-our-commitment-to-sustainability/
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How could this be delivered: Existing colleges in the towns will be vital for providing these 

skills, though the methods of provision and the range of content and courses may require 

reform in some places. Engaging with employers will be vital to understand need, and 

collaboration on course content from firms and colleges should be encouraged. Working with 

schools to help young people (and parents) understand the opportunities will help align 

supply and demand from learners. Considering the role of existing local authority owned land 

to supporting the natural capital agenda should be encouraged. 

What could success look like? Expanding the provision of green skills in the towns would: 

• Create ‘future-proofed’ economic opportunities for local people 

• Establish the towns as areas of expertise in green technologies and places to invest  

• Help encourage swifter investment in sustainable infrastructure and building upgrades. 

Exemplar: Ceredigion  

Ceredigion County Council has been working over the long term to reduce emissions and increase 

sustainability across its towns and villages. The council has put out three ‘five-year plans’ over the 

last 15 years, proposing wide-ranging measures to transition to renewable energy production and 

energy efficiency. Since 2007/8, the council has reduced its carbon emissions by 45%, and in the 

last five years invested £2.1m in energy efficiency and renewable energy, saving £4.2m in the 

process. With its latest carbon management plan, Ceredigion has targeted 15% reduction in 

emissions by 2023.  

One of its successful schemes has been to 

explore the potential of district heating in 

Aberystwyth and the rural town Tregaron. By 

connecting key public buildings, including the 

university, secondary school, library and hospital, 

spare energy generated by these buildings could 

be shared between them for heating. Its 

assessment shows that in Aberystwyth, this 

could lead to a 10% reduction in total carbon 

emissions for non-domestic buildings.58 

Work with planning authorities to make homes future-proof 

Aim: Provide adequate and appealing housing to new and existing residents of all ages, 

including older populations as well as younger skilled workers. These homes will need to 

integrate technologies of the future, withstand changes to the climate as extreme weather 

events such as flooding become more common, and will need to connect via transport links 

and accessible routes to town centres. 

 
58 District Heating Feasibility Study Report, Ceredigion 2020. 

http://www.ceredigion2020.org.uk/utilities/action/act_download.cfm?mediaid=27854&langtoken=cym
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What needs to happen: Many of the towns are either experiencing growth in housing or are 

planning for housing growth over the next ten years. New housing should be developed to 

future proof it in relation to the trends we have already examined. Where possible, towns 

should also look to retrofit housing so that existing housing is also future-proofed. Such 

futureproofing should include: 

• Building homes with generous space standards that make them more appealing to 

aspirational owners and more flexible for changing use patterns. 

• Making homes more accessible for older people, enabling them to live independently at 

home for longer. Also, building larger family homes that provide space for extended 

families to live together, and / or supporting homes with ‘granny annexes’ to enable 

greater care provision at home. 

• Ensuring that homes are well linked to town centres. The appropriateness of town centre 

living will vary by place. Where there are important nightlife uses, town centre living may 

be less appropriate.  

• Providing for high speed broadband connectivity as standard. 

• Build low carbon homes - making provision for home renewable energy generation and 

storage as far as economically viable.  

• Retrofitting existing housing to modern energy efficiency standards to increase 

sustainability and address energy costs. 

• Ensuring that the power distribution network is adequate for home EV charging and to 

enable the sale of renewable energy generated by these homes back to the grid. 

• Preventing building of homes in areas at risk from flooding, and investing in flood defences 

to protect existing areas or enable new development in areas that are currently at risk. 

• As well as this, housing can be used to make our communities more future proof, by 

providing adequate affordable housing for key workers in towns where housing 

affordability is more of an issue. 

How might this be delivered? Local planning authorities and the LEP should work together 

to develop a design guide based on established national principles. This should be forward 

looking and ambitious. This should be used in negotiations with developers. Where there are 

existing local authority owned housing companies, these should be supported to play a more 

active role in developing the housing we need in places.  

What could success look like? If the towns and planning authorities provide adequate, 

appealing and future-proofed homes, we will:  

• Ensure residents at all stages of the lifecycle have access to affordable and adequate 

housing. 

• Make housing available and appealing to young and skilled workers in towns. 
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• Ensure that we have the low carbon sustainable housing we need for the future – reducing 

energy costs for our residents. 

• Foster community cohesion via linkages between housing developments, businesses and 

town centres, providing for economic growth and town centre identity. 

• Make homes accessible for older residents, enabling them to live independently at home 

for longer. 

• Protect our communities from flood risk and climate change. 

Exemplar Town: Wigan 

Wigan has embarked on a house building programme for older people to guarantee their physical 

and mental health. With its Sustainable Community Strategy, the council has placed an emphasis 

on creating purpose-built housing for the aged, providing one- and two-bed apartments in large 

community developments close to shops and local amenities. The council’s strategy has been to 

redevelop former mining land for these schemes, helping to keep people within the town centre 

and reuse existing brownfield land in a sustainable way.  

Wigan’s approach was informed by Greater Manchester Combined Authority’s assessment of future 

housing need, which estimated that 75% of growth needed across the authority was for households 

aged 65 or older.59 Faced with this future demand, Wigan has been proactive in building housing to 

address its long-term needs.  

 

 
59 Local Authority Direct Delivery of Housing: Continuation Research, Janice Morphet and Ben Clifford, Royal 
Town Planning Institute, 2019. 
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6 Delivering a transformation 

in the towns 

The previous section set out a series of recommendations that together represents a 

comprehensive approach to help the towns benefit from future opportunities. We have made 

suggestions as to how these initiatives could be practically delivered individually. This 

section now considers how to deliver these initiatives as a whole, in places. 

We focus on two main elements: 

• Local leadership and ownership of the concept of 21st Century Towns 

• Behavioural and attitude change 

The aim of this section is not to set out a detailed timeline or plan for implementing the 

recommendations. Rather, it is to reinforce the point that how these initiatives are delivered 

is as important as the nature of the initiatives themselves. Local ownership of the concepts 

set out in this report, couple with a renewed optimism in the potential for change, and 

supported by strong networks between places to share experiences and best practice will all 

be crucial to achieve the transformation anticipated in the Local Industrial Strategy.  

Local leadership and ownership 

Partners we have engaged with as part of this research have stressed that you have strong 

town councils in these towns. This local leadership will be vital for providing continued drive 

to implement transformation. Central to this will be the LEP engaging with town councils and 

district councils around these concepts and helping to consider how the ideas in this report 

and the proposals of the LIS can best be taken forward locally. 

Town Councils will need to find ways to strengthen and widen local partnerships within their 

places. From our perspective the key elements of this will be: 

• Finding local champions who will provide commitment over the longer term especially 

where Council (at every level) resources are stretched. This will need to be someone who 

provides day to day support and coordination to the wider partners. Without this any local 

partnership or town team will falter as they will find it difficult to navigate the local issues, 

permissions, regulations etc. needed to implement specific actions.  

• Providing dedicated resource to make these initiatives happen. A number of local 

authorities have developed ‘umbrella’ schemes whereby one or more officers are 

responsible for the coordination of a number of locations. This approach does however 

require local champions with whom the local authority can work and also who become a 

focal point for the specific location to enable a focused dialogue to be had with the local 
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council in order to get things done. Ireland is a good example of this kind of activity within 

a small town / rural context. This kind of work is essential to create common resources 

for all towns and to help stop places ‘reinventing the wheel’. 

• Whilst local leadership needs to think long-term, a short term, focused plan is often the 

catalyst to galvanising people into action and once improvements are delivered (and seen 

locally), they are often more receptive to continuing for the longer term. Again local 

government support is key, as are budgets/financial resources. 

In some cases, a Business Improvement District (BID) model may help bring together local 

businesses to support the kinds of town centre improvements suggested in Section 5. There 

are numerous BIDs operating in small town locations, including a number in Yorkshire. These 

include place such as Ilkley (set up in 2019), Skipton (currently in its third term), Langthwaite 

(est. 2016 in first term), Brighouse (est. 2019), and Keighley (est. 2016). Larger BID locations 

include Harrogate (est. 2019), Hull (in its third term) and York (est. 2016).  

Resources and funding for these activities are important. Many of the Town Teams set up 

during the Portas initiative were community-led with local people with a passion for their 

area coming together over a particular problem. These tended not to last for more than a 

couple of years as people moved on or grew tired of the constant battle between interested 

parties or local government who had little resource to support them.  

Therefore, it is important that community groups are supported to achieve visible ‘wins’ to 

encourage them to continue to be involved. In order to provide strategic leadership the LEP 

may wish to establish more focused support for Place through a dedicated resource, linked 

to the LIS, or via a funding pot to support delivery on the ground. Criteria should be set which 

is aligned to the objectives of the LIS and LEP delivery ambitions to support towns across the 

geography to implement change on the ground. This should include a focus on developing 

local partnerships, support from their local council, as well as their plans for future 

sustainability. 

Recent funding initiatives from central government have created impetus once again to 

support high streets and town centres including through both the FHSF and the Towns Fund. 

The work undertaken in these areas should not be lost once the outcome of these 

competitions is known.  

Partnerships and Boards which are brought together to bid for funding should continue to 

operate and focus on their places with a view to exploring alternative options for delivery. 

The LEP, as part of or as a supporter of these bids, should provide leadership by aligning 

growth fund opportunities, as well as possible shared prosperity funding, to enable future 

delivery to continue. 
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Behavioural and attitude change 

The success of the recommendations in many cases is dependent upon supporting 

behavioural change and changes in attitudes / aspirations amongst local people. Key 

examples are: 

• Helping to demystify digital technologies and skills for residents and businesses. 

• Encouraging more people to get involved in community initiatives.  

• Incentivising a shift in transport modes from private vehicles to cycling and walking.  

This will not be easy, but recognising that behavioural change is required will be important 

for ensuring that many of these initiatives succeed. The focus should be on infusing 

behavioural change into all practices and programmes. In general, this will include: 

• Local champions to lead initiatives – e.g. local digital schools champion 

• Providing an ‘entry-level’ / easy route in for people to make a change – e.g. cycle to work 

/ school days. 

• Presenting change in optimistic and relevant terms to people – e.g. digital skills for older 

people to help them video call their family living in other parts of the country. 
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7 What to do next 

The recommendations set out in section 5 reflect a long-term programme for the area. In the 

short term we suggest that there are a smaller number of things that towns and local 

authorities should be doing to advance this work. This is especially true given that the 

Government has a strong policy focus on towns at present. We recommend that over the next 

year: 

• Each town develops a town futures team - including members of the town council, any 

local BIDs / TCMs, local businesses and residents groups. The local authority should 

provide a small amount of resource to help support this work (principally staff time). 

• Each town futures team develops a local vision, informed by the LIS and this study. 

The vision should have a clear mandate to look long-term and the purpose should be to 

improve the economy of the town. It should be informed by the evidence on how the town 

is performing and what the challenges are. It should look at the physical assets and layout 

of the town and how this could be better configured, but it should also look at wider socio-

economic opportunities and challenges. The vision should be consulted on locally to gain 

buy-in. 

• Local authorities should undertake a quick town centre audit for each town using 

the checklist provided in the ‘High Quality Places and Connections’ recommendation in 

Section 5 (page 56 of this report). The aim is to find quick wins that can improve how town 

centres function – e.g. signage, basic street furniture, lighting, etc. These investments 

should be made by the local authority in a way which is integrated with the town futures 

team, so that these teams can demonstrate immediate results and momentum. 

• The LEP should prepare a digital skills strategy that provides a clear way forward on 

this important agenda. It should aim to quantify the level of provision at school and FE 

level, and the level of business demand for these skills locally. It should aim to assess what 

kinds of skills are needed locally to grow the economy. It should make practical 

recommendations to enhance skills provision within towns. 

• The LEP should work with local authorities to roll out the gigabit approach 

pioneered by the York Digital City team as part of the Digital York Programme to ensure 

that all towns have the quality of broadband provision they require. This includes 

managing the communications challenge around why this infrastructure is needed and 

why the attendant disruption is worthwhile.  

• The LEP should support local town deals as exemplars for what can be achieved and 

share best practice from these processes. 

• Local authorities should develop an active network to share best practice. Towards 

the end of this period, the LEP and local authorities should work together to network the 

towns so that best practice is actively being shared between town futures teams.   
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Aims and Methodology

The aims of the town visits were to 
• Provide an initial assessment of the total 15 study towns, to select a shortlist of 8 towns to visit that are 

representative of the full range of study towns
• Develop an objective assessment proforma to enable scoring of each town in regards health and vitality, 

consumer experience, facilities and range of reasons to use
• Visit and assess each of the 8 study towns
• Draw conclusions in regards how each of the towns are performing and their future prognosis, to guide 

interventions and support needed for each type of town
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Process to Select Towns To Visit and Assess 

Using the initial information provided by the client, as well as an assessment of their location, size, history, role 
and make-up, the following towns were selected and agreed for visiting, as being representative of the full 15 
study towns. 
• Driffield (East Riding LA), large market town (13k popn), remote location, declining
• Bedale (Hambleton LA), small / midsized market town (4.5k), remote and rural, thriving
• Stokesley (Hambleton LA), mid size (5k), declining, 30 minutes from Middlesbrough
• Richmond and Catterick (Richmondshire LA), large (8.5k + 3k + army base), maintaining, army base 

being re-invented
• Ripon (Harrogate LA), large (17k), very historic, decent sized town centre, good schools, strong tourism 

destination although arguably declining as a town centre, 3rd smallest city in UK
• Malton (Ryedale LA), mid size (5k), thriving, agricultural, strong and resurgent tourism & leisure economy
• Selby (Selby LA) – large, thriving (15k), semi coastal (used to have shipbuilding), now dormitory town
• Whitby (Scarborough LA), large (13k), maintaining / declining, coastal town, tourism
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Geographic Spread of Towns

The eight study towns are shown on the map below

Malton

Whitby

Driffield

Ripon

Richmond

Bedale

Selby

Stokesley
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Town Visits Review and Assessment Methodology 

Each of the eight study towns we have visited are assessed over the following pages, along with a picture 
board which illustrates key facts and findings about each town.  Each of the towns was assessed using a 
proforma, which is contained in Appendix 1. The various categories assessed, have been aggregated and 
scored under 4 headings which indicate its likely future health and the areas that need improving, namely:

Each future success variable is scored out of 5, and a percentage achieved has been estimated. 
Appendix 2 contains the results. On each page the colour coding reflects the score achieved, 
i.e. <50% = red, 50>75% amber and >76% green

Health & Vitality Multiple Reasons To Visit Experience Facilities
Long term vacant units or 
development plots visible Strength of retail and non-retail anchors Consumer experience - street 

management, ASB, litter etc Car access & parking

Indicators of performance Retail offer – comparison and convenience Ease of shopping Public transport offer / facilities
F&B / night -ime offer Overall / shopping experience Community Facilities
Leisure facilities / offer Quality of Environment
Service Goods offer

Strength of Independent Offer

Heritage & Tourism Offer

Evidence of workforce

Town centre living / nearby residential
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Selby
Selby is a medium sized market town located circa 20 miles to the south of York.
Historically it has its roots in shipbuilding, being on the main Selby to Leeds Canal.
These days its primary role is as a sub-regional market and administrative town, as well as a dormitory town for York and 
Leeds.  There is considerable new housing being build on the outskirts of the town.
The town centre has much to like about it, from the attractive architecture in the Market Square in front of the Abbey, to the 
strong independent offer (including local family owned department store) to popular Monday Market.
The town offer appears health, with the various retail components (core town centre shops on Gowthorpe, Market Cross 
retail arcade, Morrisons supermarket, edge of town Sainsbury retail sheds etc) all well connected and effectively sign 
posted.
The service offer is strong as is the day time and night time F&B offer (clustered on Finkle Street / Micklegate).
There is evident civic pride visible, footfall is visibly high and vacancies are low.  Overall the town appears to be in good 
health and in tune with the needs of its customers.

Health & Vitality
80%

Multiple Reasons to Use
62%

Consumer Experience
70%

Facilities
47%
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Selby Images

Integrated town centre supermarket Independent department store

Diverse independent store offer Integrated nearby retail park offer Whole offer well sign-posted

Popular street market
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Driffield
Driffield is a small market town located in East Riding, off the A614 from Leeds to Bridlington.
The town and especially the town centre appears tired and in need of investment and TLC.
Whilst there are several attractive historic building on the core high street offer, many of the shop fronts and fascias are in 
poor condition and in need of improvements / refurbishment. 
The town centre appears relatively weak and has few strong anchors. Charity shops dominate the offer and there are 
several vacant units, many of which appear long term.
There is low density housing near the town centre but little evidence of a nearby  workforce or tourist economy.
Footfall levels appear relatively low, and the town centre retail experience is blighted by dominant and visibly high levels of 
traffic.
Overall Driffield appears to be struggling and without significant investment is likely to continue to do so. 

Health & Vitality
40%

Multiple Reasons to Use
48%

Consumer Experience
58%

Facilities
60%
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Driffield Images

Attractive historic building frontages Appealing independent bike shop/cafe

Lack of investment in shop fronts Visibly dominant charity shops Several vacant buildings visible

Limited food & beverage offer
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Malton
Malton (with the adjoining settlement of Norton) is a large, thriving and dominant market town located between York and 
Scarborough.
The town centre has an excellent range of multiple and especially independent traders, covering comparison goods, 
convenience goods, food & beverage and service offer.
The built environment is very attractive and well maintained, much of it being in the ownership of the Fitzwilliam Estate.  Car 
parking is easy, the town offers frequent events and a weekly market each  Saturday as well as monthly food market.
The town has wide appeal to local residents, local workers, tourists / leisure visitors. The town also provides an important 
local facility for the surrounding rural and farming community in hosting a weekly cattle market auction on Fridays. 
There is evident and abundant civic pride visible and the town has a strong and well delivered online marketing presence. 
Overall Malton is clearly trading well, has multiple reasons to visit and the future prognosis for the town is positive.

Health & Vitality
100%

Multiple Reasons to Use
88%

Consumer Experience
100%

Facilities
67%
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Malton Images

Well maintained buildings stock Very strong F&B offer

Good convenience goods offer Agricultural economy Effective local branding

Thriving independent retailers
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Stokesley
Stokesley is small affluent market town located just to the north of the Yorkshire Moors, and is approx. 10 miles south of 
Middlesbrough.
It provides an important centre of commerce for the surrounding farming community, as well as containing circa 5,000 
residents in its own right.
The town centre is dominated by independent operators, and offers a good mix of convenience, service and food and 
beverage traders.
The built environment and townscape are very pleasant, the offer is well  maintained and it feels very safe.
There is ample and easily accessible car parking surrounding the town centre.  The night time economy appears strong and 
in good health.
There is much to like about Stokesley.

Health & Vitality
80%

Multiple Reasons to Use
69%

Consumer Experience
100%

Facilities
80%
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Stokesley Images

Strong convenience offer Extensive food & beverage offer

Ex bank being converted to f&b/resi Attractive and historic townscape Feels safe and secure

Well maintained shop fronts
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Whitby
Whitby is a large and very old historic seaside town on the eastern coast of North Yorkshire.  Is bounded by the North Sea 
on one side and the North Yorkshire Moors on the other.  The earliest settlements in Whitby have been traced back to the 
seventh century.
More recently the town has relied on the key industries of fishing, mineral mining and tourism.  The town has also benefited 
from the creation of a marina for permanently moored as well as visiting yachts and motorboats. 
The town centre retail offer is weak, with few multiple comparison goods retailers present.  What it lacks in retail shops 
however, it certainly makes up in fish & chip shops!  The town offers an extensive and seemingly successful food & 
beverage economy, both day-time and night-time. 
The town has also benefited recently from more specialist tourism appeal, gaining an increasingly strong reputation as a 
destination for goths.
So despite its long term gradual decline, the town has many reasons to visit it, and as such should retain its reputation as 
one of the leading destination in the North East and Yorkshire for a leisure day-out. 

Health & Vitality
60%

Multiple Reasons to Use
73%

Consumer Experience
60%

Facilities
73%
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Whitby Images

Importance of fishing economy Famous cultural offer

Possibly over saturated offer! Basic shopping offer

Extensive new housing near river

Extensive choice of fish & chips 
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Ripon
Ripon is a small city that is blessed with a wide variety of natural and heritage assets including cathedral, museums, river 
frontage, canal basin, racecourse, nearby Fountains Abbey and Newby Hall, gardens and national parks. The city centre is 
relatively easy to enter, however routing to car parking becomes unclear. The retail offer was once centred on the cobbled 
market square, however more recent additions have moved the offer away, resulting in a number of vacancies in the 
square. 
The offer includes good convenience anchors, lots of health and beauty as well as a good mix of multiples and 
independents. The food & beverage offer is hidden, and the new Curzon is another asset that isn’t integrated. 
For a small city centre the lack of integration and connectivity of assets, lack of promotion, information and routing to all
components is a weakness. The surrounding workforce are not visible in the city centre. There are many assets to build 
on, and a need to focus on optimising the customer, user experience.
The strongest offers are not in the old market square (the natural focal point), which means information promotion and 
routing are key. The ‘poppy appeal’ displays indicate high civic pride and some active place management.

Health & Vitality
65%

Multiple Reasons to Use
63%

Consumer Experience
53%

Facilities
37%
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Ripon Images

Strong anchor Cafes and restaurants near Cathedral

New Curzon Residential near town centre

Lots of attractions in Ripon

High profile vacant unit
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Bedale
Bedale is a small rural town, situated to the west of the A1 midway between Ripon and Richmond. It appears to be serving 
a local rural community. Whilst it offers a picturesque experience, the offer and town is not memorable.
The core retail offer is quite limited, two very small convenience supermarkets, very few multiple brands. There are a 
number of quality independent retailers and coffee / cafes that appear to be popular.
The service offer is an anchor for the town, in particular the two high profile veterinary clinics. 
The town’s offer should be readily visible as it straddles the through road, with parking in front of shops for almost its full 
length.
The easy to use parking (although confusing for new visitors) in front of the town’s offer serves to hide the shop fronts and 
reduce further the limited impact. 
Whilst there are many ‘brown sign’ offers promoting attractions for visitors, the actual destinations are not visible / 
accessible from the town centre.
Bedale needs to provide more impact, be easier to use and be more memorable.

Health & Vitality
55%

Multiple Reasons to Use
44%

Consumer Experience
50%

Facilities
53%
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Bedale Images

Quality independents Anchor offer services

A few vacant unitsNearby attractions Confusing parking for new visitors

Parking obscuring the offer
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Richmond and Catterick
Richmond / Catterick (with Catterick Garrison) in effect are three disparate centres, a couple of miles apart from each 
other. 
Catterick is a residential village east of the A1, it offers a basic service, takeaway and pubs. It does have an area with a 
pleasant river front. 
Catterick Garrison remains a base for many thousands of young army families. 
The recent expanded retail offer is busy, popular and occupied (albeit poorly integrated to the original offer. The many 
builders plots and coming soon signs demonstrate that it will continue to expand its population, and requisite community 
services and facilities. 
Richmond is a pleasant town centre that even in the rain and late afternoon autumn gloom offers a pleasant environment. 
The town has a good convenience offer, several large pubs, good cafes and a few restaurants. The leisure offer includes a 
theatre, nearby cinema, leisure centre and museums. Car parking is visible and easy to access. There is a strong 
independent offer and a vibrant art / home offer, which is under-utilised as an asset. 
The town feels vibrant although with a few vacancies in core area.

Health & Vitality
70%

Multiple Reasons to Use
60%

Consumer Experience
80%

Facilities
60%

Health & Vitality
60%

Multiple Reasons to Use
53%

Consumer Experience
60%

Facilities
47%

Richmond

Catterick / 
Catterick Garrison
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Richmond & Catterick Images

Quality independent Leisure asset

Emerging Arts Quarter Station Cinema Catterick Village

Catterick Garrison retail sheds
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Summary of Findings
In regards of their fitness for the future:
• Malton, Stokesley and Selby are in a good place. They are currently performing well, have multiple and 

distinct reasons to use them, offer a good consumer experience as well as provide good customer 
facilities.  There is evident civic pride visible and the independent offers are good. They are social places 
as a result of the diverse F&B offers.  They also have strong identities and certainly in the case of Malton 
and Selby have good online presence.  There are many reasons why these towns are likely to continue to 
be successful in the future

• The prognosis for Whitby, Richmond and Ripon is reasonable. Whilst all are suffering from low levels of 
vacant units, each have distinct and multiple reasons to visit them.  They are popular and liked by 
consumers, so providing they don’t lose their appeal they should continue to improve.  All three would 
benefit from more events, improved integration of assets, more innovation, information and more online 
‘personality’

• Bedale faces an uncertain future.  Whilst is relatively pleasant at the moment, there is little memorable 
about it. Again it would benefit from more events, signage, promotion and additional positive actions that 
make it distinct

• Driffield faces a challenging future. Its in decline, the consumer experience is poor, and it has few 
strengths or reasons to use it.  It needs additional customers to help it, such as more residents.  The built 
environment needs significant investment first however in order to make it attractive as a place to live 
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21st Century Town Opportunities and Support Needs

Actions Selby Driffield Malton Stokesley Whitby Ripon Bedale Richmond/ 
Catterick

Make better use of existing town and 
nearby assets * *** * ** *** *** ** ***

Distribute footfall from one asset / 
attractor to others * ** ** ** ** *** * ***

Improve the customer experience in the 
town centre * *** ** ** *** *** *** **

Promote multi-purpose visit drivers, 
different sectors ** ** *** *** *** *** *** ***

Improve access for surrounding 
workforce ** *** *** *** *** *** * **

Provide information about range of offer 
and width of choice, at all arrival points
and pre-arrival (on line)

** *** *** *** *** *** ** **

The following table highlights the priority improvements needed. 1 star = least priority, 3 stars = highest priority 
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21st Century Town Opportunities and Support Needs

Actions Selby Driffield Malton Stokesley Whitby Ripon Bedale Richmond/ 
Catterick

Improve signage and routing ** ** ** ** ** *** * *

Provide visible management and 
direction for town ** *** ** ** * *** ** **

Improve visibility of established footfall 
drivers ** *** ** *** ** *** ** **

Improve access and parking ** *** *** * ** *** * **

The following table highlights the priority improvements needed. 1 star = least priority, 3 stars = highest priority 
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21st Century Town Opportunities and Support Needs

Actions Selby Driffield Malton Stokesley Whitby Ripon Bedale Richmond/ 
Catterick

Create themed ‘quarters’ zones to 
promote usp’s / visit driver *** * *** * *** ** * ***

Provide more community facilities, use 
vacant shops ** *** * ** ** *** ** *

Enhance the quality of the environment ** *** * ** *** ** ** *

Integrate public transport * * ** ** * ** ** *

Enable / facilitate more town centre 
living *** *** ** *** *** *** *** ***

Promote market offer and trading days *** ** *** *** *** *** * ***

The following table highlights the priority improvements needed. 1 star = least priority, 3 stars = highest priority 
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Place Management & Support Needs

This table provides a future readiness checklist as a management tool to assess other towns, to assess 
whether each town has the success factors in place to be a 21st Century Town (need at least 10 green lights)

Perception Innovation
Events & Markets Management
Accessibility Civic Pride
Permeability / Movement Connections & Routing
Diversity Sociability 
Activity Community
Attractiveness Quality
Safety / Security Memorable / Distinctiveness
Cleanliness Space 
Ease of use Online pre-marketing / info
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Appendix 1
Location Review Proforma



 

 
 

 Score 
out of 5 

Comment 
 

Indicators of performance  
 
Good      Poor      OK  

  

Strength of anchors; include 
retail and non-retail. Note all 
footfall generators 
 

  

Retail offer – comparison and 
convenience 

  

F&B / night time offer 
 

  

Leisure facilities / offer 
 

  

Service Goods offer   

Strength of Independent Offer   
 

Heritage & Tourism Offer   
 

Quality of Environment   

Car access & parking 
 
 

  
 

Public transport offer / facilities   

Ease of shopping   
 

Evidence of workforce   

Town centre living / nearby resi 
 
 

  

Consumer experience - street 
management, ASB, litter etc  

  
 

Community Facilities 
 

  

Any long term vacant units or 
development plots 

  

Overall appeal / shopping 
experience 

  
 
 

 

YNYER Town Reviews  
  
Location:_________________________________              Day and Date:____________________________ 



Appendix 2
Rating of Each Town



Selby Driffield Malton Stokesley Whitby Ripon Bedale Richmond Catterick / Catterick Garrison
A Indicators of performance 4 2 5 4 3 4 2.5 4 3

B Strength of anchors; include retail and non-retail. Note all footfall generators 4 2 5 3 5 4 1 3 3
B Retail offer – comparison and convenience 3 2 5 3 2 3 1 3 4
B F&B / night time offer 3 2.5 5 4 5 3 2 2 2
B Leisure facilities / offer 2 2 2.5 2 4 3 2.5 2.5 3
B Service Goods offer 4 3 5 3 3 4 3.5 4 2
B Strength of Independent Offer 4 3 5 4 3 3.5 3 4 1
B Heritage & Tourism Offer 4 2 5 4 5 4 2 3 1

C Quality of Environment 3 3 5 5 2 2.5 3 4 2
D Car access & parking 4 3 3 5 3 1.5 4 4 3
D Public transport offer / facilities 2 3 3 4 4 2 2 2 2

C Ease of shopping 4 4 5 5 3 2 2 4 3
B Evidence of workforce 2 2 3 4 2 1 1 2 4
B Town centre living / nearby resi 2 3 4 4 4 3 4 3.5 4

C Consumer experience - street management, ASB, litter etc 4 2.5 5 5 3 3 3 4 2
D Community Facilities 1 3 4 3 4 2 2 3 2

A Any long term vacant units or development plots 4 2 5 4 3 2.5 3 3 3
C Overall appeal / shopping experience 3 2 5 5 4 3 2 4 3

A Health & Vitality 80% 40% 100% 80% 60% 65% 55% 70% 60%
B Multiple Reasons To Visit 62% 48% 88% 69% 73% 63% 44% 60% 53%

C Experience 70% 58% 100% 100% 60% 53% 50% 80% 50%
D Facilities 47% 60% 67% 80% 73% 37% 53% 60% 47%

>76%
50>75%

<50%
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